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Part 1:  Introduction 

1.1 Purpose 

1 This report has been developed by Bay of Plenty Regional Council (BOPRC) in 
accordance with Section 42A of the Resource Management Act 1991 (The Act) to 
consider all submissions and further submissions received following the public 
notification of Proposed Plan Change 9 Region-wide Water Quantity (PPPC9) and to 
make recommendations on those submissions. The assessments and 
recommendations are not binding on the Hearing Panel. 

2 This report: 

 Outlines the statutory provisions relevant to the Plan Change process 

 Discusses general issues 

 Discusses/analyses the implication of submissions and further submissions on 
topics 

 Concludes with recommendations for changes to the PPPC9 provisions based 
on the preceding discussion in the report. 

 

3 A revised PPPC9 incorporating all amendments arising out of staff considerations is 
contained in Appendix 1of this report. 

1.2 Authors 

4 This report has been prepared by a range of Council staff and consultants who have 
been involved in the development and notification of PPPC9. Key Council staff are as 
follows: 

 Principal author: Glenys Kroon; Senior Policy Planner, Water Policy, Bay of 
Plenty Regional Council  

 James Low, Team Leader, Water Policy, Bay of Plenty Regional Council 

 Michelle Lee; Policy Analyst, Water Policy, Bay of Plenty Regional Council 

 Moana Stensness, Pou Ngaio, Māori Policy, Bay of Plenty Regional Council 
 

5 Consultant details are contained within their respective reports. 

1.3 Content of this Report 

6 The purpose of this report is to bring to the attention of the Hearing Panel the relevant 
information and issues relating to water quantity in the region, along with 
recommendations on the topics addressed in submissions and further submissions. 

7 This report is not intended to provide a response to each submission and further 
submission. 

8 As submitters will speak and present evidence at the hearing, the recommendations 
contained within this report are preliminary only, relating only to the written 
submissions and any information accompanying that submission. The conclusions and 
recommendations made in this report are from staff, based on the information to hand 
at the time of writing this report, and are not binding upon the Hearing Panel. It should 
not therefore be assumed that the Hearing Panel will reach the same conclusion as 
staff having considered all the evidence brought before the hearing. 

9 Region-wide Water Quantity Proposed Plan Change 9 was notified on 18 October 
2016 and submissions closed on 14 December 2016. A total of 82 submissions were 
received, of which 16 were received late. Further submissions were notified on 30 May 
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2017 and closed on 28 June. Due to an administrative error, part of the submissions of 
The Oil Companies and Fonterra Co-operative Group Limited were inadvertently left 
out of original submission and were separately notified on 27 June 2017. A total of 31 
further submissions were received.  

 
 

10 This chart shows the range of interests represented in submission. This chart is 
indicative only as some submitters have interests across a range of sectors. 

11 Submissions received sought a range of outcomes. Key topic areas and an overview 
of themes are: 

 Topic Submissions 

Part 4 Overarching 
and more 
general 
matters 

A number of submitters raised matters that do not fit neatly 
into other categories including the consistency of language 
used in PPPC9, providing for traditional uses of water and 
council’s role in information provision. 

Part 5 Matters of 
concern to 
Māori 

As well as submitting under other topics, Māori raised a 
number of submission points unique to them.  
 
These included 

 Concerns about the adequacy of consultation with 
them, especially given their special status under the 
RMA and NPS-FM 

 Aligned to this, concerns that principles of the Treaty of 
Waitangi have not been had regard of  

 Concerns that Council has not implemented parts of 
the NPS-FM requiring it to understand Māori Values 
and Interests, and that (generally) Council has not 
implemented the NPS-FM 

 Some opposition to the transfer of resource consents, 
and generally, to a perceived commoditisation of water 

Part 6 Decision-
making and 
management 
of over 
allocated 
catchments 

This section predominantly concerns policies WQP10 and 
WQ P11, but it also addresses WQP2, WQ P3, WQ P4, WQ 
P5, WQ P6, WQ P7, WQ P8, WQ P9.  
 
WQ P10 states that Council will generally decline resource 
consents in over allocated catchments. Policy WQ P11 is 
the flipside. Both rely on council’s assessment of allocation 
status. Other policies address secondary allocation, flow 
variability and administrative matters to do with interim 
limits/thresholds 

 Broadly, most submitters, including some industry 
groups, support the thrust of policy WQ P10 and its 
supporting policies. 

 Some people worried that allocating consents in over-
allocated areas meant existing users might lose out 
when consents came up for renewal. 
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 Some submitters thought the policies were too  

 For tāngata whenua, impacts on the resource and their 
relationship to water featured heavily in reasons for 
support of “generally decline” 

 In general, the principles of maintaining flow variability 
add reasons for limits were supported. 

Part 7 Flows, levels, 
limits and 
resource 
consent 
considerations 

Provisions covered in this section include WQ  I1, WQ  I11, 
WQ  I4, WQ I5, WQ I6, WQ O3, WQ O6, WQ O4, WQO 11, 
WQ P2, WQ P15, WQ P5, WQ P16, WQ P17, WQ P22, WQ 
P29, WQ P30, Definitions (rootstock). Proposed rules WQ 
R10 and WQ R11 are also considered in this section. 
 
This topic concerned the broad approach (Issue/Objectives) 
used to set quantity limits. Broadly  

 The intent was supported but some submitters were 
concerned limits are too conservative and arbitrary. 

 A range of alternatives metrics were suggested 
including use of proposed NES for guidance.  

 Seeking greater flexibility in setting interim water 
allocation limits on a case by case basis. 

 Mixed response to ‘generally decline policy’ for 
applications in fully allocated resources, but mostly 
support  

 General support for the ‘consider granting’ policy for 
water allocation where limits are not exceeded 

 Municipal supply and regional infrastructure seek 
confirmation of longer consent terms 

 A new rule for dewatering was sought. 

Part 8 Improving 
water use 
efficiency, 
metering, 
reporting and 
information 
requirements, 
water 
accounts, 
Schedule 7 

This topic concerns a number of issues, objectives and 
policies addressing allocating water to enable economic 
efficiency and adjusting the use of water over time.  
Chief among these are WQ I2, WQ I, WQ O10, WQ O11,  
WQ P13, WQ P6, WQ P24, WQ P25, WQ P26, WQ P27, 
WQ M1, WQ M2, WQ M3, WQ M4, WQ M7, WQ M8, WQ 
P28, Schedule 7. The topic includes metering and reporting. 

 
Generally there was: 

 Mixed response to enhanced metering 

 Support for more robust reporting 

 Qualified support for schedule 7 

 General support for the thrust of policy WQ P13 (To 
promote Efficient Use) with proposed amendments to 
some particulars 

Part 9 Water 
Management 
Areas 

This topic concerns WQ O9, WQ P1 and WQ P2 (Water 
Management Areas 

Some submitters sought clarification about the intent of 
WQP2. Others were confused about the spatial extents used 
in it (FMU vs WMA). Others wanted “their” particular industry 
referenced in WQP2. 

Part 10 Water permit 
transfers  

This topic concerns Issue WQ I3, Objective WQ O1, WQ 
O11, and Policies WQ P3, WQ P2, WQ P 13, WQ P23, 
Methods WQ M2 and Rules WQ R7, WQ R8, WQ R9. 
 
These enable the transfer of water permits within the same 
area. 

 Several Iwi submitters in particular opposed the 
transfer of water totally, or unless it was subject to 
approval by tāngata whenua 

 Some in opposition suggested those not using their 
original allocation should relinquish it back to the pool 

Part 11 Recognising 
existing users 

This topic concerns Issue WQ I1, Objective WQ O8, and 
policies WQ P10, 2, 12, 15.  
 
These address the “first in first served” water allocation 
approach and the presumption that existing water users 
have precedence for water allocation. 
 

 There was support and opposition for allocating water 
on a first in, first served basis including submissions on 
behalf of particular industry groups seeking they be 
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better recognised 

 Several submitters opposed polices and rules 
prioritising or strengthening the rights of existing 
consent holders over new comers 
Some submitters sought a more “effects” based 
philosophy 

Part 12 Permitted 
activity 
provisions 

This topic concerned provision of new rules, WQ I7, WQ 

O10, WQ R1, WQ R2, WQ R3, WQ R5 touched on WQ P24, 

WQP26 (discussed elsewhere also). 

  

PPPC9 has a number of provisions requiring permitted 

activities to registered and meter their water takes. 

 There  was general support in principle for the 

registration of permitted takes from all sectors (Māori, 

farming, Health, industry and environment) 

 Support in principle for the reduction of the permitted 

activity volume for groundwater for small properties 

 Some tāngata whenua groups opposed permitted 

activity takes without consideration or approval by 

tāngata whenua 

 There was a request to provide a new permitted activity 

rule to enable well or aquifer testing 

 The various metrics and limits proposed for use in 

these rules were discussed. 

Part 13 Unauthorised 
take and use 
of water (dairy 
farms) 

This topic concerns WQ P14 and WQ R4. 
 
PPPC9 proposes “grandfathering” unlawful dairy shed water 
users into consents as a controlled activity. Submissions 
were split between those supportive on the basis of this 
being pragmatic and sensible – given the very small scale of 
these takes, and others (including some Māori submitters) 
on the basis of the need for effects to be assessed. 

Part 15 Recognise 
Municipal 
Water Takes 

This issue touches on WQ I2, WQ O3, WQ O8 WQ P21, 

WQ R6 and definitions. 

 Local authorities generally supportive of provisions – 

Schedule 7 requires clarification  

 Most other submitters were supportive of the intent of 

the provisions  

 Water Management Plan requires delineation and a 

specific water management response for essential and 

non-essential municipal users 

Part 16 Hydro-electric 
power 
schemes 

This section addresses WQ O2, policies WQ P6(c), WQ 
P19, WQ P20, It touches on objective WQ O8, policies WQ 
WQ P4, WQ P18, WQ P30(e), WQ P31(c) also. 
 
Several submitters addressed hydroelectric schemes (which 
are given policy prominence due to their significant effects 
on the availability of water for extractive uses) questioning: 

 Whether the recognition and precedence given to 
hydro-electric power schemes is justified and fair 

 Whether ‘damming and diversion of water’ (referred to 
in many policies) is consistent with the purpose and 
scope of this plan change 
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1.4 Background 

12 Council is taking a two-step approach to improving the rules for water quality and 
quantity management in the region. This is part of our work to implement central 
government’s National Policy Statement for Freshwater. In this process the Council 
will deliver limits to allocation and use of water for each of the nine Water 
Management Areas (catchments) across the Bay of Plenty region to the RNRP. 

Step 1: 

13 Strengthening water allocation limits through Region-wide Water Quantity Proposed 
Plan Change 9. 

Step 2:  

14 Working with communities to set limits at a localised level to meet water quality and 
quantity targets for specific areas and waterways (Freshwater Management 
Units).  This is well underway in the Kaituna Maketū, Pongakawa 
Waitahanui and Rangitāiki catchments and just starting in Tauranga and Rotorua. The 
information gathered will inform the development of proposed Natural Resources 
Plan changes (Plan Changes 12, 15 and 16). The Kaituna Maketū, Pongakawa 
Waitahanui and Rangitāiki catchments Water Management Area (Plan Change 12) a 
draft will be released for commence in 2018 and publicly notified 2019. This work will 
roll out to other parts of the region in the coming years. 

 

Figure 1: Water Management Areas and the 2 step process 

 

15 The Region-wide Water Quantity Proposed Plan Change 9 (PPPC9) to the Regional 
Natural Resources Plan (formally known as the Regional Water and Land Plan) marks 
the beginning of the Bay of Plenty Regional Council’s implementation of the NPS-FM, 
and addresses regional issues relating to water allocation. 

16 Proposed Plan Change 9 focuses on region-wide water quantity issues, developing 
policies and rules to address these, and establishing a regional framework. The Plan 
Change is required now because the WMA process will occur over a 10 year 
timeframe, while regional issues such as unauthorised water use, lack of clear limits, 
inefficient water allocation and use, and lack of metering information need addressing 
now. Other matters including catchment specific issues and objectives are better 
managed through the WMA process. 
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17 The process undertaken to develop PPC until notification is summarised as follows: 

 

18  

19 The following sections provide a brief summary of the reasons for PPPC9, its 
development, and background information on the effects of PPPC9. This is covered in 
detail in the section 32 report.  

1.4.1 Why Plan Change 9? 

20 Proposed Plan Change 9 (PPPC9) affects the chapter 5.1 of the (old) Regional Water 
and Land Plan: Take and Use of Surface Water and Groundwater (those provisions 
are now part of the Regional Natural Resources Plan). PPPC9 was intended to 
improve Council’s ability to manage water allocation and improve efficiency of water 
use.  

21 It was intended to revise and strengthen the framework for allocating water.  

22 PPPC9 needed to address immediate problems arising from several prior 
investigations.  For example, the Water Sustainability Strategy for Western Bay of 
Plenty Sub-Region predicted that water demand in this already highly allocated area 
would almost double in the period 2005 – 2055.  

23 A report to Bay of Plenty Regional Councils Operations, Monitoring and Regulation 
Committee in June 2013 identified that many of regions ground and surface water 
bodies are allocated at levels that exceed the default provisions in the RWLP (or for 
groundwater a Proposed National Environmental Standard on ecological flows and 
water levels).  

24 The need for change was also highlighted in a review undertaken by Opus consultants 
(attached as Appendix 6). Since the Opus review and around the same time this plan 
change was developed the Policy Statement for Freshwater Management (NPS-FM) 
was gazetted. 

25 PPPC9 addresses existing problems but also begins implementation of the NPS-FM. 
It reinforces interim limits for water allocation and establishes a new policy framework 
to support more detailed (NPS-FM compliant) Water Management Area (WMA) 
processes.  

26 PPPC9 requires that in subsequent plan changes each WMA will review the PPPC9 
limits and determine minimum flows, water levels and allocation limits for their area 
according to a much more collaborative local-scale assessment. While PPPC9 has 
provisions encouraging the phase out of over-allocation, the WMA process will need to 
determine how, precisely, this is to occur and identify specific methods to improve the 
efficiency of allocation and use – based on the particulars of the local situation.  

Investigation 
into issues, 

development 
of objectives, 
consideration 

of options. 

Preparation of 
Draft Plan 
Change  
(March -  

May 2015). 

Approval for 
Draft Plan 

Change to be 
released for 
consultation  
(July 2015).  

Consultation 
on Draft Plan 

Change  
(August 2015 
- December 

2015). 

Preparation of 
Proposed 

Plan Change 
(March -  
October 
2016). 

Figure 2: Early stages of PPPC9 
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27 It is recognised that PPPC9 does not yet fully satisfy requirements of the NPS-FM. As 
noted earlier, its development coincided with release of the NPS-FM which has since 
been amended several times. It was intended that WMA processes would provide 
much of the detail required to achieve fully compliant implementation of the NPS-FM, 
within NPS-FM timeframes. 

1.4.2 Consultation on the plan change prior to notification 

28 Consultation undertaken prior to notification is documented in the section 32 report 
and attached (Appendix 3) report. This included 32 meetings with stakeholder groups 
(iwi, community and the farming sector). Letters were sent directly to all dairy farmers, 
water take consent holders, statutory organisations, iwi authorities, people and 
organisations identified by Council’s Māori Policy team, and the Regional Water 
Advisory Panel.  

29 A web page was established with all information relating to the plan change, including 
draft documents, fact sheets, questions and answers.  

30 Special attention was provided to iwi engagement. Direct contact was made with all 
known iwi groups, including an offer to participate in hui at convenient venues and 
times. Consultation included iwi authorities, co-governance entitles, protocol partners, 
land trusts and some collectives. Implications for Māori fact sheet and a report 
summarising Māori feedback to the draft plan change and resulting changes to 
provisions were produced

1
. 

31 In response to feedback from iwi, the public and Council’s Komiti Māori the deadline 
for feedback to the draft plan change was extended from 2 October to 1 December 
2015.  

32 Changes made to PPPC9 as a result of Māori feedback were recorded in the 
Summary of Māori feedback on Draft Plan Change 9 and resulting changes to 
provisions report. 

33 As noted in the analysis that follows, consultation for PPPC9 does not satisfy 
requirements to fulfil NPS-FM section D. However, the section 32 analysis for PPPC9 
notes the change is of moderate scale and low to moderate significance – in part due 
to its interim/transient nature. With more thorough consultation planned for WMA 
processes consultation undertaken for PPPC9 is considered to meet or exceed RMA 
requirements for a plan change of this significance. Further information is contained 
within the s32 report https://www.boprc.govt.nz/media/569482/plan-change-9-section-
32-version-3-printed-13-oct-2016.pdf  

1.4.3 Accounting and Science 

34 The NPS-FM includes extensive requirements to report and account accurately for 
freshwater. As a result, Council is progressing a significant upgrade to its information 
management systems including development of an NPS-FM compliant accounting 
system. 

35 Although this work requires limits to be set under an NPS-FM process, many of the 
framework components are in development including automated tools to determine 
“Allocation Status”, which is currently determined manually (see Appendix 2). 

36 Council has made a substantial investment developing a bio-physical model for its first 
Water Management Areas (Kaituna, Pongakawa, Rangitāiki) which enables estimates 
of nutrient loss under different land use scenarios to be made. The model has its own 
surface water components and combined with further investment in groundwater 
modelling enables much better management of the freshwater resource. Together, 

                                            
1
 https://www.boprc.govt.nz/media/569487/20161013-website-māori-implications-report-printed.pdf  

https://www.boprc.govt.nz/media/569482/plan-change-9-section-32-version-3-printed-13-oct-2016.pdf
https://www.boprc.govt.nz/media/569482/plan-change-9-section-32-version-3-printed-13-oct-2016.pdf
https://www.boprc.govt.nz/media/569487/20161013-website-maori-implications-report-printed.pdf
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these and evolving science will provide a rich toolkit for councils, tāngata whenua and 
resource users to better understand the impacts of land use and development. 

37 It should be noted that the Accounting Framework provisions of the NPS-FM apply at 
the FMU level and may require additional sampling and modelling. The end-goal for 
this work is that local communities have access to information that suits their purposes 
and enables appropriate local-scale management decisions to be made. 

1.4.4 Post notification pre hearing meetings 

38 Following notification of PPPC9 staff met with several submitters in 24 separate pre 
meetings to discuss issues in their submissions. These meetings were held on a 
“without prejudice” basis. Records of discussions and outcomes were checked with 
attendees following the meetings and the summary is contained in Appendix 4. The 
benefit of these meetings is to both increase Council’s understanding of the submitters 
issues and to provide the submitter with more detail so that they can better understand 
the Council’s position as notified to enable them to make more informed submissions.  

39 To allow sufficient time to hold pre hearing meetings with all parties seeking such 
meetings the PPPC9 hearing was delayed from November 2017 to March 2018. 

40 To the extent that these meeting provided clarity that was sometimes missing in 
submissions these meetings have taken into consideration when making 
recommendations contained within this report. 

41 At one pre-hearing meeting, a suggestion of more formal mediation was made to 
attempt to find common ground in relation to the unauthorised dairy shed water takes 
(Policy WQ P14 and rule WQ R4). 

42 As a result Mr Alan Withy was contracted as an independent mediator. An invitation 
was sent to all submitters and further submitters to WQ P14 and WQ R4. Mr Withy 
advised attendees of his role as an independent mediator and determined the agenda 
for the day. Parties were offered the opportunity to provide a position statement to the 
mediator and to state this position at the start of mediation. All mediation was 
undertaken on a without prejudice basis and, for this reason, detailed positions of the 
parties are not included in this report. 

43 Mr Withy caucused separately with groups at the mediation and invited parties to send 
a final statement following mediation. He subsequently reported to Council staff on 9 
February 2018. This report and the attendance list are attached as Appendix 5.  

44 The mediation did not progress resolution of the existing unauthorised dairy farm 
water takes issue, although it may have improved parties understanding of each other 
and assisted in quantifying the issue. However, it was clear that some groups 
appreciated the opportunity to discuss common matters and notwithstanding the 
disappointing outcome, benefitted from the occasion.  

45 Consistent with submissions, dairy interests continue to support the controlled activity 
status of rule WQ R4, as do horticultural interests, subject to future reviews. Other 
parties (iwi, hydro-electricity power, environmental and industrial interests) oppose 
controlled activity status especially where the resource is allocated above the 
minimum threshold.  

1.4.5 Description of the Bay of Plenty2 

46 The Bay of Plenty’s population was 267,744 in the 2013 census. This makes us the 
fifth most populous region with six percent of New Zealand’s population. The region’s 
population increased by five percent between 2006 and 2013 and is continuing to 

                                            
2
http://www.mbie.govt.nz/about/whats-happening/news/2015/toi-moana-bay-of-plenty-regional-growth-

studyopportunities-report-launched 
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grow. The districts where population grew most were Tauranga and the western Bay 
of Plenty. Over 70% of the region’s population live in cities of Tauranga, Rotorua or 
Whakatane.    

47 There are relatively large socio-economic divides across the Bay of Plenty with 
relatively higher levels of deprivation experienced in the east and lower in the west. 
However, within all parts of the region are people at different ends of this spectrum. 

48 Māori account for about 27% of the regional population, with significantly higher 
proportions in the central and eastern sub regions. Māori are significant participants in 
the land based industries, with more than 400,000 hectares of Māori freehold land in 
the region. Recent and future treaty settlements have or will increase Māori land 
holdings and the full impact of post settlement investment strategies will not be 
realised for some time. There are opportunities for productive improvements of Māori 
owned land. 

49 The primary sector (agriculture, forestry and fishing) are the most significant 
employers in the region, accounting for 14 percent of employment in the economy 
(education, as a single discipline, employs the most). Retail Trade accounted for 12 
percent of employment, followed by manufacturing and property and business 
services (both 11 percent) and health and community services (10 percent). 

50 Horticulture is an important industry in the region, with approximately 80% of the 
national kiwifruit export crop being grown here. The industry is currently in an 
expansion mode and industry sources have identified large areas of land for 
expansion. Kiwifruit require water for both irrigation and frost protection.  

51 Agriculture especially dairy farming also plays a major role in the region’s economy, 
with approximately 9% of New Zealand’s dairy farming and milk production. A small 
percentage of the regions dairy farms are irrigated, but all require water for stock 
drinking and dairy shed use. 

52 Renewable electricity generation is an important water use in the Bay of Plenty, with 5 
separate schemes listed in the Regional Natural Resources Plan (RNRP).   

53 The Bay of Plenty has a temperate maritime climate with warm humid summers and 
mild winters. Central part of the region can receive up to 2000 mm of rainfall annually, 
while the eastern and western areas can receive up to 4,000mm. The region is 
endowed with a range of freshwater resources including rivers, streams, lakes and 
aquifers.  

54 Our river and stream quality is generally stable. Pressures on rivers and streams 
include stormwater discharges from urban, industrial and rural sources, nitrogen 
increases from animal urine and from septic tanks, aquatic weeds and pest fish.  

55 The long-term scenario for the Bay of Plenty climate is that the region is likely to 
experience periods of higher rainfall intensity, more frequent drought conditions and 
higher overall temperatures.  These changes are likely to put increased pressure on 
planning and services, such as water allocation, monitoring and biosecurity. 

1.4.6 Water allocation in the Bay of Plenty 

56 In 2008 Council commissioned a report from Opus International Consultants Ltd. This 
report noted that there were: 

 Issues with accurately determining the amount of water available for allocation. 

 Current limitations for consent purposes (efficient use, separating ground and 
surface provisions, permitted takes, review term of consent). 

 Increasing demand for water and these demands are starting to conflict. 

 Need to consider water quality when allocating water. 

 Need to educate inform the community about water resources. 
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57 As surface water is highly allocated compared to the interim limits in the more 
intensively populated parts of the region, groundwater use has increased significantly 
in the period since 1980.  

 
Figure 3: Consented groundwater take volume by purpose

3
 

 

58 A water sustainability strategy for the Western Bay of Plenty was published in 2010. 
The strategy was informed by a detailed assessment of current and future demand for 
water. It predicted that total water demand in the sub region would increase from 40.8 
million cubic metres per year in 2005 to 75.6 million cubic metres per year in 2055

4
.  

59 A “Water Allocation Status Report” to the Councils Operations, Monitoring and 
Regulation Committee in June 2013 noted that there were 1,294 resource consents to 
take water in the region and summarise source and purpose as follows: 

 60 Surface 
water  

61 Ground 
water 

62 Total  63 Percentage by 
activity 

64 Agricultural use 65 72 66 75 67 147 68 11% 

69 Horticultural use  70 221 71 571 72 792 73 61% 

74 Potable/commercial 
use 

75 72 76 283 77 355 78 28% 

79 Totals 80 365 81 929 82 1294  

Table 1 Overview of resource consents for water take within the Bay of Plenty 2013 

 

1.4.7 The Assessment of Water Availability and Estimates of Current 
Allocation Levels Report 

83 The Assessment of Water Availability and Estimates of Current Allocation Levels 
Report (AWA) October 2016 was released at the same time as PPPC9 (it is attached 
as Appendix 2). It provided information on how estimates of water availability have 
been made, how much water is available for allocation from a particular water 
resource and how much water is already allocated or remains available for allocation 
(applying policy WQ P5 from PPPC9). This report is used to determine the type of 
consent applicants must seek. The report is not currently updated in real time though, 
as noted earlier, work is underway to address this problem. 

                                            
3
 Bay of Plenty Regional Council 2013. NERM Groundwater Monitoring report. Bay of Plenty Regional 

Council publication 2013/02 
4
 Bay of Plenty Regional Council 2010. Water Sustainability Strategy Western Bay Sub Region.  
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84 A large number of surface water and some groundwater resources are shown as 
allocated above the interim threshold identified in policy WQ P5. The AWA report does 
not include estimates of unconsented water use (unauthorised use, stock and 
domestic drinking water) and subtracts but does not add back in any water returned to 
the streams – such as cooling water or industrial process water. The groundwater 
section does not cover the whole of the region and surface water bodies without 
consented allocation are not included.  

1.4.8 Effects of current allocation levels 

85 Council does not have comprehensive metering requirements and sometimes 
receives metering data in formats it cannot readily use. This situation has arisen as a 
result of legacy consents granted at a time the benefits of metering were not so well 
understood. 

86 The lack of comprehensive metering of water takes compromises efforts to 
understand the effects of current allocation levels on streams or aquifers. Allocation 
per se does not cause harm to stream ecology or aquifers – it is the taking of water 
that creates a potential harm. Anecdotal evidence and preliminary assessments are 
that much allocation is unused. This is not dissimilar to other parts of the country. 

87 The AWA water accounts add together the rate of take in each surface water 
resource, assuming that every take is operating simultaneously.  In situations where 
there are a large number of small takes this is conservative. In many cases 4 – 6 
hours of pumping at the surface water takes at the allowable rate will be sufficient to 
fulfil the daily allowable volume. However the consent holder is not restricted to a 
particular time of day and for accounting purposes the water is effectively allocated for 
the full 24 hours. Council is mainly reliant on default studies regarding the effects of 
allocation on surface water.  

88 Surface water monitoring for water quality purposes has not shown hard evidence of 
harm, despite the highly allocated nature of some resources. We are unsure if this is 
due to the conservative nature of our limits or accounting basis, or that much 
allocation is not taken or that more comprehensive studies are needed. The potential 
effect of all consented takes actually being used at the same time is unknown.   

89 During consultation tāngata whenua frequently raised concern about the effects of 
water allocation on cultural practices and values, including tuna habitat and ability to 
enjoy the river for swimming and recreation. Understanding such concerns and setting 
more tailored limits are important parts of the WMA work. 

90 Council’s 2014 Natural Environment Regional Monitoring Network (NERMN) 
groundwater monitoring report

5
 concluded that while 12 of the 54 monitored bores in 

the region showed a decline in aquifer water levels over the period of the study, the 
declines were localised and not widespread over the entire aquifer system. 
Nevertheless, Council has concerns regarding the sustainability of takes in some 
areas, especially if consent holders more fully utilised existing allocation. As noted in 
the s32 report, without water use data or targeted hydraulic testing the reason for the 
decline in water levels cannot be determined with any certainty.  

91 Low levels of metering and lack of detail in reporting make it difficult to accurately 
estimate actual water use, water efficiency and scope for efficiency gains. 

92 A limited study
6
 of actual use compared to modelled (the amount a model determined 

was required for a particular crop) was undertaken, using telemetered data only. Key 
findings from the two areas of study were that kiwifruit averaged 34% of the consented 
volume and pasture irrigation 50%. While caution is needed in applying this limited 
data more widely, it does indicate there is an opportunity for potential efficiency gains, 
if allocated but unused water was made available to others. Large differences 

                                            
5
 https://www.boprc.govt.nz/media/470826/nermn-groundwater-monitoring-report_part1.pdf 

6
 Williamson, J., Zhao H. Memo to Glenys Kroon 21 Water use additional analysis September 2017 
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between allocation and use are inefficient because water is reserved and not available 
to other users. However it should be noted that there will always be a gap because of 
seasonal variations in weather and the desire of some consent holders to hold water 
for future development. It should also be noted that in over allocated catchments 
further utilisation may not be possible. 

1.4.9 Interim thresholds  

93 Clarity about the amount of water available for allocation is important to users and for 
Council in managing the resource. As Water Management Areas (WMAs) are 
established, communities and iwi will work together to establish values that will help to 
determine the quantity of water to be allocated from waterbodies (see the Background 
section which explains the two stage NPS-FM implementation process).  

A) Surface Water  

94 For surface water the operative RNRP has a default minimum flow for surface water of 
90% of the Q5 7day low flow (Method 179). As a method, Council has little ability to 
use this measure as a basis for decision-making because the plan did not say how 
this metric was to be used, or what happened if it was exceeded. 

95 This minimum flow has been applied as an allocation threshold of 10% of Q5 7day low 
flow. It is more conservative than the proposed National Environmental Standard on 
Ecological Flows and Water Levels (2008)

7
 (pNES).  

 

Figure 4: Method used to allocate surface water 

 
96 The NRRP anticipated the subsequent development of in stream minimum flow 

requirements for the regions streams to manage future water allocation. These are 
shown in Figure 5.  

97 With the publication of the NPS-FM, the approach envisaged in the NRRP is no longer 
acceptable and a different approach to establishing environmental flows and levels is 
required. Council is committed to meeting the requirements of the NPS-FM, but 
because it will be many years before it is fully implemented across the region an 
interim approach to limit setting is considered necessary. 

                                            
7
 

http://www.mfe.govt.nz/sites/default/files/media/Fresh%20water/Proposed%20National%20Environmental
%20Standard%20on%20Ecological%20Flows%20and%20Water%20Level%20Discussion%20document.
pdf 
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Figure 5: Surface water limits in the pNES 

 

98 PPPC9 has incorporated relatively conservative limits to “hold the line” until the WMA 
process determined National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management (NPS-FM) 
compliant limits. 

B) Ground Water 

99 The NRRP does not have a default numeric limit for ground water, but requires that 
ground water is allocated “at a sustainable yield that avoids permanently or 
unsustainably lowering water levels.” (Policy 70) 

100 The interim allocation threshold for groundwater is based on simple conceptual 
models developed for BOPRC by GNS science over the period 2008 – 2015. The 
pNES acknowledged that typically, knowledge of groundwater systems is less certain 
than surface water systems.  

101 The pNES proposed a “cumulative approach” to uncertainty and unknowns, where 
simple models are used to build more complex models. This is a risk based approach, 
dependant on the level of allocation and the resource values of the groundwater. For 
low levels of allocation (up to 10% of recharge) and low sensitivity resources the 
conceptual model/simple water balance was considered adequate. It should be noted 
that the recharge referred to in the pNES is total recharge and differs from nett 
recharge used at BOPRC.  

102 The BOPRC method of calculating long term average annual aquifer recharge (Policy 
WQ P5(e)) is shown in Figure 6 (copied from page 6 AWA).  

103 With the exception that the groundwater limit hasn’t separately identified coastal 
aquifers (which the pNES has a lower limit of 15% of recharge), PPPC9 has taken a 
generally more conservative approach to allocation than the pNES and most other 
Councils. For each groundwater resource GNS Science reports have estimated the 
extent to which groundwater supports stream flow. This amount is subtracted from the 
groundwater flow. From the resultant nett amount (called average annual recharge in 
WQ P5 and on page 6 of AWA), 35% is assessed as being available for allocation.  

104 In some groundwater catchments this approach has resulted in no water being 
available for allocation because the GNS studies have assigned all water entering the 
aquifer to sustain stream flow. 

105 The GNS work underpinning groundwater status uses surface water  catchment 
boundaries that effectively protect surface water. In areas with many takes, the small 
groundwater unit can become over allocated.   
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Figure 6 (copied from page 6 AWA) 

 

The pre 1991 resource consents 

106 A unique feature of water allocation in the Bay of Plenty is the dominance of resource 
consents that pre-date the RMA. Almost half of the regions 1232 current resource 
consents to take water were granted under the Water and Soil Conservation Act 1967. 
Upon the commencement of the RMA these rights became resource consents with a 
35 year term.  

107 The efficiency of water allocated under these consents is uncertain – but time, 
subsequent land use changes and the lack of a robust efficiency test at the time of 
allocation increases the likelihood that many are not efficient. Where the rate of take is 
less than 5 litres per second the metering regulations do not apply and they cannot be 
required to meter. Until NPS-FM compliant limits are set under policy WQ P2 of 
PPPC9, Council has limited ability to review these resource consents. Their expiry in 
2026 creates an opportunity to improve efficiency and start getting better information 
about use. 

Unauthorised use of water 

108 Council is aware of some unauthorised use of water in the region by dairy farmers for 
use in the dairy shed (milk cooling and washdown) and by horticulture for irrigation.  

109 Approximately 130 unauthorised horticultural irrigators have registered their take and 
a programme to process resource consent applications is in place.  The programme 
has the support of the horticultural industry.  

110 A different approach was taken for dairy farmers, due to differences in the scale and 
intensity of take, the existing information on the location and approximate herd size of 
all the regions dairy farmers who all have resource consent to discharge. 

111 During the course of plan development new information about water use in dairy 
sheds has been published and staff have met with dairy industry representatives.  As 
a result a definition of efficient use in dairy sheds has been drafted.  

112 The efficient use volume in this definition is a seasonal average of 65 litres per cow 
per day compared to the 55 litres per cow per day that PPPC9 estimates were 
originally based on. As a result the estimate of the number of dairy farmers requiring 
resource consent has increased from 60 to at least 160. 

113 The efficient use volume was discussed during multi party mediation about the 
unauthorised dairy shed water use. Questions were asked about the relationship of 
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this volume to the amount a farmer is consented to discharge. The discharge volume 
is unmeasured and the farmer will need to demonstrate that the volume taken for use 
in the dairy shed matches the consented discharge volume, or is being put to an 
alternative use such as cooling water to drinking water. However this is outside the 
scope of the provisions relating to unauthorised use. 

114 In the absence of agreement being reached at mediation, staff have identified a 
number of options to resolve this problem and have presented the options rather than 
identified a preferred solution. 

115 PPPC9 does not have a special rule for the unauthorised irrigators because it was 
deemed to carry a high risk. There is less certainty about numbers and the rate of take 
per hectare can be about 200 times higher than the dairy shed water use (irrigation 
generally occurs at a rate of least 35,000 litres per hectare per day, dairy shed use 
based on BOP stocking rate of 2.78 cows per hectare = 180 litres per hectare per 
day).  

116 A preliminary assessment of the relative contribution of the various types of uses to 
the total volume of water taken in a number of catchments with significant dairying 
activity has been undertaken. This highlights the relatively small scale of these takes 
compared to the total take of water. The red lines on the below charts (Figure 2) 
indicate the interim threshold (allocation limit). 
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Figure 7 Water uses across a number of ground and surface catchments 

 
1.4.10 Matters of significance to Māori 

117 PPPC9 is highly significant to tāngata whenua who have submitted on a range of 
matters detailed below in Part 5. 
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118 Council received approximately 82 submissions of which 22 (27%) were 
representatives of Iwi, Hapū, Tāngata whenua, Māori Trusts/Corporations and other 
Māori entities.   

119 Council acknowledge the strains placed on Iwi, hapū and tāngata whenua capacity 
and capability for effective participation in freshwater planning subsequently, as iwi 
involvement in governance and management increases Māori often face time and 
resource demands across multiple issues and have other priorities they need to 
balance outside resource management and for those reasons.  

120 The complexity of many of the matters raised lends themselves well to being 
addressed in the WMA process. Unfortunately, some issues are unable to be 
addressed due to legislative obligations under the RMA, or their being beyond the 
scope of this plan change.  

121 Many other matters are addressed and are discussed in more detail below. 

1.4.11 Metering 

122 The section 32 report notes the Resource Management (Measurement and Reporting 
of Water Takes Regulations 2010) (the metering regulations) don’t provide adequate 
information in the Bay of Plenty context because approximately 45% of current takes 
are below the level at which the regulations apply. With around 25% of the nation’s 
horticultural business located in the Bay of Plenty there are a large number of 
relatively small sized irrigators. 

123 Without timely metering information we have difficultly determining efficiency of use 
and interpreting effects on aquifers and streams. Low levels of metering compromise 
our ability to determine compliance and if not addressed limits our ability to give effect 
to future low flow restrictions.  The characteristics of water use in the Bay of Plenty 
mean that PPPC9 requires a much higher level of metering than the metering 
regulations in order to manage allocation.  

124 The method and timeliness of reporting of water use data is important. Data submitted 
at the end of a year does not give information about the pattern of use and is of little 
assistance to compliance, including daily limits and any low flow restrictions. It also 
does not support the sharing of water by water user groups. 

125 This report recommends some simplification of metering requirements compared to 
the notified PPPC9 to address submissions. Reasons are outlined in Part XXX of this 
report. Only takes for less reliable secondary surface water, water harvesting or where 
the resource is allocated above the interim threshold requires daily reporting, and all 
other takes must use a data logger and report electronically on a monthly to ensure 
that reliable data is obtained. Compliance with limits and quality of data is best 
achieved with telemetry or similar methods of regular automated reporting. 

126 The proposal to require separate metering of certain stock drinking water takes 
(allowed under RMA section 14(3)(b)) and water used as a permitted activity on the 
property attracted opposition from the farming sector, particularly if daily electronic 
reporting was required. Revision of general metering and reporting requirements, 
consideration of the cost of such reporting and the scale of takes associated with dairy 
farms that may have multiple points of take has resulted in a revised recommendation. 
However the requirement to meter and report is retained. 
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Part 2:  Statutory Considerations 

1 The RMA creates a hierarchy of planning instruments including national, regional and 
local documents.  It directs the manner in which the provisions within these 
instruments must be considered in preparation of this proposed plan change.   

2 PPPC9 gives effect to or complies with all relevant statutory requirements as outlined 
in the Statutory Assessment contained in Appendix 7 and section 32 analysis. 
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Part 3:  Consideration of submissions and further 
submissions 

3.1 Report structure 

1 For efficiency and in accordance with clause 10(3) of the First Schedule of the Act, 
this report has been prepared on both an issues and provisions-based approach 
(consistent with clause 10(2)(a)), as opposed to a submission by submission 
approach.  Due to the number of submission / further submission points, this 
discussion is largely generic and may not contain specific recommendations on each 
submission point. 

2 Submitters and further submitters submitting on PPPC9 raised a number of issues 
which have been grouped into key topics within this report. Note that some 
submissions will be addressed under a number of topic headings based on the topics 
contained in the submission. Some individual submission points have been referred to 
directly in this report but a great many have not. All have been considered in preparing 
this report.  

3 Appendix 1 shows a markup version of PPPC9 with amendments arising from this 
report showing as follows:   

 Text recommended to be added to the PPPC9 is double underlined.   

 Text recommended to be deleted from the PPPC9 is in strikethrough.  
 

3.2 Minor Amendments to the Proposed Plan 

4 In preparing the track change document minor amendments have been completed to 
correct typographical, numbering or grammatical errors and some provisions have 
been renumbered.  
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Part 4:  Overarching and more general matters 

1 This topic concerns “general” matters that are either broad in scope or not addressed 
elsewhere in this report.    

4.1 Consistency of language 

2 Tauranga City Council (8-42) has noted inconsistent use of the terms “rivers, stream, 
surface flow” and “waterbody”. It is agreed – these terms are used somewhat 
interchangeably and should be standardised. 

3 The RMA defines a waterbody as: water body means fresh water or geothermal water 
in a river, lake, stream, pond, wetland, or aquifer, or any part thereof, that is not 
located within the coastal marine area. Within that definition, and relevant to rules in 
PPC9, the Natural Resources Plan defines “Groundwater” and “Surface Water”. The 
terms “rivers” and “streams” are used to distinguish surface water types which include 
lakes and wetlands. 

Recommendation 

4 Amend PPC9 as appropriate to use terminology consistently. 

4.1.1 Giving Priority to “traditional” Māori Uses of Water 

5 The Motiti Rohe Moana Trust (25-1) notes that traditional uses of water by Māori did 
not exceed the resources regenerative capacity. They note that on Motiti Island more 
intensive farming means there is much less available water for traditional uses and 
recommend providing for this use. 

6 It is agreed that traditional use almost certainly did not exceed the capacity of most 
natural resources but further investigation is needed to characterise any problem, 
before a solution is sought. The NPS-FM has a strong framework around provision for 
iwi and hapū values and interests and the RMA itself weighs heavily the (s6e) 
relationship of Māori with their ancestral areas. However, any priority requires and this 
will best occur under a WMA-based approach.  

Recommendation 

7 Amend policy WQ P2(d) to require the establishment of freshwater objectives to take 
into account values identified through community and tāngata whenua engagement 
and discussion.  

4.1.2 Information provision  

8 Several submitters (i.e. Noble 5-1) have variously commented on information provision 
and the significant opportunity Council has to supply better data to inform water 
management decisions. It is agreed that considerable work needs to be done in this 
space. The NPS-FM includes considerable detail on freshwater accounts and Council 
is actively progressing a number of information initiatives, including the development 
of the interim accounts, data cleansing, automation of information processing and 
improved accessibility of data. 

Recommendation 

9 No change to PPPC9 noting considerable work is in progress.  
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4.1.3 Diversions 

10 Trustpower (i.e. 49-4) note that PPPC9 is inconsistent in its treatment of diversions. 
For example, the introduction states that it applies to damming and diversion, then 
notes that Damming and Diversion is dealt with separately elsewhere in the Plan. 

11 Damming and Diversion is addressed in a separate chapter of the NRRP and should 
not be a focus of PPPC9 that is concerned solely with consumptive uses of water. It is 
agreed that damming and diversion are related considerations and, potentially, could 
have been included in PPPC9. However, provisions related to damming and diversion 
in the Natural Resources Management Plan (i.e. rules 44 to 48 in particular) are 
sufficiently broad (i.e. use discretionary activity status) to accommodate changes to 
the Water Quantity provisions. 

Council staff recommendation 

12 There appears to be no scope to remove references to damming and diversion from 
PPPC9. 

4.1.4 Corporate entities  

13 Maxwell Farms Ltd (72-3) have raised concerns that amendments to the RMA 
confirming section 14(3)(b) applies to corporate persons not just to individuals. This is 
in fact the case per amendments to the RMA and does not require further restatement 
inside PPPC9. 

Council staff recommendation 

14 No change to PPPC9 noting section 14(3)(b) applies to corporate entities. 

4.1.5 Deletion of Water and Land Plan Policy 71 

15 Trustpower (49-51) has questioned the deletion of policy 71 and noted its absence in 
the S32 report.  

16 Policy 71 is “To allocate water on a first in first served basis, subject to efficient use as 
specified in policy 73”.  

17 This policy has been deleted and inadvertently omitted from the S32 analysis. 
However, the default allocation method under the Act, as discussed in Part 10 of this 
report is first in first served. Policy WQ P21 is the only policy that potentially moves 
one use ahead of others in a concurrent assessment situation. 

18 As policy 71 restates a matter of administrative fact reinstatement is not considered 
necessary.  

Council staff recommendation 

19 Do not reinstate policy 71.
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4.1.6 Introductory text 

20 Several submitters including Trustpower (49-6) have sought greater clarity as to the 
purpose of PPPC9 and the status of its provisions in future WMA processes. 
Trustpower has sought the purpose of PPPC9 include words to the effect that to “give 
effect” to the NPS-FM Water Management Areas have been established  

21 This change is supported. Whilst PPPC9 does not fully give effect to NPS-FM the 
establishment of WMAs is in order to give effect. Part of the instructions correctly list 
the steps being taken towards complete implementation. 

Council staff recommendation 

22 Amend the introduction as follows: 

23 To enable the implementation of give effect to the National Policy Statement on 
Freshwater Management 2014 (NPS-FM), Water Management Areas (WMAs) have 
been established. 

4.1.7 New issues – human health and wellbeing 

24 Toi-Te Ora (19-11) has recommended the inclusion of an additional issue recognising 
water is essential for maintaining the health and wellbeing of current and future 
populations  

25 Although true (water sustains life) inadequate volumes of water to sustain life has not 
been identified as an issue in the Bay of Plenty, though (WQ I8) providing for social 
and economic needs is. It is certainly possible that in some remote locations at times 
of low flow water is not suitable for potable purposes but this is considered more of a 
quality than quantity issue, and better addressed via the WMA process. 

Council staff recommendation 

26 Do not include a new issue related to human health. 

4.1.8 Additional Objectives 

27 Several submitters have recommended additional objectives as follows: 

28 Trustpower (49-18): Environmental flows and/or levels and freshwater quality limits 
are set in all WMAs to give effect to the freshwater objectives established for each 
freshwater management unit.  This additional objective is not needed as it is a 
requirement of the NPS-FM (Policy CA2). 

29 Tāngata whenua (53-11, 63-12): Recognise and provide for the relationship of tāngata 
whenua with their ancestral waters ... This is an important consideration and the 
relationship is a matter of national importance. Several objectives already provide for 
aspects of this (O3, O9) but not as explicitly as sought. The relationship tāngata 
whenua have with their ancestral waters is an important matter and requires particular 
recognition. An amendment of WQ O9 is considered warranted and will reconfirm the 
importance of the relationship tāngata whenua have with their ancestral waters.  

30 Other tāngata whenua have sought that “partnership” be provided for via an objective. 
This is considered unnecessary. The Regional Natural Resources Plan already has 
requirements for “partnership” as follows: 

KT O2 (Objective 2) The Regional Council to cultivate partnership protocols with 
tāngata whenua 

(a) Have particular regard to the role of kaitiaki and Nga Tāngata Pukenga in the 
management of water, land and geothermal resources. 
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(b) Achieve the integrated management of land, water and geothermal resources. 

31 However, it is considered appropriate for decision-makers to be cognisant of impacts 
on the relationship between tāngata whenua and their resources – with amendments 
to WQO9 recommended. 

32 Beef + Lamb New Zealand Ltd (81-9) have requested an objective that sets out 
specifically that water allocation should, even at minimum flows or below, provide for 
stock and human drinking. Similar is sought for groundwater with a caveat that all 
takes be efficient (applies to surface and ground water). 

33 It is noted that policy WQ P31 specifically gives priority to reasonable animal drinking 
and sanitation needs during times of low water flows or aquifer levels.  

Council staff recommendation 

34  Amend WQ 09 to include the significance of the relationship of Māori with their water 
resources.  
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Part 5:  Matters of Concern to Māori 

5.1 Acknowledgement 

He koha te wai mai nā Ranginui rāua ko Papatūānuku ki a tātou katoa, mauri ora 

Water is a gift from the earth and the sky to all that exists between them 

1 The Māori world view of water is linked to the deities of Māori creation, whakapapa 
links water to human beings and water is an interconnected part of the environment 
that cannot be considered in isolation.  Māori have an inherent interest in fresh water, 
having traditional and cultural connections with freshwater resources, as well as 
economic interests. Māori view the natural environment, in particular water, as a 
taonga (treasure) is of paramount importance to Māori with Kaitiaki rights, interests 
and responsibilities.  Water is highly valued and of practical, cultural and spiritual 
significance to Māori. It provides food, drinking water, access routes and is used for 
ceremonial purposes. It is also a source of pride and identity to Māori – those reciting 
their whakapapa (lineage) would acknowledge the name of the river, stream or lake to 
which they belong. The Māori worldview does not separate the physical aspects (food, 
drinking water) from the intangible and spiritual aspects of water (identity, mauri or life-
force).  Māori recognise the importance of fresh water in the supporting a healthy 
ecosystem, including human health, and have a reciprocal obligation to protect 
freshwater quality. Māori also have interest in the use of freshwater resources. 

5.2 Context 

2 The Bay of Plenty has a high Māori population of 27 percent, as a result 38 percent of 
the land area is Māori owned predominantly managed by 1800 Māori Land Trusts in 
conjunction with more than 36 iwi and 260 hapū linked to 224 marae located across 
the Bay of Plenty.   

3 The complexities of the national, regional and local planning freshwater space is and 
difficulties placed on Iwi, hapū and tāngata whenua capacity and capability to 
effectively participate in freshwater planning raised in submissions are acknowledged.   

4 Issues for Māori freehold land and productive land is described in detail in Section 
2.3.4 of the Section 32 analysis.   

5 As iwi involvement in governance and management increases Māori often face time 
and resource demands across multiple issues and have other priorities they need to 
balance outside resource management.  Feedback through engagement, submissions 
to PPPC9 and the draft and the time and effort made are acknowledged. 

5.3 Overview of the submissions  

6 This part of the section 42a report will address matters of concern for Māori identified 
within the submissions.  Most other parts of this report are relevant to tāngata whenua. 
For example part 6 concerning decision-making in over allocated areas, Part 7 
concerning limits, Part 10 concerning transfers and Part 12 concerning permitted 
activities are all extremely relevant to many tāngata whenua submitters.   

7 In summary, the concerns raised in the submissions highlighted the following key 
issues- 

 Consultation; 

 Treaty of Waitangi Principles; 

 Māori Values and Interests; 

 National Policy Statement Freshwater Management implementation; and  
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 Resource Consent Issues. 
 

8 Statutory responsibilities while touched on here are reviewed in Part 3 of the 
Section 32 Evaluation of PPPC9 and also within Appendix 8 of this report. 

5.3.1 Consultation  

9 Several submitters (MRMT 25 – 13, Ngai Te Rangi 47 – 20, Ngati Ranginui 76 – 1, 

Pirirakau 80 – 1) were critical of Council’s consultation process and level of 
engagement. 

10 Particular issues raised included the consultation process not reflecting a collaboration 
of partnership towards tāngata whenua in the development of PPPC9 and that better 
co-ordination of the work streams and potential resourcing would allow for fuller 
involvement by iwi/hapū and marae.   

11 Section 4.3.3 Engagement with Māori of the Section 32 report outlines consultation 
requirements for tāngata whenua through iwi authorities pursuant to Schedule 1, 
Clause 3B of the RMA and provides a reminder of the NPS-FM and RPS requirements 
for Council to work with iwi and hapū to identify and reflect tāngata whenua values and 
interest in freshwater management and decision-making.  Refer to the background 
section of this report regarding Council’s formally notified staged NPS-FM 
implementation process. 

12 Council have undertaken more consultation than the standard engagement process 
for a regional scale plan change to develop PPPC9.  Consultation with tāngata 
whenua has been wider than Iwi Authorities, and has included co-governance entities, 
protocol partners, Māori Land Trusts and Collectives and Marae Trusts.  This 
acknowledges the role of Māori as both kaitiaki and as land managers (e.g. use of 
land for farming, horticulture).   

13 Engagement with Māori to assist in the development of PPPC9 involved:  

 A draft plan change being developed with feedback from Komiti Māori, Te Maru 
o Kaituna and the Rangitāiki River Forum. 

 The draft plan was released for comment on 21 August 2015 and was due to 
close on 2 October providing 6 weeks for this initial engagement round.  
Council’s standard process for engagement periods for draft plan changes 
ranges between 2-4 weeks.  A number of requests were received from tāngata 
whenua seeking an extension.  As a result the period for feedback was 
extended to 1 December 2015 providing over 14 weeks more than double 
Council’s standard process.  This is an example of how Council is meeting RMA 
Schedule 1, Clause 3B (a)-(d) and NPS-FM Objective D1. 

 Letters were sent to all iwi authorities and Councils entire Māori contacts 
database, over 750 dairy farm discharge consent holders, and over 1,000 water 
resource consent holders. Letters included information about the project (fact 
sheets), public meeting details and referred to Councils website for more 
information. 

8
 

 Implications for Māori fact sheet was developed which recognised the specific 
issues that Māori face. 

 Letter, emails, media releases and a dedicated webpage were developed.  The 
dedicated webpage included all printed materials, meeting dates, contact details 
as well as Frequently Asked Questions.  These invitations provided 
opportunities to be involved in the region's freshwater management (NPS-FM 
Policy D1(a)). 

 Twenty-four Iwi and Hapū management plans contained provisions directly 
relevant to PPPC9.  These plans were reviewed to better understand the 
resource management issues of significance for each iwi or hapū authority.  The 
report was subsequently updated prior to notification to include the most recent 

                                            
8
 https://www.boprc.govt.nz/media/569482/plan-change-9-section-32-version-3-printed-13-oct-2016 
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plans.  Refer to Appendix 8 for a copy of the full analysis; the summary was 
contained in the Section 32 Evaluation Report. 

 Over 30 hui and meetings most specifically arranged with Māori were held over 
the engagement period for PPPC9 is outlined in the Table below. This is an 
example of meeting Policy D1(b) NPS-FM. Presentations/papers and regular 
updates were also provided to co-governance groups Te Maru o Kaituna and 
the Rangitāiki River Forum by way of Freshwater Futures updates. An adaptive 
approach was used with both clustered and individual hui.  

 

Table 2: Draft PPPC9 Māori Engagement 

Date of Meeting Type and Location of Meeting 

28 August Hui with iwi authority, marae and land trust 

representatives, Rotorua 

8 September Community Meeting, Te Puna 

9 September Hui with Māori Land block and Ngāi Te 

Rangi representatives, Mount 

Maunganui 

10 September Presentation to Māori Growers Forum, 

Mount Maunganui 

15 September Hui with Tuhoe Executives and Staff, 

Taneatua 

16 September Hui with CNI Iwi Land Management Ltd, 

Whakatāne  

16 September Community Meeting, Kiwi360 

21 September Hui hosted by Manaaki Te Awanui Trust, 

Tauranga 

22 September Coast Community Board, Tōrere 

23 September Community Meeting, Whakatāne 

1 October Komiti Māori Hui, Rotorua 

1 October Hui with Ngāti Rangiwewehi / Te Tahuhu o 

Tawakeheimoa Trust, Rotorua  

5 October Rural Professionals Meeting, Rotorua 

6 October Rural Professionals Meeting, Whakatāne  

6 October Rural Professionals Meeting, Tauranga 

7 October Te Maru o Kaituna River Authority Meeting, 

Tauranga   

9 October Hui with iwi authority, marae and land trust 

representatives, Rotorua 

14 October Community Meeting, Galatea  

19 October   Hui with Māori Investments Ltd, Pūtauaki 

Trust, Ngāti Tūwharetoa Holdings Ltd 

and Ngāti Tūwharetoa (BOP) 

Settlement Trust, Kawerau 

20 October  Meeting with Federated Farmers, 

Edgecumbe 

3 November Hui with Ngāti Whakahemo representatives, 

Mount Maunganui 

5 November Hui with Tapuika Iwi Authority 

representatives, Te Puke 

9 November Hui with Ngāti Pikiao representatives, 

Maketu  

16 November Meeting with Rotorua Lakes Council staff, 

Rotorua 

16 November  Federated Farmers Meeting, Rotorua 
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17 November  Fonterra / Dairy Industry Meeting, Awakeri  

18 November  Presentation to SmartGrowth 

Implementation Committee, Tauranga 

20 November Presentation to WBOPDC Te Arawa ki 

Takutai & Tauranga Moana Partnership 

Forums, Tauranga 

24 November Community Meeting, 

Waiotahi  

24 November Community Meeting, Te Kaha  

25 November Regional Water Advisory 

Panel Meeting 

1 December Presentation at Rabobank NZ 

Client Function, Te Puke 

 

 172 pieces of feedback were received 20 of those from Iwi authorities, and 
Māori land trusts on the draft plan change. Feedback was analysed and 
evaluated in an ‘Implications for Māori report’ which was reported to Komiti 
Māori contained in Appendix 3.  Changes to PPPC9 were identified and made 
as a result of feedback meeting Schedule 1, Clause 3B (e) RMA, Objective D1 
and Policy D1(c) of the NPS-FM. 

 Following submissions and further submissions it was clear that there still 
wasn’t a good understanding by submitters (including Māori) of PPPC9.  As a 
result over 20 prehearing meetings were held as outlined in Appendix 4. The 
outcomes of these prehearing meetings has resulted in a better understanding 
of submissions points and some changes to recommendations including on 
Water Management Areas, metering and dairy shed water. For example, it was 
through discussion with various groups that the importance of the “interim” 
nature of this plan change and use of terms like “threshold” became clear.  

 In order to provide enough time for pre-hearing meetings the hearing was 
postponed from November 2017 to 16th March 2017. 
 

14 For further details regarding PPPC9 consultation refer to Parts 2 and Part 4 of the s32 
Evaluation Report provides a comprehensive analysis of consultation undertaken by 
Council for PPPC9. 

15 In addition to the above engagement Council is also progressing the second stage of 
its NPS-FM implementation (described in the background section of this report). It is 
envisaged that when each WMA process is completed, the Regional Natural Resource 
Plan will go through the formal change process to accommodate the rules and 
regulations that come from the WMA process.   Each separate plan change (noting 
some will be grouped) will take between four and seven years to complete providing 
more time for in depth discussions.   

16 BOPRC has notified the staged implementation programme indicating limits will be set 
by 2025. 

The WMA Process 

17 In the Kaituna, Maketū Pongakawa/ Waitahanui and Rangitiaki Water Management 
Areas Community Groups were established in 2014 with Māori members, and a 
parallel hui-a-iwi process has also occurred.  While the parallel process was useful 
greater feedback was needed to better understand Māori values.  So a letter was sent 
to all iwi asking how they want to be involved in this process and asking them to 
identify relevant groups particularly Trusts to engagement with.   

18 As a result BOPRC have held a number of hui and iwi members have been added to 
the community groups.  A further round of engagement is proposed once detailed 
modelling for the area is complete, prior to even starting to draft a plan change.  In 
addition to this the outcomes of community group discussions and engagement with 
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iwi and hapū go to through the co-governance groups (Rangitāiki River Forum and Te 
Maru o Kaituna) for further advice and direction. 

19 In short, Council recognises that it must engage appropriately with tāngata whenua as 
is required to achieving fully compliant NPS-FM outcomes. 

20 Work is just getting underway in the Tauranga and Rotorua Water Management 
Areas.  Council are commissioning Te Arawa Lakes Trust to undertake the cultural 
stocktake and develop an initial engagement plan, and in Tauranga BOPRC have 
approached the Tauranga Moana Advisory Group to seek feedback on how to move 
forward.  A recent presentation from Tina Porou on Te Mana o Te Wai was postponed 
from 23rd February due to a tangi.  

21 As outlined above, there will be further opportunities to discuss Māori freshwater 
values and interests in the Water Management Areas due to Councils publicly notified 

staged implementation Plan.  BOPRC invite those interested to meet to 
discuss opportunities going forward and will review relevant plan change 
iwi/hapū engagement plans for Kaituna and Rangitāiki as a result or add to 
new engagement plans for Tauranga or Rotorua. 

Recommendation 

22 No change to PPPC9 on the basis that Council exceeded the minimum 
statutory requirements set out under Schedule 1 Clause (3) of the RMA.  
Further PPPC9 is part of the notified staged NPS-FM implementation 
programme and steps are being taken to meet Part D of the NPS-FM. 

23 Aside: note BOPRC invitation to meet regarding WMA engagement and 
resulting updates to plan change iwi/hapū engagement plans and/or the 
establishment of them for Tauranga and Rotorua WMAs. 

5.3.2 Māori Values and Interest 

24 Several submissions (i.e. CTWF 53 – 3, Ngai Te Ahi 63-3, Ngati Pikiao 71-3) 
consider this plan change inadequately provides for tāngata whenua values 
and interests.   

25 A number of submitters also requested that PPPC9 more explicitly and 
completely address Iwi Values, including Te Mana o Te Wai (i.e. MRMT 25 – 
9).  

26 Pirirakau Incorporated Society submission noted ‘As Māori we recognise 
water as a taonga that we as kaitiaki have an obligation to apply the utmost 
care as per Act provisions and natural inclinations. We are fraught with 
disappointment as legislative acts and such provisions do not deliver as clear 
directives in the draft plan change…’ 

27 RPS Policy IW2B enables Council to recognise matters of significance to Māori 
and says only tāngata whenua can identify and evidentially substantiate their 
relationship and that of their culture and traditions with their ancestral lands, 
water, sites, waahi tapu and other taonga. 

28 For this reason, in preparing the draft preceding PPPC9 a review of 24 iwi and 
hapū management plans was undertaken (results are contained in appendix 
8).  Freshwater Cultural values are also explained in Section 2.4 of the PPPC9 
Section 32 Evaluation report. 
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29 Key issues raised in the management plans, through engagement are 
summarised below along with a brief explanation of how these are being 
addressed through PPPC9  

 
Māori Values Identified How values are recognised and provided for in PPPC9  

Overuse of finite resource  
Cumulative effects of water 
abstraction  
Mismanagement of water 
resources 
Te Mana o Te Wai 

The core fundamental purpose of PPPC9 is to strengthen interim limits 
and to be able to decline consents to take water in over allocated 
catchments.  In a sense recognising Te Mana o te Wai ensuring that 
the first right to water goes to the water way and that the health and 
well-being of the freshwater body is at the forefront of all freshwater 
decisions. Over use is raised as issues WQ I1 I4, I5 in PPPC9, and 
Objective WQ O7.  Further Policy WQ P5 of PPPC9 contains limits and 
WQ P10 is a policy ‘to generally decline’ applications for water in over 
allocated catchments.  
Policy WQ P7 takes a precautionary approach to water allocation only 
allowing short consent durations and adaptive management conditions. 
Steps to phase out over allocation are contained in Policy WQ P3. 
In respect of Te Mana o Te Wai, the NPS FM objective AA1 directs 
authorities “To consider and recognise Te Mana o te Wai in the 
management of fresh water.” The Ministry for the Environment 
guidance on NPS FM implementation says this of Te Mana o Te Wai:- 
Each community will decide what Te Mana o te Wai means to them at 
a freshwater management unit scale, based on their unique 
relationship with fresh water in their area or rohe…the concept of Te 
Mana o te Wai as the integrated and holistic well-being of the water. It 
is up to communities and councils to consider and recognise Te Mana 
o te Wai in their regions. 
Local based planning under Councils WMA process is required to 
consider and recognise Te Mana o Te Wai. Ministry for the 
Environment guidance suggests this needs to be done at a local level, 
where the interpretation of appropriate limits to achieve this is best 
made. This is the second step in the process.  
This is consistent with Council process, MfE guidance notes suggest 
iwi and hapū values must be considered in local-scale discussions as 
part of the local limit setting WMA process (next stage to implementing 
the NPS-FM.  Refer to the Consultation Section of this report which 
describes how discussions are ongoing.  
Tangible examples of Te Mana o Te Wai in practice for Kaituna, 
Maketū, Pongakawa,  and Waitahanui and Rangitāiki Water 
management areas are: 

 discussions have initially focused on in-river values prior to use 
values;  

 where we have specific work looking at the coastal receiving 
environment and how that links to rivers; and  

 in the integrated mountains to sea modelling occurring. 

Kaitiakitanga  
Matauranga Māori 

Te Ao Māori intrinsically encompasses Māori values and interests such 
as Kaitiakitanga and Matauranga Māori.  Kaitiakitanga defines the 
processes tāngata whenua use to provide for cultural wellbeing, 
protection of mauri of water and the overall commitment and interest in 
caring for and protecting natural resources by practicing Matauranga 
Māori. 
RPS Policy IW5B (in particular) requires Council to provide for Māori as 
Kaitiaki, and to protect Mauri as determined by Māori. 
See comments above regarding the core purpose of PPPC9 and below 
regarding how activities affect the mauri of waterways. 
The requirement to give practical expression of kaitiaki roles and 
responsibilities will be sought during the WMA process.  This includes; 
considering best ways of being involved in managing the use, 
development and protection of water noting Kaitiakitanga is not limited 
and embraces spiritual and non-tangible aspects as well. Refer to the 
consultation section above for a brief overview of how discussions are 
progressing regarding this. 
It should also be noted Council has produced an internal document 
named He Korowai Matauranga. The purpose of the document is to 
provide Council staff with tools that allow for the recognition, 
acknowledgement, practise, monitoring and recording of Matauranga 
Māori within the Bay of Plenty region. As a point of commencement 
Council will utilise this tool when giving effect to Policy D1 of the NPS 
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FM.  
The second stage of NPS-FM implementation work within the local 
Water Management areas will also focus on how to recognise and 
provide for Matauranga Māori.  Matauranga Māori monitoring is a 
requirement of NPS-FM and will be progressively implemented in 
conjunction with WMA work applying the He Korowai Aroha – 
Matauranga Māori document. 
A national stocktake of Matauranga Māori is currently being scoped 
through Resource Managers Group, this work is currently being led out 
of BOPRC. 

Inappropriate use of water 
& Unauthorised use of 
springs and bores 

Raised as Issue WQ I9 in PPPC9.  Actions to resolve the problem are 
identified in Policy WQ P14.  Started a programme of work with 
Horticulturalists to identify areas of unauthorised takes and seek 
consent.  Introduced a 12 month controlled activity rule to grandparent 
in the take and use of water for dairy shed washdown and milk cooling 
Rule WQ R4.  Refer to Part 13 of this report particularly regarding pre 
hearing mediation and the options presented for panel consideration. 
Policy WQ P30 lists actions to be taken at times of low flows or aquifer 
levels. 

Activities that affect the 
mauri of waterways  
Poor state of freshwater, 
tributaries, catchments and 
wetlands 
Effects of land uses on the 
health of aquifers, rivers 
and streams 

This is recognised for as Issue WQ I5 in PPPC9 where low flows may 
be below that needed to ensure the mauri and life supporting capacity 
of the water body is safeguarded.  In order to address this issue and 
recognise the mauri of waterways Objective WQ O3 (a) was written – 
to manage abstraction of surface water at a volume and rate that 
safeguards the mauri and life-supporting capacity of the water body. 
Further Objective WQ O7(a) requires limits to be set for instream 
minimum flows to safeguard the water bodies life supporting capacity, 
mauri and to take into account tāngata whenua values. 
Policy WQ P15 requires consideration to be given to a range of 
matters, including tāngata whenua values, relevant iwi and hapū 
resource management plans. Staff are recommending further changes 
to strengthen consideration and the taking into account of tāngata 
whenua values. 
Rule WQ R6 Takes for existing municipal water supplies a matter of 
control is (d)(ii) measures to avoid, remedy or mitigate any adverse 
effect on the mauri and life-supporting capacity of the water body. 
The term Mauri is defined in the RPS. 
The second stage of NPS-FM implementation work within the local 
Water Management areas will focus specifically at maintaining and 
improving water quality.  

Inefficient use of water Inefficient allocation is recognised in Issue WQ I3, WQ I9.  Objective 
WQ O1 looks to address this issue by requiring ‘Efficient allocation and 
use of water resources in the Bay of Plenty’. 
Policy WQ P2 imbeds the staged approach to implementing the WMAs 
and ensures (f) opportunities to improve efficient allocation and use are 
water are provided including metering and reporting, education and 
through water user groups.   
Policy WQ P3 regarding phasing out over allocation by reviewing 
resource consents to determine efficient use requirements. 
WQ P13 promotes the efficient use of freshwater. 
The new metering and reporting requirements in policy WQ P24 require 
extensive metering and reporting, exceeding the requirements of the 
national water metering regulations. The incoming data will improve 
information base and therefore enable more efficient use. 
A new schedule defining reasonable and efficient use criteria is 
included. Irrigation, municipal water supply and dairy shed water use 
are included. 

Water banking/hording of 
water allocation 

PPPC9 has identified steps to phase out over allocation refer to Policy 
WQ P3. 
Efficiency provisions highlighted above ensure that resource consent 
applicants can only be allocated water that they can efficiently use. 

Inadequate recognition of 
tāngata whenua values 
and interests in research, 
management and 
particular, decision making 

Raised as Issue WQ I10.  See Part 5 of this report below for tangible 
examples of how tāngata whenua values are being provided for in 
PPPC9. 
WQ P2  - identifies multiple roles for tāngata whenua in WMA  
WQ P15 – resource consent considers iwi and hapū RM plans 

- extent of consultation with tāngata whenua 

Capacity of tāngata 
whenua to participate in 
freshwater management 

See Consultation Part 1.4.2 of this report. 
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and decision making 

Iwi water rights and 
interests 

As noted earlier, the core purpose of PPPC9 is to set interim limits 
pending more detailed, site specific, limits being set in the WMA 
process. PPC 9 Policy WQ P2 sets how future WMA processes will 
unfold. It seeks to assure readers that certain matters not addressed in 
PPPC9 will be considered in future WMA planning processes. WQP2 
(b) reinforces that WMA processes must identify tāngata whenua 
values and interests.  The Section 32 Evaluation for PPPC9 notes that 
the plan change relates to freshwater region-wide and that matters 
such as iwi allocation is applicable at a local catchment level and more 
appropriately addressed in the WMA processes.  
Councils conservative approach via WQ P10 (generally decline) is 
intended to ensure the resource is not further compromised to enable 
many of the matters raised by tāngata whenua to be addressed in the 
WMA process.  

 

30 More tangible examples of how Māori values are provided for in PPPC9 are provided 
in the Implications for Māori Report Appendix 8 and are contained within Section 3.9 
Recognition of the role of Māori in freshwater management of the Section 32 
Evaluation.   

31 A brief summary is as follows: 

 Rule WQ R6 Controlled Activity Take and Use of Water for Existing Municipal 
Water Supplies one matter of control is (g) the extent to which the applicant has 
consulted with Māori and taken into account Māori values.  With an additional 
advice note that ‘Tāngata whenua values include those of the owners of Māori 
owned land, if the water source is on such land. 

 WQ M9 was developed to recognise the value of involving iwi and hapū in the 
identification of the extent of cultural impacts associated with resource consent 
applications, the value of iwi and hapū management plans in articulating issues 
of significance to tāngata whenua and provides for the recognition of the role of 
specialists in matauranga and tikanga, such as kaumatua and Pūkenga in 
resource management decisions where tāngata whenua values are affected.   

 Recognition that the scope of PPPC9 being one part of a two stage process 
would mainly focus on tāngata whenua values through the drafting process.  
Tāngata whenua interests would be addressed in stage 2. 

 
Recommendation 

32 Amend objective WQ O3 to require consistency with Iwi as kaitiaki as an important 
consideration – particular insofar as resource management decisions that affect the 
relationship of Māori and their resources are concerned; 

33 Amend policy WQ P2 to require WMA processes to explore options to set limits that 
have particular regard of Iwi’s role as kaitiaki and to explicitly consider “cultural 
allocation” in the WMA process. 

34 Aside – note that Council will connect with submitters in updating engagement plans 
for the Kaituna, Rangitāiki WMAs and seek their involvement in the establishment of 
engagement plans for the Tauranga and Rotorua WMAs to meet additional requests. 

5.3.3 Treaty of Waitangi 

35 Several submitters (Ngati Pikiao 71 – 60, MRMT 25-5, Ngai Te Rangi 47-2) 
questioned the adequacy of PPPC9 recognising The Treaty of Waitangi and 
principles. For instance, The Motiti Rohe Moana Trust submitted that Council has not 
followed an appropriate Treaty process nor has it adequately provided for tāngata 
whenua values including; Kaitiakitangā and the application of Matauranga Māori. 

36 Submitters also said PPPC9 does not adequately give effect to the Treaty of Waitangi 
referencing Part 2 of the RMA in particular.  
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37 The preamble of NPS-FM recognises The Treaty of Waitangi-Te Tiriti o Waitangi (‘the 
Treaty’) as the underlying foundation of the Crown–iwi/hapū relationship with regard to 
freshwater resources.  

38 As a government authority, Council similarly recognises the Treaty principles with 
regard to natural resources including freshwater.  

39 Part 2 s 8 of the RMA in particular stipulates that Council must take into account the 
principles of the Treaty.  

40 Policy IW 3B of the RPS compels Council to recognises tāngata whenua have interest 
and rights protected by the Treaty. 

41 A Treaty of Waitangi Toolkit has been developed to assist Council staff understand 
and implement Treaty responsibilities. The below diagram from the toolkit explains the 
relevance of the Articles and Principles of the Treaty to the business and relationships 
of the Council. 

  
42 A number of co-governance arrangements have been established relating to 

freshwater as a result of treaty settlement processes. Settlement legislation has been 
enacted for several iwi within the Bay of Plenty region; Te Arawa Lakes settlement 
prescribed for a co-governance model to manage the Te Arawa lakes, additionally the 
Ngāti Whare Settlement and Ngāti Manawa Settlement enabled the establishment of 
the co-governed Rangitāiki River forum. Section 114 of the Tapuika Claims Settlement 
Act 2014 establishes the Te Maru o Kaituna/Kaituna River Authority whose river 
document must be recognised and provided for in the Regional Policy Statement and 
regional plans. 

43 Council has also taken into account other legislation, including the Settlement Claim 
Act 2014 and Te Urewera Act 2014.  As a result an integrated Planning Protocol was 
established between Tūhoe Te Uru Taumatua and Council. The protocol documents 
provide an integrated and consistent framework for all Council planning processes 
within the Ngāi Tūhoe rohe.  It seeks to promote effective engagement and prevent 
misunderstandings around respective roles and statutory obligations.  
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44 The s32 report notes that the Tūhoe Protocol is of particular relevance to PPPC9 as it 
requires Council to carry out early communications and share a draft plan change with 
Tūhoe for comment.  

45 The cultural significant of water has had greater recognition through formal Statutory 
Acknowledgements resulting from Treaty Settlements. These are acknowledgements 
from the Crown that of the specific relationship tāngata whenua have over a specified 
rohe or area. Within the Bay of Plenty reigon there are 47 Statutory 
Acknowledgements relating to specific rivers and streams.  These Statutory 
Acknowledgements are recognised in the Ngā Whakaaetanga-a-Ture ki Te Taiao a 
Toi document, the compendium document to the Regional Policy Statement (‘RPS’) 
and regional plans.  

46 Iwi and Hapū management plans have been prepared by Treaty partners in the Bay of 
Plenty region and taken into account in the preparation of this Plan refer to Appendix 
8.  

47 Tāngata whenua wear many hats as kaitiaki, as land managers and shareholders in 
Māori land these differences are specifically acknowledged in the ‘Implications for 
Māori’ report contained in Appendix 8. 

48 It should be noted that Council is limited to fully address Treaty issues within PPPC9 
as it is largely confined to addressing unauthorised takes, amending existing rules, 
meeting requirements for increased efficiency, reporting and the development of 
policies and rules on transfers and brings Council “in step” with other regional councils 
around New Zealand.  

Recommendation 

49 No change to PPPC9 arising from these submissions noting the WMA process must 
be cognoscente of these matters.    

5.3.4 Approach to National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management  

50 Tāngata whenua members of the Combined Tāngata Whenua Forum noted the 
approach taken by Council ‘to prepare a generic plan change while progressing WMA 
has efficiently merits, however it is our view specific involvement by tāngata whenua in 
water management, identification of values and interests in water, and their application 
are not actively considered through this Draft Plan Change has fundamental flaw with 
how it will give effect to the NPS, particularly values and interests of tāngata whenua.” 

51 NPS-FM Policy E1 requires every Council to implement the NPS FM by 2025 or 2030. 
BOPRC has notified an NPS-FM implementation programme and has elected 31 
December 2025 as the date by which it will fully implement the NPS FM.  As noted in 
the background section of this report this involves a two-step process.  Step 1 PPPC9 
and Step 2 work in local Water Management Areas (catchments) to set more targeted 
limits. 

52 PPPC9 is the first of a set of steps intended to culminate in full implementation.  
PPPC9 is intended to improve water management to provide for the health of the 
environment, the waterbody and the people and is an important step forward in 
regional water management.  It is as an interim (‘hold the line’) step to address 
immediate issues until more locally specific limits are set. For some WMAs (in stage 2) 
it is unlikely to be until 2025 that more detailed limits can be set across the entire 
region– over which time several hundred resource consents are likely to be 

considered.  PPPC9 sets up a metering and reporting framework, strengthens the 
framework for decision-making based on clearer interim limits to allocation, 
and improves efficiency of allocation and use. The interim thresholds set via 
PCC9 will be over-ridden by limits set in the WMA process. Those new limits 
will not be set until tāngata whenua values and interests are known and 
appropriately accommodated in relevant policies and methods. 
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53 Stage 2 affords iwi/hapū and tāngata whenua the opportunity to provide more 
comprehensive and detailed localised rohe and community based discussions.  
Refer to the Consultation section of this report for an overview of engagement 
already underway on Stage 2.    

54 Many of the remedies tāngata whenua submitters request are provided via PC 
9 Policy WQP2 which sets out how future WMA processes will unfold. This 
policy seeks to assure readers that certain matters not addressed in PPPC9 
will be considered in future WMA planning processes. WQP2 (b) reinforces 
that WMA processes must identify tāngata whenua values and interests. 

55 Council welcome the opportunity for further discussion in updating 
engagement plans for the Kaituna, Rangitāiki WMAs and involvement in the 
establishment of engagement plans for the Tauranga and Rotorua WMAs to 
meet additional requests. 

Council Staff Recommendation 

56 Council is committed to 2 stage implementation and notes concerns of the 
submitter(s). We take these concerns seriously and are committed to 
addressing them as best we can. 

5.3.5 Motiti Island  

57 The Motiti Rohe Moana Trust has requested development of specific water 
management provisions for Motiti Island via a separate Water Management 
Area. 

58 The original intention was for Motiti Island was to be included in the Tauranga 
Moana WMA. Unfortunately, a cartographic omission meant maps showing 
WMAs did not show Motiti correctly shaded. 

59 Motiti Island is located approximately 10km offshore from Pāpāmoa beach 
(Tauranga) and is approximately 10km2 in area. Approximately 40 people 
inhabit the privately owned island.  

60 Ownership occurs under Māori and general land titles (approximately half in 
each). There is no public land access for non-islanders.  

61 The CIA prepared for the Motiti District Plan records Te Patuwai and 
Ngaitauwhao as the Mōtῑtῑ tāngata whenua. Te Patuwai is a Ngati Awa hapu 
(Whakatane). Ngai tauwhao is a Ngai Te Rangi hapū. There are a number of 
other formal groups representing Island interests including the Te Patuwai 
Tribal Committee, Ngāti Te Hapū Whānau and the Motiti Island Environment 
Management Incorporated Group.  

62 The Motiti Rohe Moana Trust (MRMT) is another group representing island 
interests. The MRMT was established in 2009 and its trust deed states its 
purpose as- to exercise tino rangatiratanga and kaitiakitanga over Motiti Island 
and the Rohemoana, and to ensure that the rights and interests of Motiti 
tāngata whenua are protected and promoted. The trustees are kuia and 
kaumātua 'born and bred' on Motiti Island.  

63 There is no territorial authority for offshore Islands which are administered by 
the Department of Internal Affairs. 

64 Practically, Motiti Island shares little in common with Tauranga Moana 
(cultural, social, environmental distinction are marked features of the Island). 
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Administratively, there are unlikely to be any benefits from including Motiti in 
the Tauranga WMA – but no disadvantages either.  

65 For the people of Motiti, inclusion in the Tauranga WMA as originally intended, 
means their area will be considered now, ahead of other WMA which it is 
understood is strongly supported by some of the older island residents. 

Recommendation 

66 Shade Map WQ1 to show Motiti Island as part of the Tauranga WMA. Note – other 
offshore islands are unshaded are will not be specifically addressed in WMA work. 

5.4 Matters outside the scope of the PPPC9 

67 The following matters raised by some tāngata whenua submitters are considered 
beyond the scope of PPPC9 to address for the reasons stated: 

Pause PPPC9 pending Wai 2358 

68 Ngati Hokopu (52 – 9) requested PPPC9 be paused.  Council cannot pause PPPC9 
pending resolution of Wai 2358 as the staged NPS-FM implementation timeline was 
publicly notified and committed to.  

Ownership of Water 

69 The question of Māori ownership of water was raised directly or indirectly in a small 
number of submissions. i.e. Ngai Tamahaua Hapū (55-14). 

70 Council are unable to address the matter of ownership due to strict legislative limits.  
The government considers water a public resource and its position is that no one 
owns the fresh water, it is a resource that we must look after for the benefit of all New 
Zealanders. 

Mataatua Declaration on Water 

71 Te Rūnanga O Ngati Awa (58 – 1) sought Council recognition of the Mataatua 
declaration. This declaration seeks for Tāngata whenua to; retain full, exclusive, and 
undisturbed possession of ancestral waters.  Council is unable to give effect to the 
declaration due to legislative restrictions as explained above. 

The inclusion of commissioners with Tikanga 

72 The CTWF requested appointment of a commissioner with knowledge of tikanga and 
te reo to the hearings panel. 

73 PPPC9 was notified prior to the Resource Legislation Amendment Act 2017 receiving 
royal assent. This legislation requires a consideration of commissioners with tikanga 
and local knowledge.  

74 It is standard Council practice to have at least one if not two Māori commissioners on 
plan change panels.  For this plan change there is Antoine Coffin and Rau Kirikiri.  
Note during engagement on the draft and pre meetings with tāngata whenua 
attendees were encouraged to put people's names forward for the MfE making good 
decisions course for which Council has annual funding to support. 
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Part 6:  Decision-making and management of over 
allocated catchments.  

1 As noted earlier, Opus International Consultants were commissioned in 2008 to 
undertake an assessment of the effectiveness of the Operative Bay of Plenty Regional 
Water and Land Plan provisions relating to water allocation. The report made 
recommendations for review of water quantity and allocation provisions and 
specifically noted the need to provide a more robust consent decision-making 
framework.  

2 Policies WQP10 and WQP11 are key parts of the response to the Opus 
recommendations. WQ P10 states that Council will generally decline applications to 
take and use water in over allocated catchments. This replaces the previous policy 68 
in the NRRP which sought “To consider granting an application for a resource consent 
to take water from a river or stream ...”.  

3 Policy WQ P11 is the flipside of WQ P10 and in areas that are not allocated above the 
interim limits the policy is more permissive. “To consider granting an application to 
take and sue surface water or groundwater….” 

4 Together, policies WQ P10 and WQ P11 establish a more robust decision-making 
framework than before. They are supported by a number of other policies including 
WQ P5 – which states how limits are determined and WQ P3 which sets the process 
for the phasing out of over allocation. 

5 The more robust process stems from concern that until policy directs clear decisions, 
poor data and preliminary nature of the information (particularly for groundwater) 
leaves consent decision-makers with almost no guidance. This is something the Opus 
report noted saying policy direction was needed when dealing with over allocation

9
.  

6 Policies WQ P10, WQ P11 and other policies referred to in this section give Council 
consents staff and applicants the direction they need. 

7 The PPPC9 S32 report says:  

Stricter resource consent processes will apply for new consent applications to take 
water in fully allocated catchments, including more information required from the 
consent applicant; and if granted, shorter consent terms and/or stricter conditions. It 
goes on to say: The NPS-FM Objective B2 is to avoid further over-allocation, and 
Policy B5 requires councils to ensure that no decision will likely result in future over-
allocation. Option 1A supports this by halting the practice of granting resource 
applications in catchments currently deemed to be over-allocated. Option 1A also 
supports NPS-FM Policy B6 by potentially reducing this need

10
. 

 

6.1.1 Key issues raised by submissions 

8 Broadly speaking, most submitters, including some industry groups, support the thrust 
of policy WQ P10 and its supporting policies.  

9 Some industry groups were concerned that if council continues to allocate water in 
catchments that are, in fact, over allocated existing users could be required to 
surrender water at a later stage. For them, not allowing new consumptive uses when 
there was concern that the resource was at or approaching its natural limit was 
preferred over hoping there is sufficient for current and future users. In a sense, this 
group seeks to protect its “slice of the cake”. 

                                            
9
 P23 of the Opus report, ands throughout. 

10
 P170 of the S32 analysis 
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10 Most tāngata whenua submitters also supported Council generally declining consents  
(policy WQ P10) in over allocated catchments, with one (71-32) seeking deletion of 
“generally” to make the policy more absolute. Some tāngata whenua submitters have 
requested that “consider granting” only occur after their “approval” has been given. 

11 For tāngata whenua, impacts on the resource and their relationship to water featured 
heavily in reasons for support of “generally decline”.  

12 There was concern from some tāngata whenua submitters that limits had been set 
without understanding their value and interests. Furthermore (discussed in the matters 
of concern to Māori section), many considered the interim limits not locally specific 
and inconsistent with the NPS-FM due, in part, to not being sufficiently involved in the 
limit setting process. Not giving proper effect to te mana o te wai also featured in 
tāngata whenua concerns. 

13 Some tāngata whenua submitters requested exemptions to allow their takes in over 
allocated areas – particularly where land had been returned without secure access to 
water. 

14 Oceania Gold (43-12) have requested the word “consider” be removed from policy 
WQ P11. Others, including J Swap Ltd (40-3) sought to remove the word “generally” to 
make the policy WQ P11 “To consider granting” more certain. 

15 Federated Farmers of New Zealand raised concern (50-49 and others) that while the 
renewal of existing consents has been exempted from the “generally decline” principle 
of WQ P10, there is no policy support for renewals. The submitter is concerned that 
resource consents expiring in the interim period between PPPC9 and the relevant 
WMA limits being in place could face an uncertain future.  

16 Creswell (22-3) requested policy WQ P10 be reframed in the positive (essentially 
reverting to the pre PPPC9 status). 

17 There were submissions - Dairy NZ (38-7) wanting policy WQ P10 to provide more 
detail of assessment requirements for new takes (in their case – relating to the needs 
of an expanding business). 

6.1.2 WQ P10 “generally decline” and WQ P11 “consider granting” 

18 Policy WQ P10 and WQ P11 have been the subject of much consideration during the 
development of PPPC9 and post notification.  

19 WQ P11 submissions are similar to WQ P10 and include concerns that the allocation 
status methodology is inflexible and may result in over allocation being determined 
incorrectly and concerns around how “efficient” is determined. 

20 Council is in a relatively good position with regards determining surface water 
availability. Surface water can be allocated to 10% of Q5 7day limits using relatively 
simple instream gauging to calculate these limits. Water users themselves can gauge 
streams and at times of water shortage cease takes based on measured in-stream 
parameters

11
. 

21 Groundwater is more complicated as calculations rely on a developing Council 
monitoring network and preliminary models to estimate state. This is described more 
fully in the introduction section.  

22 The Section 32 report notes: 

… the Tauranga Harbour deep aquifer is showing decline, particularly to the north and 
near Tauranga. Abstraction of groundwater exceeds the ability for the groundwater to 

                                            
11

 Simple gauging for this purpose is unlikely to meet council’s requirements for stream monitoring 
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recharge (flow) into these areas. It is also of concern due to the proximity to the coast, 
and that two bores have water levels that are below sea level (risk of salt water 
intrusion). 
 

23 Investigations by the Council have identified the following areas where the level of 
groundwater allocation is of concern 

 Lower Kaituna. 

 Otumoetai area. 

 Welcome Bay. 

 Nursery Drain ( 

 Rangitāiki Plains).
12

 
 

24 Rob Van Voorthuysen
13

 has considered the “generally decline” approach and advises: 

[013] The ‘interim limits’ for rivers are ‘desk top’, arbitrary (insofar as they are not 
based on instream studies of Bay of Plenty rivers) and conservative (compared to the 
draft NES).  In the absence of demonstrable adverse effects from existing abstractions 
it would be incongruous to decline the renewal of existing resource consents for river 
abstractions based on an exceedence of the ‘interim limits’.  The same can be said for 
existing groundwater takes. 
 

25 In respect of new consents he says: 

26 [028] Instead, it would be preferable to enable decision-makers to grant new 
applications subject to imposing a higher minimum flow as set out in WQ P8 (100% of 
the Q5 7-day low flow). That will ensure that new takes cease before existing takes, 
which is a suitably cautious approach to safe-guarding instream values and protecting 
the reliability of supply for existing takes prior to NPS-FM compliant limits being set 
under WMA processes. 

27 [029] In the absence on a numerical cap on the volume of water able to be allocated 
above the ‘interim allocation limits’, and as for renewals discussed above, any new 
consents should however be granted with a duration commensurate with the expected 
delivery of the NPS-FM compliant allocation limits for the WMA within which the 
consent application is located.  The clear linking of consent durations to the new 
pending WMA limits should deter any ‘gold rush’ of applications prior to WMA specific 
limits being established.  As an extra safe-guard against a ‘gold rush’, applicants 
should be required to consider other options such as water harvesting and water 
storage (via an amended WQ P15(m)).  This would also give better effect to WQ O11. 

28 NPS-FM Objective B2 is: 

To avoid any further over allocation of fresh water and phase out existing over 
allocation 
 

29 WQ P10, as an interim measure, achieves this. 

30 Council has previously summarised
14

 the situation as follows: 

31 A large number of surface and groundwater sources are allocated above the current 
defined allocable flows. However recent analysis and observation of surface water 
flows and groundwater levels suggests that the current allocation levels are not having 
a widespread negative impact on water resources. This may reflect the fact that most 
consent holders are not using their full allocation, and that the allocable flows defined 
above are protective of water resources. It should be noted however that there is 

                                            
12

 P16/17 s32 analysis. 
13

 Full report is appended to this report. 
14

 Water Allocation Status Report. BOPRC Operations, Monitoring and Regulation Committee 20 June 
2013.  
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currently no broad scale monitoring of water values that may be impacted by low 
water levels or flows

15
. 

32 In short, not all over allocated systems may be over used. If full allocation was actually 
used the situation may be different.  

33 It is considered that there is cause for concern and a somewhat cautious approach is 
justified. Over allocation in the NPS-FM sense can only be determined once limits are 
set under subsequent WMA plan changes. Additionally the low levels of metering and 
reporting currently in place prevent Council from determining the extent of the unused 
allocation and whether greater use that allocation would cause more of a problem. It 
should be noted that the older irrigation consents don’t specify an irrigation season. In 
accounting for groundwater allocation, Council has applied a “reality assessment” to 
groundwater irrigation consents of 155 days per year rather than the 365 days that is 
theoretically allocated. This is noted Part 7.15 references to the Assessment of Water 
Availability and Estimates of Current Allocation Levels Report 2016.  

34 Although largely supportive, submissions are relatively broad and provide generous 
scope to amend WQ P10 and WQ P11.  

35 Removing discretion from the policies by deleting the word “consider” in policy WQ 
P11 does not support a broader consideration of the objectives and policies in this 
plan change. Exempting particular takes, or only granting consents if approval from 
tāngata whenua has been given is more appropriately addressed through policy WQ 
P15 which recognises the important role of tāngata whenua in the consent process.  

36 Three main options are considered below in relation to policy WQ P10 generally 
decline are: 

37 Retain generally decline approach: This option retains policy WQ P10 largely 
unchanged. Support for this option is due to: 

  Being consistent with tāngata whenua values and interests;  

 Being appropriate (as an interim measure) to progress implementation of the 
NPS-FM (especially Objective B2); 

 Being less likely to result in over-allocation; 

 Being responsive to a known implementation problems; and  

 Being appropriately cautious.  
 

38 Revert to consider granting: This option is not so well supported and lets users into 
a resource that could, subsequently (in the WMA process), be confirmed as over 
allocated. Not only does this (potentially) not satisfy NPS-FM requirements but it also, 
potentially, frustrates WMA work if council needs to remedy over allocation. This 
would be consistent with submission of Creswell (22-3). 

39 Consider granting but as “second-class”: This option entails granting “B” class 
consents that may not be renewed once NPS-FM locally specific limits are set if over 
allocation is confirmed. This approach is consistent with views of groups like 
Horticulture NZ whose members are concerned new-entrants to a constrained 
resource could derogate from existing users should ‘claw-back’ be required.  

40 This option could involve the issue of consents for a short term that coincide with the 
relevant WMA process concluding (and more robust limits being set). 

Council staff recommendation 

41 Retain the “generally decline” basis of WQ P10.  

                                            
15

 Report to RDD, 20 June 2013. 
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6.1.3 WQ P5: Interim limits 

42 Policy WQ P5 sets interim water allocation “limits” until locally specific limits are set via 
WMA process. This policy is largely technical and provides for (primary) surface water 
allocation of 10% of the Q5 7 day low flow (see explanation in the appendices) and 
35% of average aquifer recharge (discussed previously) for groundwater. 

43 Submitters are generally supportive of the concept of an interim limit, though some 
consider the current limits arbitrary and either too conservative or insufficiently so. 

44 Examples of support include NZ Kiwifruit Growers (14-10) Whakatane District Council 
(12-15), Mercury NZ (31-21).  

45 Others (Oceania Gold (43-8), Federated Farmers of New Zealand (multiple), DoC (13-
19) are less supportive or have suggested alternative approaches. 

46 The interim limits are intended to “roll over” existing Water and Land Plan practices 
(Q5 7 Day, 35% AAR) and to support clearer decision-making through more direct 
policy

16
.  

47 Whilst the metrics used have not changed and there are many other metrics that could 
be used, they are conservative and for the purpose of an interim threshold considered 
appropriate. Above the thresholds applications can be sought, though (WQ P10) puts 
the onus on applicants to provide a thorough assessment. 

48 Federated Farmers (50-43) has suggested inclusion of an additional clause 
recognising existing allocation as being within the limits.  Their purpose is to ensure 
renewal applications, notwithstanding the exception in WQ P10, do not get assessed 
as exceeding interim limits and then, once evaluated, get declined. 

49 Although WQ P11 states to “consider granting”, notwithstanding, applicants are 
required to do a thorough assessment of effects in any circumstances. Existing users 
whose consents expire and require renewal may struggle, in the absence of detailed 
groundwater data to demonstrate effects are minor.   

50 Considering the considerable social and economic investment in existing, lawful takes 
and the interim nature of the proposed thresholds, the Federated Farmers submission 
is supported to the extent that renewals are made more certain. Longer-term, 
consistent with NPS-FM Objective B2, when locally specific limits are set, any over 
allocation will be addressed via the process identified in policy WQ P3. The Proposed 
NES on Ecological Flows and Water Levels similarly provided an exemption from 
limits for existing allocation.   

51 Federated Farmers (50-43, 50-44) sought to include secondary allocable flow for 
surface water within WQ P5. It is agreed that this provides clarity to this policy. 
Specific limits have been identified, loosely based on the Proposed NES on Ecological 
Flows and Water Levels, which has generally less conservative limits than this plan. 
The limits within the NES are based on MALF, rather than Q5 7 day used at BOPRC 
and are restricted to larger streams, with a mean flow exceeding 5m

3
/s. It would be 

confusing to mix different metrics and Q5 7 day provides an additional level of 
conservativism. Secondary allocable flow is also addressed in section 1.8 of this 
report and by WQ P8. It is noted that the secondary allocable flow of 40% of Q5 7 day, 
in combination with the primary allocable flow enables an allocation of 50% of Q5 7 
day on streams where the mean flow exceeds 5m

3
/s. 

Council staff recommendation 

52 Include limits to secondary allocation in policy WQ P5. 
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53 Include the existing allocation (on a sinking lid basis) within primary allocation 
threshold to support existing lawful users pending WMA limits being set. 

54 Rename “limits” to “thresholds” to distinguish from NPS-FM locally specific limits and 
provide better clarity about the nature of these “limits”, when they apply and when they 
will be superseded.  

6.1.4 WQ P3: Phase out over allocation 

55 Policy WQ P3 seeks to phase out water over-allocation by 1 October 2027. 

56 It supports NPS-FM Objective B2 which is “To avoid any further over allocation of 
fresh-water and phase out existing over allocation”. 

57 Several water bodies in the region are assessed to be allocated in excess of their 
interim allocation limits/thresholds.  Under the NPS-FM, to determine when a 
catchment becomes over allocated requires limits to be set with local communities. 
This process is underway or planned for each of the WMAs.   

58 The policy has been widely commented on by submitters concerned that it is either too 
ambitious, insufficiently ambitious, should not apply to municipals or is not explicit 
enough. 

59 Many of submitters’ concerns are related to when and how the “over-allocation” status 
of a catchment is defined. Several submitters want over allocation to be referenced to 
NPS-FM limits, as opposed to the interim thresholds set under PPPC9. Council have 
notified a timeline for completing limit setting by 2026.  

60 The fixed date of having progressed by 1 October 2027 has been questioned by 
Horticulture New Zealand NZ (27-8), Dairy NZ (38-5).  

61 Some submitters have raised concerns about the effect of this policy on their own 
properties (i.e. could they have their consents renewed). 

62 Several submitters comment it is unclear what the policy seeks – i.e. no over 
allocation by the date, or that steps are taken by the date or whether over allocation is 
determined by policies WQ P5 or WQ P2. The revision proposed for policy WQ P5 
(Part 6.2) will address some concerns regarding renewals prior to the setting of WMA 
limits, because existing allocation would not be considered over allocation. 

63 Federated Farmers of New Zealand sought to remove two of the steps listed in WQ 
P3, because it considers these should be considered by Water User Groups. As not 
all over-allocated catchments will have Water User Groups, it is recommended that 
WQ P3 be retained largely as proposed. 

64 1 October 2026 is the time when transitional RMA consents (created when the RMA 
came into effect on 1 October 1991 and automatically given a 35 year terms) will 
come due for re consenting. Around half (approximately 500) of resource consents to 
take water expire at this time. Most are likely to be relatively inefficient, having been 
granted at a time when there was less assessment of what constituted efficient 
allocation and, over time, the activity to which the consent related may have changed.  
The date of 2027 enables Council and consent holders to more efficiently and 
effectively address allocation matters with the large number of consents expiring than 
would be the case if the consents were being reviewed. Therefore it is considered this 
date should be retained at least as a backstop. 

65 For some catchments, it may be appropriate to take steps earlier than 1 October 2027 
as each WMA is completed. A five year period after environmental flows/levels are set 
within a WMA, is considered a reasonable timeframe for acting on over-allocation. 
However, it is recommended the policy be reworded to provide some flexibility that the 
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listed steps will be taken within a five-year period after determining over-allocation in a 
WMA.  

66 In general, arguments that the 1 October 2027 date is too prescriptive (and somewhat 
arbitrary) are not supported, given the importance of the 2026 consent expiry.  Policy 
WQ P2(i) already requires the identification of methods to address over allocation.   

67 Tauranga City Council sought for municipal water takes to be excluded WQ P3  (8-
15), and supported by three other territorial authorities

17
). Exclusion of a particular use 

is difficult to justify and requires consideration via a WMA process where implications 
can be more thoroughly considered. It should be noted the NPS-FM National 
Objectives Framework indicates that such decisions shall recognise the local values 
and objectives for an FMU. 

68 In addition, Trustpower (49-26) proposed to include an additional policy to address 
exceedance of water quality limits. This is considered out of the scope for PPPC9, 
which concerns water quantity.  

69 Some submitters also suggest including setting methods and timeframes as one of the 
steps for achieving the reduction of over-allocation.   A number of iwi submitters 
sought to apply policy WQ P3(b) to all resource consents. The RMA lists 
circumstances when consent reviews can be undertaken. 

70 Policy WQ P3 is consistent with Policy B6 of the NPS-FM and Policy WQ 5B of the 
RPS. It is also linked to proposed policies WQ P2(m), WQ P7, WQ P16 and WQ P20 
of PPPC9. While schedule 7 would inform reviews for those water uses referred to 
within the schedule, it is important that all consents are reviewed and aspects such as 
history of use taken into account. Therefore it would not be appropriate to limit the 
review to the proposed Schedule 7 considerations only (Federated Farmer submission 
50-37).  It should be noted that any review would be taken only after “hard” NPS-FM 
compliant limits are set with significant community input. 

Council staff recommendation 

71 Amend policy WQ P2(i) to provide greater specificity of the need to identify methods to 
avoid further and phase out existing over allocation to be put in place as part of the 
WMA process. 

72 Amend policy WQ P3 to require steps to be taken by 2027 or as determined by WQ 
P2(i).  

6.1.5 WQ P4: Flow variability 

73 Proposed policy WQ P4 provides for flow variability. Submitters generally supported 
this policy, with minor changes sought by Trustpower (49-27) to replace “setting limits” 
with “setting environmental flows and /or levels” for consistency with the terminology of 
the NPS-FM.  This is supported.  

74 Federated Farmers of New Zealand (50-39) sought to limit the policy to damming and 
diversion activities. This is contrary to the intent of the policy which is that flow 
variation be maintained, whether the activity is damming and diversion or taking water. 
Flow variation is important for the health of the river.  

75 Te Rūnanga o Ngāti Manawa is concerned about damming and sought that complete 
damming across the width of a waterway be prohibited. As previously noted damming 
and diversion is covered by the RNRP and is not included in this plan change.  

76 The Department of Conservation (13-18) sought that the policy provides more detail 
and specifies the extent of fresh flows required for flow variation. This is not supported 
because Council has insufficient evidence to inform such a policy at this stage and is 
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uncertain of its applicability on a region wide basis. The identification of a limit to 
proposed policy WQ P5 for secondary allocation for surface water may address this 
concern. 

77 The Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Te Rangi  Iwi Trust (47-24) submitted that the words “and 
restore” should be included in the policy, to support the restoration of impacted 
waterways. Restoring flow variation (to its original extent) may not always be practical, 
especially where dams are concerned and the word maintain is considered more 
appropriate. 

78 Iwi submitters noted the impact damming can have and sought that complete 
damming of a river be prohibited (Ngāti Manawa (30-27)). Damming and diversion are 
in a separate section of the NRRP and are not addressed in this plan change. 

Recommendation 

79 Amend WQ P 4 by replacing “limits” with “environmental flows and levels.”  

6.1.6 WQ P6: Water harvesting 

80 Policy WQ P6 encourages water harvesting during periods of high river or stream flow 
as a means of minimising impacts on rivers and streams of water demand at periods 
of low flow. 

81 Submitters pointed out the need for flow fluctuation, and that further definition is 
needed for the periods of high flow. The suggested definitions vary significantly among 
submitters. Realistically, the flow variation needs in a river or stream would be 
different from stream to stream, depending on its values such as indigenous species 
present. For example, migratory fish may need a certain flow and flow variation at the 
time of their migration. The flow variation requirements and definition of high-flow 
period need to be based on scientific evidence and community (including tāngata 
whenua) feedback at the FMU level. Staff recommend inclusion of an additional 
advice note to explain that ‘periods of high flow’ is to be determined within freshwater 
management units. 

82 Tasman Mill (Oji Fibre, 10-16) has noted the importance of ensuring water harvesting 
does not adversely affect existing consented takes. 

83 Tāngata whenua (Ngāti Pikiao, 71-28 eg) have requested the clause (d) referring to 
social, cultural, economic or environmental wellbeings achieve a sustainable balance 
between these matters. 

84 CNI Iwi Land Management  (65:47) sought to delete this WQ P6(c), pointing out that 
policy WQ P6(b) already sufficiently covered matters raised in policy WQ P6(c). Policy 
WQ P6(b) requires that the achievement of objective WQ O3 is not compromised, 
which requires that abstraction volumes and rates are managed in way that “avoids or 
mitigates adverse effects on downstream environments and existing uses of the water 
resource”. Two other submissions

18
 seek for policy WQ P6(c) to be revised to identify 

when water harvesting is appropriate. Policy WQ P6(b) relates to instream ecological 
values and not potential effects on hydroelectricity generation. Given the specific 
priority given to renewable electricity generation the removal of (c) is not supported.  

85 Trustpower’s submission seeks amendment to policy WQ P6(c) to state that the flow 
allocated to the dam operator is specifically the “consented maximum’ flow’ that is 
‘immediately upstream’ of the hydro scheme. Given that the characteristics and 
circumstances of hydroelectric power schemes are different across the region; these 
specific details are more suitable for a description in the accounting system or as a 
resource consent condition, instead of being a section of a region-wide policy for 
enabling water harvesting.  

                                            
18

 Submissions from Ngāti Manawa and Galatea-Murupara Irrigation Society 32:13 
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86 Horticulture NZ (27-10) has recommended that no more than 10% of median flow be 
allocated to water harvesting. This figure is supported as appropriate to maintain 
stream variability at higher flows (as distinct from secondary allocation which is 
discussed later). 

Council staff recommendation 

87 Additional analysis related to submissions specifically on WQ P6(c) and other existing 
use is addressed in Part 15 Hydroelectric power schemes. 

88 Minor grammatical changes are recommended. 

89 Clarify impacts on existing users are not allowed. 

90 Amend WQ P6 to give a volumetric (10% of median) limit. 

6.1.7 WQ P7: Precautionary approach 

91 Policy WQ P7 seeks to apply precaution to water allocations. It suggests (inclusive of 
other options) imposition of short term consents and review conditions) as means to 
achieve this. 

92 Submitters generally supported the “be cautious” approach – sometimes with 
amendments. Some submitters were opposed; frequently on the basis caution created 
uncertainty. 

93 Uncertainty is an inevitable consequence of lack of information and to some extent will 
always be part of freshwater management. However, as noted throughout this section, 
until WMA limits are determined council and resource users must contend with 
particularly uncertain circumstances – especially in relation to groundwater. Better 
metering, clearer decision-making and holding a line, until locally specific NPS limits 
are set underpin PPPC9. 

94 Consequently policy WQ P10 is “cautious” as noted in the staff comments on those 
provisions.  

95 Mercury NZ (31-23) has noted adaptive management, as mentioned in WQ P7, is 
counter to the “generally decline” approach in WQ P10 (i.e. if one is generally 
declining, one is not being adaptive). They have also noted that precaution becomes 
increasingly important as use approaches calculated limits, or in relation to consents 
issued under WQ P10. 

96 Adaptive management is an ideal requiring very good technical support to occur. In 
particular, adaptive systems generally rely on tight feedback driven by good 
monitoring at the consent and wider system level. As noted elsewhere (5.1.3), that 
level of sophistication does not yet exist and will be progressively developed as part of 
the NPS-FM accounting work. Better information availability will support adaptive 
management in future.  

97 It is considered appropriate and consistent with the overall purpose of PPPC9 that a 
cautious approach be maintained, until such time (i.e. WMA NPS-compliant limits are 
set) as more certainty exists. It is considered unrealistic to place excessive reliance on 
adaptive management. 

Council staff recommendation 

98 Retain the precautionary approach of policy WQ P7.  
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6.1.8 WQ P8: Secondary allocation 

99 Policy WQ P8 seeks to provide for secondary allocation of surface water - being 
access to “unreliable” water that may be turned off if particular environmental triggers 
are hit. The Q5 7 Day low flow is central to this policy. 

100 As noted by Department of Conservation and others, secondary allocation must 
maintain flow variability which plays an important role in river and stream health. 

101 The intent of this policy is to ensure existing (primary) users have reliable access to 
water while others can use water at times the resource is in relative abundance, but 
cannot when it is running short. 

102 Department of Conservation (13-21) has submitted secondary flow should only be 
taken from the main stem of streams larger than 1000 l/s because they are more 
resilient to abstraction. Department of Conservation has also noted lake or spring fed 
rivers should not be used because they are much less variable with secondary 
allocations potentially affecting flow variability to a large degree. 

103 Tauranga City Council (8-18) has asked that WQ P8 apply to new applications and not 
to renewals of existing applications. 

104 Trustpower has sought that secondary allocations not be contemplated upstream of 
HEP. 

105 BOPRC has noted incorrect policy references with WQ P8 – potentially explaining 
uncertainty raised by other submitters. 

106 Managing secondary allocation is a challenge for BOPRC. Accounts need to be 
developed to track takes and distinguish between primary, secondary and harvesting 
allocation.  

107 Furthermore, as noted earlier, information on the state of the resource is limited and 
systems do not yet exist to actively manage secondary allocation. For example, in 
most cases secondary allocation would require the consent applicant to supply 
Council current take information (via real time telemetry) and, possibly, water levels. 
Compliance staff would need to more actively manage against these more complex 
consents requiring considerably more complex in-house systems and procedures than 
occur today. 

108 Notwithstanding, providing for secondary allocation is an important part of almost all 
water allocation systems and can enable uses that have very limited impacts. As an 
interim measure, in areas considered over allocated and in the face of uncertainty, 
secondary allocation is an important way to enable use, albeit on less certain grounds 
than for primary allocation. 

109 To provide clarity and ensure the secondary allocation of surface water is considered 
within the interim threshold (and not subject to the generally decline policy of WQ P10) 
the secondary thresholds should be identified within policy WQ P5. 

Council staff recommendation 

110 Amend WQ P5 to include secondary in stream minimum flows and allocation 
thresholds within the interim thresholds. 

111 Amend policy WQ P8 to more clearly articulate it must maintain adequate levels of 
flow variability and respect Q5 7 day low flow 
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6.1.9 WQ P9: Integrate groundwater and surface water 

112 Policy WQ P9 promotes integration between ground and surface water and reinforces 
te mana o te wai. For example, if ground water is taken near a stream the effects of 
the take are likely to felt almost exclusively in the stream – as if the take were from the 
stream. WQ P9 seeks to have this relationship considered. 

113 Many submitters have supported this but note Council needs to do more work to 
understand the relationship between surface and groundwater (Ngāti Manawa (6-23), 
Tauranga City Council (8-19), Irricon (36-4), Federated Farmers (50-51)). By in large 
the submitters are correct in noting further work is required. 

114 Trustpower noted the use of the term “impacts” when, under the RMA, “effects” is 
clearer. 

115 Department of Conservation (13-28) provided a detailed definition for degree of 
hydraulic connection to avoid the adverse effect of not including stream depleting 
groundwater in the surface water allocation block. The importance of integrating the 
management of ground and surface water is identified in WQ P9, but provided a 
detailed definition is not supported at this stage, due to the relatively preliminary 
nature of water accounts and management of low stream flows in the Bay of Plenty. 
The proposed definitions should be considered for inclusion in WMA plan changes. 

Council staff recommendation 

116 Retain WQ P9 with amendment to change “impacts” to “effects”: 
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Part 7:  Flows, levels, limits and resource consent 
considerations 

1 This topic concerns a large number of provisions that relate to the determination of 
environmental flows and levels, limits to allocation and matters relating to resource 
consents. This topic closely relates to the Part 6 Decision making in over allocated 
catchments. Provisions covered in this section include WQ I1, WQ I4, WQ I11, WQ 
o3, WQ O4, WQ P15, WQ P16, WQ P17. Proposed rules WQ R10 and WQ R11 are 
also considered in this section. 

7.1  Key issues raised by submitters 

2 Key themes of submissions on this topic were: 

 General support for the policy intent of interim limits, water harvesting and 
secondary allocation 

 Mixed response to the ‘generally decline’ policy for over allocated resources, 
some submitters seeking exemptions for specific activities 
 

3 The majority of submitters supported provisions to define and apply limits, with some 
seeking additional consideration for specific waterbodies or in specific circumstances. 
A smaller number of submitters sought less conservative limits or an alternative 
formula to determine limits. 

7.1.1 Analysis: Issues WQ I1, WQ I4, WQ I6, WQ I11  

4 Several submitters suggested revision to the description for proposed issue WQ I1, 
including amending the reference to municipal water takes (48-2), ensuring consistent 
terminology (50-1), and avoiding generalisations (67-19). Tāngata whenua submitters 
sought a revision of the order of adverse effects, to bring tāngata whenua values 
forward and to delete reference to existing uses. Ngāti Pikiao Environmental Society 
(71- 4) noted an important distinction between tāngata whenua values and their 
cultural values, and sought that the term cultural values be used. This is supported by 
staff. It is agreed that the description could be improved and made more concise, but 
the reference to existing uses should be retained as this is an issue statement, not a 
judgement or solution. The problems identified do not imply an order of importance. 

5 All submitters supported proposed issue WQ I4 which relates to over abstraction of 
ground water. 

6 Submitters to issue WQ I6 generally supported the identification of the issue of the 
importance of flow variability but raised a number of issues, including effects of hydro-
electric generation schemes and the Okere gates. While these are examples of 
impacts on flow variability, the issue statement does not seek to list examples. 
Trustpower (49-9) sought to remove the word “stream” where it was repeated in the 
statement. This is supported because it improves readability.   

7 While submitters to issue WQ I11 supported the principle of more stringent attention to 
the taking of water from fully or over allocated resources a number of amendments 
were sought to more clearly state the issue and to clarify whether it referred to limits 
set under proposed policy WQ P2 (WMA limits) or proposed policy WQ P5 (interim 
limits). 

Council staff recommendation 

8 It is agreed with submitters that proposed issue WQ I11 should be revised to confirm 
that the issue is relevant both before and after WMA limits are set. This Proposed Plan 
Change is part of a two-step process to improve water allocation and has clearly 
stated objectives that require management of allocation and taking of water to avoid 
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adverse effects. Additionally the NPS-FM requires Council to avoid future over 
allocation.  

7.1.2 Objective WQ O11 

9 Regarding the suggestion to amend “significant problem” to “an issue”, no objections 
were received through further submissions. The relevant policy and method do not 
provide further explanation as to how “significant problem” is defined or applied. 
Understandably, it would be something to be identified and assessed at an FMU level, 
with scientific evidence and community, including tāngata whenua, feedback. However 
at this time it is considered appropriate to amend the policy to avoid confusion, and 
therefore changes have been recommended.  

10 Proposed objective WQ O11(b) “transfer of water take consent” has caused concerns, 
particularly with tāngata whenua. The NPS-FM requires every regional council to 
include ‘to improve and maximise the efficient allocation of water’ in the criteria for 
water-take permit transfer (Objective B3 of NPS-FM). Staff recommend amending WQ 
O11 to reinforce this purpose for consent transfer. 

Council staff recommendation 

11 Minor grammatical changes are recommended, and to replace the term “problem” with 
“issue”. 

12 Clarify impacts on existing users are not allowed. 

7.1.3 Objectives WQ 03, WQ O4 

13 Objective WQ O3 relates to the abstraction of surface water. A number of submitters 
(32-7, 49-14, 50-13, 64-3, 67-28) sought to incorporate additional matters relating to 
damming and diversion. These are not supported because damming and diversion is 
addressed by the RNRP.  

14 Submissions 10-4 and 49-14 sought to remove the word “values” from proposed 
objective WQ O3(c) because values are often conflicting and it is objectives and limits 
that determine how conflicting values are addressed.  This is not supported as until 
limits are set under a WMA process, and even after those limits are set, some 
attributes or considerations may need to be accommodated in discretionary decisions. 

15 The inclusion or method of application of the term “mauri” in proposed objective WQ 
O3(a) was questioned by several submitters, who sought its deletion or identification 
of how it is to be applied. Mauri is defined in the RPS. Clear and consistent criteria  for 
the identification and safeguarding of mauri as sought by Whakatāne District Council 
(12-10) are not yet developed on a region wide basis, but it is appropriate to add mauri 
to proposed policy WQ P2(f) as a matter to have regard to during the WMA process.   

16 A number of submitters sought to add “restore” in addition to “maintains or 
safeguards” throughout objective WQ O3. While it is understood that in some cases 
improvements maybe needed, it is the establishment of limits under proposed 
objective WQ O7 where this is more appropriately dealt with.  

17 Tauranga City Council (8-7) was highly supportive of objective WQ O3(e) and sought 
an additional objective to provide long term certainty for municipal water supplies. This 
is considered unnecessary because proposed objective WQ O8 already requires 
decision makers to have regard to municipal water supply when allocating water. 

18 Trustpower and Oji Fibre Solutions and Norske Skoog Tasman (49-14, 10-4) opposed 
a sentence in the Section 32 Report that stated objective WQ O3 would be a useful 
guide to the setting of parameters for flow regimes. It is agreed that this is more 
appropriate to proposed objective WQ O7. This is noted for revision in the s32AA 
report. 
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19 Mercury NZ Limited (31-7) sought to amend proposed objective WQ O3 by adding 
“allocation and” to the objective, to qualify (d) by reference to proposed objective WQ 
O2 (relates to the generation capacity of hydroelectric power schemes) and remove 
“rivers and streams” from (b). These changes provide clarity and consistency and are 
supported. 

20 Galatea Murupara Irrigation Society (32-7) and Federated Farmers of New Zealand 
(50-13) sought a number of changes regarding non-consumptive use and the effects 
of damming. Damming and diversion is provided for in the RNRP and effects on 
downstream users are already addressed in proposed objective WQ O3(d). Similarly 
the Trustpower submission that seeks to include the word diversion in the objective is 
not supported.  

21 Federated Farmers of New Zealand (50-15, 50-16) sought that proposed objective 
clauses WQ O3 (b) and (f) be merged and that the word “significant” preface 
ecological integrity in a similar way to the term significant ecological values. These 
changes are not supported. Ecological integrity is a concept that does not need 
qualifying – it either is or isn’t. While it is agreed that there are similar matters in (b) 
and (f) it is considered that flow variability is of sufficient importance to stand alone. 
However it is agreed that a new clause recognising the interrelationship with 
groundwater should be added (50-17). 

22 CNI Iwi Land Management made a number of submissions in support of proposed 
objective WQ O3, but sought additional text to (d) to limit the need to avoid adverse 
effects on existing users to those who demonstrate fair and efficient use. Fairness is a 
concept that is not defined in the RMA and that different people will have different 
views on.  While it would be appropriate to refer to authorised (by a rule in the Plan or 
a resource consent) existing use, it is not reasonable or achievable to include fairness. 
Efficient use is dealt with by proposed objective WQ O1.  

23 Proposed objective WQ O4 relates to the abstraction of groundwater. A number of 
submitters sought additions to the objective to include recognition of the relationship 
between ground and surface water (31-8, 50 -18, 65-15), recognition of the 
relationship of tāngata whenua to water (52-15, 58-8). These submissions are 
supported and new clauses are needed. It is noted that Council consents staff now 
ask consent applicants to include consideration of cultural impacts in an assessment 
of effects for groundwater applications. Trustpower (49-15) submission to replace the 
word “abstraction” with “taking” is not supported because the term abstraction is also 
used in proposed objective WQ O3. 

24 Federated Farmers of New Zealand submission (50-18) sought several changes to 
WQ O4. Further submissions in support noted that the changes sought are consistent 
with te mana o te wai. It is agreed that effects of abstraction on both groundwater level 
or pressure should be included, and that managing the relationship between ground 
and surface water should be explicitly identified.   

25 The Department of Conservation proposed a definition for the term “sustained decline 
in groundwater levels” in relation to proposed objective WQ O4, being a continuing 
long term decline in mean annual groundwater levels or artesian pressures. This is 
supported and staff recommend it is included in the definitions section.  

26 Oceana Gold submitted to delete proposed objective clause WQ O4(a) because this 
does result in a decline in groundwater levels. It is considered that exempting localised 
situations, where the activity is undertaken for the purpose of dewatering provides for 
this activity while retaining this important objective. 

27 Rotorua Lakes Council (60-4) and Galatea Murupara Irrigation Society questioned the 
reason for avoiding mixing between aquifers that are not naturally connected and that 
this would not be affected by the rate or volume by proposed objective WQ O4(d). 
Mixing of water between aquifers risks cross contamination of the aquifers and also 
prevents accounting for water takes in relation to a particular aquifer.   
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28 A number of submissions, mostly from iwi groups seeking to incorporate reference to 
the word “mauri”, were received in relation to proposed policy WQ P18. This policy 
was inserted as a minor amendment into the RWLP in October 2014 to meet the 
requirements of policy B7 of the NPS-FM. The content is prescribed by the NPS-FM 
and is required until subsequent plan changes under proposed policy WQ P2 are 
operative. It is considered that any change would create an inconsistency with the 
NPS-FM.  

Council staff recommendation 

29 Amend proposed issue WQ I1 to replace “tāngata whenua values” with “tāngata 
whenua cultural values.” 

30 Amend proposed issue WQ I6 to remove the word “stream” where it is repeated. 

31 Revise proposed issue WQ I1 description. 

32 Revise proposed issue WQ I11 to better define the issue and to confirm its relevance 
both before and after WMA limits are set. 

33 Add safeguarding or restoring mauri to proposed policy WQ P2(f). Amend proposed 
objective WQ O3(a) to include the restoration of mauri where appropriate. 

34 Amend WQ O3(c) to refer to existing “authorised” users of the water resource. 

35 Amend proposed objective WQ O3 to add “the allocation and”, replace “rivers and 
streams” in (b) with “surface water bodies” and refer to proposed objective WQ O2 in 
(d). 

36 Add a new clause to proposed objective WQ O3 and proposed objective WQ O4 to 
recognise and provide for the interaction of surface water with groundwater. 

37 Add new clauses to proposed objective WQ O4 to recognise the relationships of 
tāngata whenua to water and groundwater to surface water. 

38 Amend proposed objective WQ O4(a) to exempt localised effects due to dewatering. 

39 Amend proposed objective WQ P4 to replace “setting limits” with “setting 
environmental flows and /or levels” for consistency with the terminology of the NPS-
FM.  

40 Provide a new definition. Sustained decline in ground water levels: A continuing long 
term decline in mean annual groundwater levels or artesian pressures. 

7.1.4 Consent term (WQ P17) 

41 RPS policy WQ 8B(i) states that regard shall be given to a consent term of no more 
than 15 years unless the application relates to regionally significant infrastructure. 

42 Consistent with the RPS, proposed policy WQ P17 provides for a consent term of no 
more than 10 years where the water body exceeds the interim limits (WQ P5), or no 
more than 15 years for all other water bodies. A longer term is proposed for regionally 
significant infrastructure, non-typical activities such as dewatering or is demonstrated 
by the applicant to be appropriate to the circumstances.  

43 A number of submitters sought explicit recognition of their need for longer term 
resource consents, or clarity that a particular activity is considered regionally 
significant. Other submitters, particularly tāngata whenua, cited the precautionary 
approach and sought shorter terms. Several submitters supported the policy and 
sought its retention. 
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44 The term of a resource consent is an important consideration to a consent holder 
because it provides security of access to water, supports capital investment and the 
application process can be a significant cost. However long consent terms can lead to 
inefficiencies due to changes to technology or markets or because new information 
becomes available.  

45 Proposed policy WQ P17 is qualified by proposed policies WQ P7 (precautionary 
approach) and WQ P15 (resource consent considerations). Federated Farmers of 
New Zealand (50-60) sought the deletion of proposed policy WQ P17 and its merger 
into proposed policy WQ P15. This is not supported because proposed policy WQ P17 
lists the matters a decision maker must have regard to, and does not specify 
conditions on a resource consent.  

46 It is not considered necessary to confirm or list activities that are regionally significant 
because this is already defined in the RPS. 

47 Several submitters sought minor revision to clarify that the 3 clauses of proposed 
policy WQ P17 are alternatives, in particular that proposed policy WQ P17(c) applies 
regardless of (a) and (b). This is supported and can be achieved by inserting “or” 
between (a) and (b) and amending (c) to confirm that it applies regardless of (a) and 
(b). 

48 The Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society NZ sought that policy WQ P17(a) (a 
term of 10 years) be amended to only apply to existing users. It is assumed that the 
reason new users would be excluded is that the submitter does not support the 
granting of resource consent to new users. Tāngata whenua submitters (with the 
exception of CNI Iwi Land Management) sought shorter consent terms to take a more 
conservative approach, either to limit consent terms to 5 years or to 10 years where 
the resource is not over allocated. 

49 It is noted that proposed policy WQ P17 (a) and (b) represents the maximum term and 
the decision maker can apply a shorter term. Proposed policy WQ P7 advises a 
shorter term where there is uncertainty. The decision maker must also include 
common review dates and review of the resource consent under RMA s128. It is 
considered that review provisions provide sufficient ability to address the submitters 
concerns and enable adaptive management of consents.  

Council staff recommendation 

50 Amend proposed policy WQ P17 to insert “or” after clauses (a) and add to (c) to 
explicitly recognise that notwithstanding (a) and (b) a longer term may apply in 
particular circumstances. 

7.1.5 Consent assessment and conditions (WQ P15, WQ P16) 

51 Proposed policy WQ P15 lists matters the decision maker must take into account 
when considering an application for resource consent. The policy attracted a large 
number of submitters, with many seeking the adoption of the policy without change. In 
particular several submitters specifically sought to retain clauses (d) and (e), which 
relate to consideration of the benefits of the proposed take and the value of 
investment it relates to.  

52 A number of submitters raised issues relating to efficiency, especially in regard to 
clause (a). It is agreed that reference to proposed policy WQ P15 would provide clear 
direction to decision makers. 

53 The Oil Companies (18-6) raised concern that policy WQ P15(e) was too narrowly 
focussed, as dewatering is dependent on the water being abstracted rather than the 
value of the water abstracted. This clause relates to existing consent holders and 
therefore is not considered relevant to dewatering, where applications are not normally 
renewals. However to include situations where existing consent holders wish to renew 
consents and the values of the investment is dependent on the removal of water 
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rather than the water itself it is agreed that amending (e) to read “…which is 
dependent on the water being abstracted” broadens the scope and supports 
consideration of circumstances such as dewatering. 

54 Mercury NZ Ltd (31-29) was concerned that the term “relative social and economic 
benefits” in clause (d) invited costly and unconstructive debates and the deletion of the 
word “relative”. This term reflects RPS policy WQ 3B(d) and its retention is consistent 
with the RPS. 

55 Submission from Te Rūnanga o Ngāti Manawa (39-20) and Mercury NZ Ltd (31-29) 
raised issues relating to allocation status and phasing out over allocation. It is agreed 
that policy WQ P15(b) would be improved by reference to proposed policy WQ P3. 
Submitter 31-29 also proposed that WQ P15(f) be amended to better enable the 
consideration of cumulative effects on assimilative capacity. It is agreed that this 
amendment more clearly directs the decision maker. Federated Farmers of New 
Zealand opposed this submission, stating that the appropriate time to deal with this is 
in the WMA process. It is agreed that the WMA process will provide greater direction, 
but in the interim the allocation of water needs to consider effects on water quality.  

56 Irricon Resource Solutions (36-5) sought a consistent approach to aquifer testing be 
identified. This is not supported as the type of pumping test and the duration used are 
very dependent on the location of the activity.  An experienced hydrologist can 
determine what is needed and discuss with the Council if needed. BOPRC already 
has information in place on its website. 

57 Galatea Murupara Irrigation Society (32-15) sought a new clause to include 
consideration of the beneficial effects of the proposed take on downstream flooding 
risks. This is not supported because (g) already requires decision makers to have 
regard to the potential effects on instream flows. 

58 Oceana Gold (New Zealand)Ltd (42-15) supported policy WQ P15(d) and (n). The 
submitter identified a typographical error in proposed policy WQ P15(c) by deleting the 
redundant word “of”.    

59 Throughout the plan submitters (including 39-20, 49-39) have sought clarity regarding 
whether the provisions apply only until, or now and after subsequent plan changes 
under proposed policy WQ P2 have been undertaken. Proposed policy WQ P15 is 
very detailed and many of matters covered are assessed under proposed policy WQ 
P2.  Therefore it is recommended that proposed policy WQ P15 is amended to focus 
solely on applications lodged prior to limit setting under proposed policy WQ P2. 

60 Federated Farmers of New Zealand (50-60) sought an amendment to proposed policy 
WQ P15(c) to relate rate of take considerations for surface water to flow in the 
waterway. This is not supported because rate of take is an important efficiency 
consideration and does not just relate to instream effects.  

61 Te Rūnanga O Ngāti Awa (58-17) and Ngāti Pikiao Environmental Society (71-37) 
submitted that approval from or reference to tāngata whenua should be specified in 
policy WQ P15. Similarly, submissions from tāngata whenua to rules sought a 
requirement for approval or enhanced consultation.  

62 Section 6(e) of the RMA lists the relationship of Māori and their culture and traditions 
with their ancestral lands, water, sites, waahi tapu and other taonga as a matter of 
national importance. Section 8 of the RMA requires that persons exercising functions 
and powers shall take into account the principles of the Treaty. 

63 Schedule 4 clause 6 of the RMA relates to information required in an application for an 
assessment of environmental effects, including the requirement to identify persons 
affected by the activity and their response to any consultation. An applicant is not 
obliged to consult. However failure to consult will generally trigger notification of the 
resource consent application as the applicant must provide information of the potential 
effect on tāngata whenua values (proposed policy WQ P15(g)(iv)). The RPS policy IW 
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2B(b) recognises matters of significance to Māori and states “Recognise that only 
tāngata whenua can identify and evidentially substantiate their relationship and that of 
their culture and traditions with their ancestral lands, water, sites, waahi tapu and 
other taonga.” Proposed method WQ M9 (of PPPC9) further recognises the value of 
involving iwi and hapū to identify the extent of cultural impacts associated with 
resource consent applications to take water. Proposed rule WQ R10(f) reserves 
discretion over the potential effect of the take on tāngata whenua values.  

64 The Environment Court
19

 has established that no right of veto is conferred on Māori by 
section s6(e) or 8 of the RMA. However it is agreed that the importance of consultation 
with iwi or hapū in order to enable effects to be determined should be given greater 
prominence. A new clause specifically referring to the results of any consultation with 
tāngata whenua and how this is taken into account is supported. 

65  Beef + Lamb New Zealand Ltd sought a hierarchy of takes, especially when limits are 
approached or exceeded, including reference to takes under s14(3)(b) of the RMA 
being a priority. They raised other concerns relating to restrictions during times of low 
flow. Tauranga City Council (8-24) sought to clarify the application of this policy, being 
that controlled activity and restricted discretionary activity rules have their own criteria. 
Restrictions during low flow are considered in Part 7.1.9 of this report and recognition 
of existing users in Part 12. This Proposed Plan Change defers any consideration of 
the status of s14(3)(b) takes to subsequent WMA decisions under proposed policy 
WQ P2(g).  

66 Tauranga City Council (8-24) is correct that policy WQ P15 only applies to proposed 
rule WQ R11 and that the policy should be amended in this regard. 

67 Several submitters to proposed policy WQ P16 identified the conflict in the use of the 
term “must include any”. It is agreed that this is confusing and should be improved to 
provide clarity. The Oil Companies submission (18-7) that “decision makers shall 
address the following matters unless” … more appropriately identifies the intended 
outcome and is supported. CNI Iwi Land Management (65-57) identified a further point 
for clarification in replacing “unnecessary” with “irrelevant”. This is accepted. Other 
points raised by this submitter and Timberlands Ltd (66-8) are addressed under 
proposed policy WQ P15. 

68 Tauranga City Council (8-25) questioned the cease taking requirement of WQ P16(d). 
It is agreed that “manage” is a more appropriate term than “cease” because this takes 
into account that in some cases the take may be identified as a priority during low flow 
provisions or that reduced rates of take may be sufficient. An advice note is 
considered unnecessary as proposed policy WQ P31already addresses priority. Relief 
sought by Trustpower (49-40) to separate the requirement to measure from a 
requirement to manage/cease taking is supported because they are separate actions. 

69 The Department of Conservation (13-23) sought a number of amendments to detail 
how partial restrictions would be given effect to. This level of detail requires full 
consideration under proposed policy WQ P2.  Similarly Royal Forest and Bird 
submission 39-21 relating to mitigating measures would be best considered under 
proposed policy WQ P2. Where there are conditions on resource consents requiring 
adherence to a minimum flow regime is not necessary to have policy requiring consent 
holders to comply.  

Council staff recommendation 

70 Amend proposed policy WQ P15(e) to enable the consideration to include 
circumstances when the value is in abstracted the water rather than using the water. 

71  Amend proposed policy WQ P15(b) to refer to phasing out of over allocation in 
accordance with proposed policy WQ P3. 
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72 Link proposed policy WQ P15(a) to proposed policy WQ P13. 

73 Amend proposed policy WQ P15(c) to correct the typographical error to read “The rate 
of take for surface water takes.” 

74 Add an additional clause to proposed policy WQ P15 to require decision makers to 
also have regard to the extent to which the applicant has consulted with tāngata 
whenua and taken into account any potential effects of the proposal on tāngata 
whenua values. 

75 Amend proposed policy WQ P15 to refer to resource consent applications made under 
proposed policy WQ R11 only.  

76 Amend proposed policy WQ P15 to refer only to applications lodged prior to limit 
setting under proposed policy WQ P2. 

77 Amend proposed policy WQ P16 to clarify “must include any” and ensure the policy 
achieves the intended outcome. 

78 Replace “cease” with manage in proposed policy WQ P16(d). 

79 Separate proposed policy WQ P16(d) to have a new clause relating to 
managing/ceasing the take of water. 

80 Replace “unnecessary” with “irrelevant” in proposed policy WQ P16. 

7.1.6 Temporary dewatering (new provision) 

81 Dewatering and the discharge of sediment contaminated water from building and 
construction sites is a permitted activity under RNRP rule 42 (not reviewed in the plan 
change). The Oil Companies (submitter 18) and Oceania Gold (submitter 43) sought 
to enable and provide for dewatering. Although the permitted activity rule does not 
have a volume or rate limit, a resource consent to discharge water is sometimes 
sought as part of a suite of consents relating to an activity. However requiring a 
consent to discharge water from dewatering activities does not prevent the use of the 
take component of Rule 42 of the NRRP.  

82 The submitters sought to have dewatering activities provided for under objective WQ 
O7. However this objective relates to limit setting and does not consider any particular 
types of use. However it is appropriate to identify dewatering in WQ O4 which relates 
to ground water. Oceana Gold (43-3) suggested the deletion of objective WQ O4(a) 
because the purpose of dewatering is contrary to the objective to avoid a sustained 
decline in groundwater levels. It is considered that the matter is better addressed by 
excluding localised situations resulting from dewatering from objective WQ O4.  

83 These submissions are not supported because the taking of water for this purpose is 
already provided for by Rule 42 of the RNRP, at an unlimited rate and volume. 
Additionally the Oil Companies stated that the rate of take is typically no more than 40 
litres per second, which provides considerable scope as the discharge under Rule 42 
of the RNRP must not exceed 80 litres per second.  Council consider including 
consideration of dewatering activities when setting the limit in WQ O7 is impractical 
and inconsistent with the approach taken to setting limits.  

84 Where a consent is sought to take water for dewatering purposes the duration and 
purpose of the activity will be taken into account. The metering regulations don’t 
enable BOPRC to provide an exemption from requirements. Permitted activity takes 
are not subject to the metering regulations.  

85 Oceana Gold (43-5) sought clarity regarding aquifers that limits apply to, or an express 
exclusion of those for which Council does not have adequate information. This is not 
considered necessary as all aquifer are covered by WQ P5 provisions. Where the 
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relevant aquifer is not identified in AWA the applicant will need to provide information. 
In general the deep and lowly used aquifers the submitter is concerned about are not 
highly allocated and will not require detailed information for modest levels of 
abstraction. 

Council staff recommendation 

86 Exempt localised sustained declines in groundwater levels for the purpose of 
dewatering from WQ O4(a). 

87 No other amendments required as Rule 42 already provides for dewatering takes with 
an unlimited rate and volume. 

7.1.7 Links to Assessment of Water Availability Estimates of Current 
Allocation Levels Report 

88 An advice note to proposed policy WQ P5 states that information on the interim 
allocation limits identified in WQ P5 is found in a report “Assessment of Water 
Availability and Current Allocation Status 2016”. This report is not part of PPPC9 but 
provides important information regarding allocation levels at the time of publication, 
how assessments were made and the size of the resource.  

89 Tauranga City Council (8-16) sought clarification of the linkage and the status of the 
advice note. Ngāti Rangiwewehi (79-5) sought to include a kaitiaki flows model applied 
against the report.  

90 Western Bay of Plenty District Council (48-1) questions a statement in the report that 
water takes authorised under the RMA or as a permitted activity are not included and 
queried how this impacts on existing consented water takes. 

91 In resources assessed as having no remaining allocation the report shows available 
water as zero. Ngati Mākino (67-14) sought that the actual amount that the resource is 
over allocated be shown in the report. 

92 As the report sits outside of the Proposed Plan Change due to the need to regularly 
update the report, it is considered out of scope. It reflects ‘a moment in time’ as 
allocation status will change as new consents are processed or existing ones 
reviewed/expire. At present takes not requiring resource consent are excluded. When 
sufficient information on these takes is available they should be included and in some 
cases may affect the allocation status. The report is a guidance document and will 
soon be superseded by an interim accounting system. Concerns regarding future 
clawback of existing allocation are therefore valid. Amendments to proposed policy 
WQ P3 (part 6 of this report) intend that such clawback would only occur after 2027 or 
following the setting of environmental flows and levels in the WMA process. 
Additionally proposed rule WQ R6 enables the renewal of municipal takes as a 
controlled activity. 

93 Any future changes to the report to include a kaitiaki flows model requires full 
consideration of the matters identified in proposed policy WQ P2 and will be 
considered in future WMA plan changes.  

94 The extent to which the resource is allocated is shown in the report and can be 
compared to the allocable flow volume. It is not considered that listing a negative 
figure in the column “remaining allocation” would be helpful as this can already be 
ascertained. Consent status is determined by whether or not the resource exceeds 
interim limits, not the extent of the exceedance. 

Council staff recommendation 

95 No change to the advice note on proposed policy WQ P5 or to the “Assessment of 
Water Availability and Current Allocation Status 2016”. 
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7.1.8 Bore construction (WQ P22) 

96 The small number of submitters to proposed policy WQ P22 supported the policy, with 
Federated Farmers of New Zealand seeking an additional requirement to require the 
bore to fully penetrate the aquifer. 

97 Federated Farmers submission (50-67) is supported because full penetration of the 
aquifer ensures that the bore can efficiently access the water in the aquifer. 

Council staff recommendation 

98 Revise proposed policy WQ P22 as submitted by Federated Farmers of New Zealand. 

7.1.9 Low flows and aquifer levels  

99 The NPS-FM Policy B1 requires Councils to set environmental flows or levels of all 
freshwater management units in its region. Environmental flows must set a minimum 
flow or minimum water level (as well as an allocation limit). Policy WQ 2A of the RPS 
requires the setting of in stream flows and the taking account of water levels in 
aquifers.  

100 Low flows and aquifer levels relate to periods when, for reasons such as drought, the 
stream flow or aquifer level have fallen and restrictions to rights to take water are 
required to avoid the taking of water causing the minimum flow or level to be 
breached. 

101 BOPRC does not currently manage the taking of water under low flow conditions, 
although RMA s329 enables action to be taken if a water shortage direction is issued. 
Proposed policies WQ P29, WQ P30 and WQ P31 identify actions to be taken when 
limits have been set under proposed policy WQ P2(e) and particular uses that have 
priority at that time. 

102 Across all sectors submitters generally supported the concept of minimum flows/levels 
provisions, with the most debate being about priority users. 

103 Municipal water suppliers raised concern about impacts of restrictions on their duties 
under the Health (Drinking Water) Amendment Act 2007 and general responsibilities 
to their communities (8-32). They sought specific recognition and clarity regarding the 
application of restrictions.  It is noted that except for when a water shortage direction is 
issued, or in accordance with the requirements of a particular resource consent that 
identifies a minimum flow, restrictions can only be applied when environmental flows 
and/or levels have been set by subsequent WMA plan changes. Replacing the word 
“cease” in proposed policy WQ P30(d) with “manage” better identifies that ceasing 
take is not appropriate in some situations. This topic is further analysed under 
municipal supplies (Part 15 of this report). 

104 Several submitters sought to expand proposed issue WQ I5 to specifically identify 
values or reasons that supported restrictions. The existing text is considered 
sufficiently broad and consistent with the priorities of the RMA.  

105 Oji Fibre Solutions and Norske Skog Tasman (10-6) and Trustpower (49-65) sought 
an amendment to proposed objective WQ O6 for consistency with the RPS and to 
provide a more certain outcome. Several other submitters sought clarity regarding the 
term “acceptable level”. Submission 10-6 encompasses concerns of other submitters 
and is supported.  

106 The necessity of proposed policies WQ P29 and WQ P30 was questioned by 
Federated Farmers of New Zealand (50-73, 50-74) who sought their deletion. While 
the concept of taking action during periods of low flows or aquifer levels was generally 
supported by submitters it is agreed that beyond the rights provided for by RMA s329, 
or identified on specific resource consents, Council has no ability to give effect to 
restrictions prior to WMA environmental flows and/or levels being set under proposed 
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policy WQ P2(e). Therefore proposed policy WQ P29 is redundant and should be 
deleted. Other submissions to Policy WQ P29 seeking amendments are not relevant if 
the policy is deleted.  

107 Proposed policy WQ P2(l) directs WMA processes to identify specific actions to take 
during times of low flows and aquifer levels. Proposed policy WQ P30 sets out actions 
to be taken during times of low flows and water levels, and while the WMA process 
may review these actions they serve an important purpose in the meantime and were 
generally supported by submitters. Ngati Pikiao Environmental Society (71-50) sought 
an additional clause to implement a long term approach. It is agreed a long term 
approach is important, and this is already identified in proposed policy WQ P2. 

108 CNI Iwi Land Management Ltd (65-72) supported provisions in proposed policy WQ 
P30 but noted that a number should be contained within consent conditions. In a 
similar vein Trustpower (49-49) sought to delete proposed policy WQ P30(e) because 
in some cases consent conditions address these concerns and that not all HEP dams 
are non-consumptive users. It is noted that proposed policy WQ P16 directs Council to 
include conditions on resource consents (unless unnecessary), including the 
requirement to “measure and record water flows or levels and cease taking when 
certain flows are reached ….”  This plan change does not include provisions relating to 
damming and diversion and the individual resource consents for these activities 
include the appropriate provisions. It is not necessary to have policy that requires 
consent holders to comply with conditions and Policy WQ P30(d) and (e) can be 
deleted.  

109 The concept of priority provisions were supported by most submitters, with several 
seeking specific addition or controls. Several submitters to policy WQ P31 (priority at 
low flow) sought a ranking. The New Zealand Fire Service Commission (5-4) sought to 
include water for emergency firefighting response. As noted in the Permitted Activity 
Provisions Report this is not needed because it is already allowed by the RMA and 
Fire and Emergency New Zealand Act 2017. However it is consistent with the 
inclusion of animal and domestic drinking water requirement to include firefighting 
water on the list.  

110 Other submitters sought water for energy, industrial and farming purposes (in addition 
to drinking water). These are not supported as they fail to identify how impacts on the 
environment (cultural, ecological and recreational) would be addressed. It is noted that 
restrictions would be applied specifically to the stream or aquifer, and would only be 
applied to avoid or reduce the extent by which environmental flows or levels were 
breached.  

111 Eastern Regional Fish and Game submission (37-4) to remove crop and rootstock 
survival water is not supported, because it may destroy significant capital investment. 
However the definition should be clarified to exclude annual crops because this is 
unclear in current wording and they do not represent capital investment (37- 4).  

112 A number of submitters supported the inclusion of crop and rootstock survival water, 
but sought clarity regarding the amount of water that could be used for this purpose 
and that it calculated with reference to the consented take volume.  

113 It is agreed that the policy does not provide guidance on the amount of water that 
should be allowed for this purpose.  

114 The required survival volume will vary depending on crop and location, creating 
difficulties in determining an appropriate formula to determine the allowable quantity. 
Therefore it is considered this is best dealt with on a consent by consent basis by 
requiring decision makers to specify this quantity in the resource consent.  

115 Policy WQ P16(a) should be revised to include identification of crop and rootstock 
survival water. The Horticultural industry may wish to provide information on methods 
of estimating crop and rootstock survival water requirements to incorporate in the 
definition.  
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116 Horticultural submitters (27-25) identified additional controls on municipal takes to 
ensure that the priority is applied as intended and does not result in municipal water 
users receiving an advantage over other similar users when restrictions are in place.  

117 Where a water management plan (WMP) has been prepared according to schedule 7 
the steps to be taken have already been identified and agreed to. Where a WMP is not 
in place, a municipal supplier is in a similar position to other existing users.  

118 In the absence of specific conditions on a resource consent, or a water shortage 
direction being issued Council can’t constrain the taking of water allowed for by 
resource consent. In this regard non domestic users of municipal water are not 
advantaged compared to those taking their own water. In future new and renewed 
municipal supplies will have a WMP and other new or renewed resource consents will 
be required to address the management of water when certain flows are reached to 
minimise impacts on the environment and other users (policy WQ P16(da).  

119 No changes are supported.  

120 Beef + Lamb New Zealand (81-11, 81-12) sought greater certainty and clearer priority, 
with a detailed list. The Hearing Panel may wish to consider the benefits of such a list 
and the practicality for implementation, but at this stage there is insufficient information 
to support the development of a priority list. 

Council staff recommendation 

121 Revise proposed issue WQ I5 to replace “mauri and life supporting capacity” with the 
word “values”. 

122 Amend proposed objective WQ O6 to refer to safeguarding the mauri and life 
supporting capacity of waterbodies during low flows and aquifer levels.  

123 Replace the reference to WQ P3 in proposed policy WQ P29 to WQ P30. 

124 Replace “minimum flows or levels” in proposed policy WQ P29(a) with “environmental 
flows and /or levels”. 

125 Delete proposed policy WQ P29.  

126 Delete WQ P30(d) and (e). 

127 Add “emergency firefighting response” to proposed policy WQ P31 

128 Include the maximum volume allowed for crop and rootstock survival water in policy 
WQ P16(a). 

129 Revise the definition of crop and rootstock to clarify that it excludes annual crops. 

130 Amend proposed policy WQ P16(a) to include identification of water allowed for crop 
and rootstock survival water on resource consents, as appropriate.  

7.1.10 Proposed Restricted Discretionary and Discretionary rules for the 
allocation of water (WQ R10 and WQ R11). 

131 Proposed rules WQ R10 and WQ R11 provide for restricted discretionary and 
discretionary activity status for the taking of water that fails to meet permitted or 
controlled activity provisions. The Restricted Discretionary rule applies to situations 
when the interim threshold to allocation (proposed policy WQ P5) is not exceeded. 
With the exception of the Waitahanui stream and those associated with hydro-electric 
generation, all water takes requiring resource consents are discretionary activities 
under the operative RNRP.  
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132 Submissions relating to interim limits, renewal of existing consents and review 
conditions are already addressed under proposed policies WQ P5 – WQ P11 and are 
not restated here. 

133 Mercury NZ Ltd identified the need for clarity regarding the rule WQ R10 following 
revised limits being set under proposed policy WQ P2. They sought that the rule 
should apply to both limits (interim thresholds) under WQ P5 and limits (environmental 
flows and levels) set under policy  WQ P2.  However the rule framework in PPPC9 
reflects the lessor strength and relative uncertainty of limits (now called interim 
thresholds) set under PPPC9.  

134 The NPS-FM will apply a greater level of rigour in the setting of environmental flows 
and levels. In giving these effect via sub regional plan changes, allocation rules will 
need reviewing to reflect this greater certainty. This is also necessary to ensure Policy 
B5 of the NPS-FM that requires the regional council to ensure that no decision will 
likely result in future over allocation is given effect. Therefore an amendment to rules 
WQ R10 and WQ R11 to confirm their interim application are recommended.  

135 Several tāngata whenua submitters (80-46, 76-47, 63-43, 61-1158-31, 53-42, 47-45) 
sought greater consideration of tāngata whenua values. This matter has already been 
discussed under proposed policy WQ P15 and amendments made to proposed policy 
WQ P15. Consistent with this amendment, an additional clause is identified. 

136 Tauranga City Council sought to clarify proposed rule WQ R10   to state that referred 
to takes that were not either  permitted and controlled activities. (The take and use is 
not permitted or controlled by a rule in this regional plan.) This is supported. 

137 First Gas Ltd (16-9) sought an addition to the proposed rule WQ R10 to include the 
take and use of water for network utilities. This is not supported. There is no certainty 
regarding the scale and nature of these takes and Council needs to be able to 
consider any application based on its merits. It is noted that the controlled activity 
status provided for municipal supplies is restricted to renewal applications.  

Council staff recommendation 

138 Amend proposed rule WQ R10 and WQ R11 to restrict its application to only before 
WMA limits have been set under policy WQ P2(e) and (f). 

139 Revise matters for discretion to separate and more clearly describe the consideration 
of consultation with tāngata whenua. 
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Part 8:  Improving water use efficiency, metering, 
reporting and information requirements, 
water accounts, Schedule 7. 

8.1 Key issues raised by submitters 

1 Key themes of submissions on this topic were: 

 Mixed response to enhanced metering requirements, especially aspects that 
are more stringent than the measurement and reporting of water takes 
regulations 

 Opposition from the farming sector regarding separate metering of water taken 
for stock drinking purposes (dealt with under permitted activity provisions) 

 Support for more robust recording and reporting requirements 

 Seeking clarity regarding how fully allocated is determined or the deletion of 
provisions 

 Qualified support for schedule 7 Reasonable and efficient use criteria.  

 
2 Improving water use efficiency is a requirement of the NPS-FM (Objective B3 “to 

improve and maximise the efficient allocation and use of water”) and the RPS (Policy 
WQ 1A: Promoting efficient water use, water harvesting and water transfers and 
Policy WQ 8B Managing consented water takes to ensure efficient use). 

3 Efficiency is increasingly important as water resources reach or exceed allocation 
limits. 

4 Having reliable, accessible and timely information is important for both water users 
and the Council to improve efficiency of allocation and use. Historically information 
availability has been poor, but changes to technology and increased awareness of the 
benefits of real-time and continuous data have created an opportunity for step-wise 
gains in water use efficiency. As noted in the introduction, substantial progress is 
being made towards significantly enhanced accounts. 

8.1.1 Metering and reporting requirements (WQP 24)  

5 PPPC9 sets a high standard for metering, exceeding that of the Resource 
Management (Measurement and reporting of water takes) Regulations 2010 (metering 
regulations). 

6 The reasons for the higher standard includes the characteristics of water bodies in the 
Bay of Plenty, the difficulties in determining compliance when use is not metered, the 
need for information to support water accounts and evaluate efficiency of allocation 
and the need for water use data to help understand aquifer properties. One third of 
surface water takes and approximately half of ground water takes in the Bay of Plenty 
are for less than 5 litres per second and are not required to meter by the metering 
regulation.  

7 Most submitters supported PPPC9 metering and reporting requirements, but farming 
groups raised concern about the cost of higher standards than the metering 
regulations.  

8 Council’s experience with manual reporting of data is that a large number of consent 
holders do not provide data in a timely or accurate manner. In the 2016/17 year many 
were charged late fees for failing to provide metering data, despite reminders to do so. 
Often supplied data is of poor quality requiring further work by Council to enable even 
basic assessments to be made. Currently, Council has a signficant project underway 
to cleanse data to enable better analysis for these sorts of plan change. Poor 
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adherence to standards and compliance aside, quality electronically submitted data is 
needed to better manage and understand the regions water resources.  

9 In supporting the measuring and reporting requirements Horticulture New Zealand 
sought clarity regarding how allocation status is determined. It is agreed that clarity is 
required and the metering policy WQ P24 should refer to the interim thresholds set 
under proposed policy WQ P5.  

10 The metering regulations require that the meter is able to provide data in a form 
suitable for electronic storage. The daily reporting requirements in PPPC9 apply to all 
ground water takes exceeding 5 l/s and surface water exceeding 2.5 l/s are 
considered appropriate in most circumstances. However a data logger also enables 
accurate daily recording of water use and combined with monthly reporting may be an 
acceptable lower cost option in some circumstances.  

11 Some submitters requested specific exemptions for short term takes such as 
dewatering (18-8) or for water taken for marae and urea water requirements. Water 
taken for low volume uses such as marae and urupa does not require metering.  
However it is noted that where the supply is provided by a third party (such as 
municipal supply) the supplier may require a meter. Dewatering is dealt with as a topic 
in the Flows, Levels and Resource Consents section of this report.  

12 Rotorua Lakes Council (60-8) and several farming submitters sought amendments to 
the requirements for daily reporting to a less onerous approach. It is noted that the 
metering regulations require daily recording and the consent holder will generally have 
a daily limit on the volume able to be taken. This makes it important to record daily 
volumes. A data logger is able to do this automatically and can be downloaded for 
reporting at monthly intervals. 

13 It is recommended that the metering policy be simplified. In pre-hearing meetings with 
industry it was noted that there are many upsides from metering, particularly where 
farmers have access to hourly data for leak detection and other diagnostic purposes. 
Providing the option of a data logger for recording and reporting enables quality 
information to be recorded and reported without the (modest) expense of telemetry or 
concerns about the unavailability of cell phone coverage. It is recommended that only 
specific takes, where the interim allocation threshold is exceeded, or the take is for 
surface water harvesting or secondary allocable flow must report daily, other takes 
can report monthly. The submission from Fonterra Co-operative Group Ltd that 
provisions regarding metering standards don’t apply to meters that are already 
installed is not supported because quality data requires reliable measurement and 
reporting. Poorly installed meters or those not able to provide data in a form suitable 
for electronic storage are of little assistance. 

14 Electronic reporting is important because it ensures data is received in a useable 
format and supports more subsequent utilisation of the data. This was identified by 
several submitters. To ensure the robustness identified by the horticultural submitters 
is achieved requiring electronic reporting in a Council-approved format is 
recommended.  

15 Metering requirements relating to permitted activities are discussed under that section 
and not repeated here. 

Council staff recommendation 

16 Amend WQ P24 to specify that electronic reporting must be in a Council approved 
format. 

17 Amend WQ P24 to provide for the use of data logging devices to record daily water 
use with monthly reporting for water taken under WQ P5(b) or (e) and daily reporting 
for all other consented water takes. 
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18 Amendments to metering requirements for permitted activities are discussed in the 
section on permitted activity provisions.  

8.1.2 Information regarding water resources and water demand  

19 PPPC9 commits Council to an enhanced role in providing information regarding water 
takes. This is consistent with NPS-FM Objective CC1(b) ensure information on 
resource availability is available for current and potential resource users.  

20 Submitters generally supported provisions, seeking minor amendments and 
enhancements. Water harvesting and storage are addressed through proposed 
Objective WQ O11, Policies WQ P6, WQ P28 and Method WQ M4.  

21 Information on limits and opportunities or constraints to water use is important to 
ensure resource use is within limits, so that the community can make informed 
decisions. Council has also published a preliminary set of water accounts – 
Assessment of water availability and estimates of current allocation levels October 
2016. 

22 The issue of increasing demand for water (proposed policy WQ I2) was generally 
supported by submitters. Tauranga City Council and Western Bay of Plenty District 
Council (8-2, 48-3) sought to delete the reference to urban growth being limited due to 
lack of water. This is not considered appropriate because the NPSUDC does not 
provide unfettered priority of resources to enable urban growth and growth may need 
to consider alternative sources or agree that other community needs (i.e. food, 
economic growth) suffer. The issue does not identify one particular use as being a 
priority over another and lists a number of activities contributing to the increased 
demand for water. 

23 Oji Fibre Solutions and Norske Skog Tasman (10-2) and Trustpower (49-7) sought to 
add the word “cumulative” to the description of proposed issue WQ I2. It is agreed that 
the issue of increasing demand may cause either significant or cumulative effects and 
it is accepted that the statement should be amended accordingly. Ngati Pikiao 
Environmental Society (71-5) submitted that the qualification in the text that increased 
abstraction may not be appropriate where it may cause adverse effects should be 
strengthened. It is accepted that stronger language could be used and “may not be 
appropriate” should be revised to read “is inappropriate”. It is not agreed with 
Federated Farmers of New Zealand that the issue creates an unreasonable 
impression over allocation.  The Bay of Plenty is facing increased demand for water.  

24 Whakatāne District Council (12-5) sought an additional objective relating to proposed 
issue WQ I7 to require, record and maintain good quality information about the water 
resources of the region. This was supported by further submissions including 
Horticulture New Zealand who linked this to other submissions relating to information 
about climate change, future demand, values and risks. The NPS-FM Policy B1 
requires Council to have regard to the reasonably foreseeable impacts of climate 
change. A new objective is supported. 

25 Other minor changes to proposed issue WQ I7 are supported to broaden explanation 
of the issue to include as being for the public, and to specify that the scientific and 
matauranga Māori information pertains to freshwater.  

26 Proposed objective WQ O10 requires all water takes to be authorised and accounted 
for was supported by most submitters. Trustpower (49-21) seeks that the objective be 
refocussed to identifying and phasing out unauthorised water takes. It is considered 
that the objective as written is inclusive of this outcome and that also covers wider 
matters such as accounting for permitted and takes under s14(3)(b) of the Act.  

27 Federated Farmers (50-24) sought the deletion of proposed objective WQ O10 
because they considered it implies a requirement for separate authorisation and 
accounting of all takes.  Such an interpretation is considered inconsistent with 
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proposed policies WQ P24, WQ P26. Unauthorised takes are those which don’t have 
an exemption under RMA s14(3)(b), don’t comply with the permitted activity provisions 
and don’t have a resource consent.  

28 Submitters supported the principle of freshwater quantity accounting under proposed 
policy WQ P25, seeking minor changes clarity. 

29 Trustpower (49-46) seeks to amend WQ P25(b) to replace the term ‘limit’ with 
environmental flows or levels. The NPS-FM policy CC1 requires that the Council 
establishes and operates a freshwater accounting system at a level of detail 
commensurate with the issues. It does not specify the format or content, but it must be 
available to the public in a suitable form. The critical information for a resource user 
(or Council) in water accounts is how much is allocated versus the limit to allocation. 
Environmental flows or levels are defined in the NPS-FM as a type of limit which 
describes the amount of water in a freshwater management unit which is required to 
meet freshwater objectives. Environmental flows for rivers and streams and other 
freshwater management units must include an allocation limit and a minimum flow or 
minimum water level.  

30 Until WMA limits are set in the future, this proposed plan manages the taking of water 
and does not directly manage the minimum flow or water level. In this regard it would 
be misleading to use the term environmental flows and levels for the limits (interim 
thresholds) set in this plan, but appropriate to do so in future water accounts when 
environmental flows and levels have been set.  

31 The policy does not require the identification of individual resource users and no 
changes are required. 

32 Federated Farmers submission (50-70) sought a number of changes to proposed 
policy WQ P25.  The MfE guidance document provides helpful advice about the 
purpose and content of water accounts. The following is copied from page 4 of the 
guidance document:  

 
 

33 The guidance document (page 9) further states that the four main reasons to account 
for freshwater are:  
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34 Making the water accounts publically available, including all takes, comparing the level 
of allocation to the limits and stating the category of use are therefore considered 
important and consistent with the NPS-FM. The introduction to this s42a report 
includes details of work Council is currently doing in this space. 

35 Proposed method WQ M2 regarding information availability was also generally 
supported by submitters. Trustpower (49-53) sought that the term “fully allocated 
resources” be replaced with “fully allocated freshwater management units” and that 
“limits” be expanded to read “environmental flows and/or levels and water quality limits 
are set or evaluated.”  It is agreed that freshwater management units is consistent with 
the NPS-FM terminology and should be used. Similarly, environmental flows and/or 
levels is consistent with the NPS-FM, but it is not accepted that the term quality should 
be included in this method, because the Proposed Plan Change specifically relates to 
water quantity.  

36 The Galatea Murupara Irrigation Society and Western Bay of Plenty District Council 
(32-20, 48-28) sought a more active approach to filling gaps in information availability.  
It is considered that decisions regarding the funding and prioritisation of work are more 
appropriately undertaken in the Ten Year Plan process.  

37 Proposed policy WQ P28 and proposed method WQ M4 relate to promotion or support 
the investigation of options to enhance water availability such as water storage and 
were mainly supported by a range of submitters. Federated Farmers (50-72) noted 
that WQ P28 may be more appropriate as a method and this was supported by 
Trustpower.  It is agreed with Federated Farmers and noted that WQ P28 somewhat 
duplicates proposed method WQ M4 and therefore can be deleted.  

38 Method WQ M4 supports initiatives to identify and enhance water availability and lists 
examples of possible options, including water storage dams. Ten submissions 
supported and sought to retain method WQ M4, whilst three submitters are concerned 
this method may lead to environment degradation (55-13) causing inconsistency with 
proposed objectives WQ O3 and O4 (39-26), and policies WQ P1, WQ P2, WQ P4, 
and WQ P13 (13-25). One submitter (65-77) suggested removing the examples from 
the content of this method. 

39 Minor amendments to proposed method WQ M4 were sought to increase the Council 
role to include promotion of initiatives and to delete the list of options (community 
schemes, dams managed aquifer recharge, water harvesting). The addition of the 
word “promotion” as sought by the Galatea - Murapara Irrigation Society ((32-22) is 
not supported because it is not a commitment Council should make without 
understanding the options being evaluated.  

40 The option list provides examples of the types of initiatives that would be supported, is 
not exclusive and therefore is considered helpful to plan users.  

41 The Department of Conservation (13-25) sought an additional method requiring 
consistency with policies 1, 2, 4, 8 and 13 and the Royal Forest and Bird Protection 
Society NZ (39-26) sought that the method should be subject to WQ O3 and WQ O4. 
This level of detail is not considered necessary, as the method already requires 
Council provision of data and information.  

42 Records and accounting of permitted takes is also discussed under the permitted 
takes section.  

43 Proposed policy WQ P27 encourages landowners and others to take into account any 
water resource limitations before making land use change. A number of submissions 
were received, most in support of the policy, but others seeking amendments to either 
a more regulatory approach or to exempt the activities of firefighting or urban growth. 

44 While the essential nature of water for firefighting purposes is recognised, it is not 
considered within the scope of this Proposed Plan Change to provide greater 
specificity regarding the availability of water for this purpose. 
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45 A more regulatory approach is not considered achievable under this plan change.  

46 Proposed policy WQ P2 directs actions under future WMA plan changes, including the 
setting of environmental flows and levels, identifying tāngata whenua values and 
interests, and social, economic and environmental values, including implications for 
resource users.  

47 Proposed method WQ M7 refers to requirements or standards for the measurement 
and reporting of water and was supported by all submitters. 

Council staff recommendation 

48 Amend proposed issue WQ I2 to insert the word cumulative and to replace “may not 
be appropriate” with “is generally inappropriate”. 

49 Amend proposed issue WQ I7 to broaden the scope and purpose of information 
requirements. 

50 Add a new objective relating to the collection and availability of good quality 
information.  

51 No change to proposed objective WQ 010. 

52 Insert a provision to support the use of a data logger and allow monthly reporting for 
certain takes in proposed policy WQ P24.  

53 Amend proposed policy WQ P25 to provide clarity regarding the content of water 
accounts before and after limits are set in proposed issue WQ P2.  

54 No change to proposed policy WQ P27. 

55 Delete proposed policy WQ P28. 

56 Replace the term “fully allocated resources” in proposed method WQ M3(e) with “fully 
allocated freshwater management units” 

57 No change to proposed method WQ M7. 

8.1.3 Efficient allocation 

58 The NPS-FM defines efficient allocation as including economic, technical and dynamic 
efficiency and Objective B3 requires Councils to improve and maximise the efficient 
allocation and efficient use of water. The RPS policy WQ 1A promotes efficient use of 
water and WQ 8B relates to the managing of consented water takes to ensure efficient 
use. Good information is needed to identify where improvements in efficient allocation 
and use can be made. 

59 The transfer of water is addressed in Part 11. 

60 A large number of submissions supported provisions relating to efficiency, with 
general support for actions to ‘step up’. 

61 The submission by Whakatāne District Council (12-4) proposes revised text to focus 
on potential rather than specific benefits and is supported. The submission of Ngāti 
Manawa (6-2) raises a valid point regarding the integrity of the resource, but this is 
already addressed under proposed issue WQ I1. 

62 The horticultural industry submitters (14-3, 27-2, 62-3) sought to expand the 
description of proposed issue WQ I3 by including reference to the life cycle 
requirements of the activity and priority during periods of water use restrictions. 
Eastern Fish and Game (37-1) sought to revise the description to refer to authorised 
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rather than just consented takes. Trustpower (49-8) also sought an amendment to 
recognise that it is not just abstractors who may benefit from efficient use. 

63 Federated Farmers of New Zealand (50-3) was concerned about market derived 
highest use of water and sought revision of the first paragraph and deletion of the 
second. This is not accepted, resource consents rolled over from the Water and Soil 
Conservation Act 1967 are a significant issue.  

64 CNI Iwi Land Management Ltd (65-1, 65-2, 65-6) opposed the coupling of allocation 
and use in the same issue statement in WQ I3 and WQ O1, seeking separate 
provisions, including an issue of ‘unfair’ allocation and replacement explanations. 
Further details are needed to understand what is unfair, and amendments to WQ P2, 
but work to be undertaken under WQ P2 in the WMA may assist in this regard in 
future.  

65 Tauranga City Council (8-6) supported proposed objective WQ O1, but sought to add 
a reference to municipal water supplies. It is considered unnecessary to do so, as the 
objective is deliberately broad and not a comprehensive list of important uses. Further, 
proposed objective WQ O8 provides specific recognition of the importance of 
municipal water supplies and NPSUDC does not provide priority to urban growth.  

66 Federated Farmers of New Zealand (50-11) sought to expand the objective to improve 
the reliability and efficiency of allocation. Future WMA plan changes will consider 
reliability at a local level. 

67 Whakatāne District Council (12-18) sought that municipal water supplies be included 
in the examples of shared use in proposed policy WQ P13. This was supported by 
other some local councils. While it is agreed that municipal water supplies can be an 
efficient method of supplying water needs, this is addressed in schedule 7.   

68 Mercury NZ Ltd (31-27), Trustpower (49-36) and Galatea Murupara Irrigation Society 
(32-14) sought  to link  WQ P13(e) which identifies transfer as a means of promoting 
efficient use to the relevant transfer policy to assist users in understanding the 
prerequisites for transfer. Linking WQ P13(e) to WQ P23 achieves this. 

69 Te Rūnanga o Ngati Manawa (30-35) sought an additional clause in proposed policy 
WQ P13 to promote water storage planning and implementation. This policy relates to 
efficient use rather than availability which is dealt with in proposed method WQ M4. 

70 Federated Farmers of New Zealand (50-55) questioned the number of permits under 
s386(1) of the RMA and sought its deletion if there were none. Approximately 45% of 
current resource consents to take water are granted under this provision. A minor 
grammatical error in in proposed policy WQ P13(e) is also noted and corrected. 

71 Beef + Lamb New Zealand Ltd proposed a number of new policies to improve 
efficiency and provide certainty regarding how limits will be managed. This is 
addressed under a range of policies including in proposed policies WQ P3, WQ P23, 
methods and schedule 7. 

72 Trustpower (49-52) sought an addition to proposed method WQ M1 to specify that 
both water quantity and quality were included in submissions to district plans. As this 
plan change solely relates to water quantity this is not considered appropriate. Ngāti 
Pikiao Environmental Society (71-52) submitted to have a more directive approach by 
changing “make submissions on” to “monitor”. However it is considered that making 
submissions is more directive than monitoring and the change would be counter to the 
outcome sought. 

73 It is not clear what is meant by efficient water extraction in CNI Iwi Land Management 
submission 65-76, or what objective/policy it would relate to. The submitter may like to 
provide clarity at the hearing. 
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74 Most submitters supported proposed methods WQ M3 and WQ M8. Municipal 
suppliers (8-36, 48-30) support was qualified by that water user groups did not result 
in a pro rata reduction of municipal water supplies. Proposed policy WQ P3 lists the 
steps to phase out over allocation and it is not necessary to further specify this in 
relation to water user groups.  

75 Trustpower (49-54) supported the method in part and sought to add ‘diversion’ to WQ 
M8(a). Diversions are not dealt with in this section of the proposed plan.   

Council staff recommendation 

76 Revise proposed issue WQ I3 as proposed by Whakatāne District Council the 
horticultural submitters Trustpower and Eastern Fish and Game. 

77 Link proposed policy WQ P13(e) to WQ P23. 

8.1.4 Schedule 7 Reasonable and efficient use criteria 

78 Schedule 7 in PPPC9 specifies how efficient use requirements will be determined. 
Detail is provided for irrigation and municipal water supplies, while other uses will be 
calculated by reference to good management practices including an independent party 
audit. 

79 While extensive guidance is provided for municipal and irrigation takes a similar level 
is absent for other uses, either because the takes have somewhat unique 
characteristics or more detailed information is not available.  Federated Farmers of 
New Zealand submission (50-99) proposed an opening paragraph that provides an 
overall guidance to the purpose of the schedule as being to ensure that the amount of 
water taken pursuant to a rule in the plan is reasonable and justifiable.  

80 The schedule requires a water management plan (WMP) for municipal supplies. 
Submissions from Tauranga City Council (8-44), Whakatāne District Council (12-32), 
Western Bay of Plenty District Council (48-39), Rotorua Lakes Council (60-10) and 
Ōpōtiki District Council (68-4) sought points of clarification or minor change to the 
requirement.  

81 Tauranga City Council supported the WMP requirement and considered WMPs could 
also be provided on a voluntary basis for existing municipal takes. Whakatāne District 
Council and others identified an error in referencing Policy 80B rather than proposed 
policy WQ P31 in clause 9. The submitter also sought the deletion of Clause 17 as it is 
duplicated in clause 2(f). It is recommended that these are corrected by renaming 
Policy 80B to policy WQ P31 and removing clause 17. 

82 Western Bay of Plenty District Council sought clarity regarding the need to develop a 
WMP for each of its 5 water supply zones. It is noted that there is likely to be an ability 
to copy some aspects of a WMP from one supply to another, but many aspects are 
specific to the characteristics of each supply zone and individual WMPs will be 
required. In meetings with the municipals suppliers it has been agreed that a template 
is not needed at this stage. 

83 Rotorua Lakes Council stated that metering for individual users is too costly, preferring 
district meters and metering at source. Metering and charging of individual customers 
is a proven method to achieve efficiency gains and it is considered reasonable that 
information on this is provided to help ensure the take is efficient. The schedule does 
not require individual metering but information provided in the schedule will determine 
whether the taking of water is efficient. Depending on the characteristics of the supply 
water saving targets may be difficult to identify without more extensive metering 
information than just at source. 

84 Ōpōtiki District Council sought recognition of small scale municipal supplies, noting 
that WMPs should not be required because the effects are limited. The extent of a 
WMP is already required to be “appropriate for the scale of the activity”. Groundwater 
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takes not exceeding 35m3/day do not require resource consent and therefore no 
WMP.  

85 Toi Te Ora and the Bay of Plenty District Health Board (19-6, 15-8) support the WMP 
requirement to manage and plan water demand.  

86 Mercury NZ Ltd noted that clause 9(i) that references Policy 80B (now revised to WQ 
P31), would better achieve the purpose of ensuring that commercial, industrial and 
irrigation users of municipal water supply are managed equitably if the clause was 
revised to delete the reference to WQ P31, and the drought management plan just 
stated the above users are restricted to the extent they would be if they were not part 
of the municipal water supply network. It is agreed that this approach is better able to 
ensure that non domestic users are not unfairly advantaged via there connection to 
municipal water supply and assist the supplier in reducing consumption during times 
of water shortage.  

87 CNI Iwi Land Management Ltd (65-93) sought to add to the definition of a WMP that a 
WMP was required for the consent to continue, an existing take, and on review of the 
consent. This is not considered achievable because the RMA s128 places restrictions 
the review resource consents. Ngāti Hokopu Ki Te Whare O Torao (52-33) and Te 
Rūnanga O Ngati Awa (58-32) sought the inclusion of consideration of current and 
future potential of Māori land, cultural values and relationships. Matters of significance 
to Māori are considered elsewhere and are outside the scope of a WMP relating to 
reasonable and efficient use criteria. 

88 New Zealand Kiwifruit Growers (14-46), Te Puke Fruit Growers Association (62-46) 
and Horticulture New Zealand (27-45) seek a number of amendments to the WMP that 
will better ensure that commercial type users of municipal supplies are able to be 
separated and not unfairly advantaged compared to other similar users that don’t take 
advantage of municipal water supply, as well as to ensure the water is efficiently 
managed.  

89 The horticultural submitters also sought the inclusion of economic as part of the 
assessment required by clause 2 is supported as it may assist in determining future 
demand. Likewise the inclusion of economic development strategies in the example of 
documents that may be used to justify assessments made under clause 2(f) is 
supported. Consideration of climate change is not supported because it is more 
appropriately undertaken on a broader basis by the Regional Council. 

90 Including examples of actions to minimise water loss considerations in clause 4 of the 
WMP is not supported because territorial authorities are familiar with this work. 

91 It is considered not practical or useful to require the WMP to assess the needs of other 
freshwater users, beyond the requirement to report on the outcome of consultation 
with key stakeholders. It is noted that while WMPs are required for all applications for 
municipal water supply, it is only renewal applications that are able to access the 
controlled activity rule. Wholly new applications or applications for additional volumes 
of water are considered on their merits in a similar way to any other application for the 
water resource. Section 124 of the Act already provides existing users a degree of 
priority over newcomers. 

92 The submitters also seek a new clause to separate, define and benchmark, domestic 
water from other uses to help ensure allocation and use is efficient. Clause 15 already 
requires the identification of any single non domestic type user that takes more than 
15m3/day (the permitted activity limit for surface water). Clause 14 requires the ability 
to reduce the amount of water used by existing industrial or agricultural users to be 
considered. Where relevant industry standards are available, or the reasonable and 
efficient use criteria is identified in Schedule 7, it is appropriate that these are applied 
to ensure the water use is efficient.  

93 The horticultural submitters also sought to expand the description of how reasonable 
and efficient was assessed in relation to irrigation, by adding text to confirm the 
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assessment takes into account the growth requirements of the business and the life 
cycle requirements of the crop. This is supported. 

94 Federated Farmers of New Zealand (50-99) sought that the criteria for irrigation 
should include information requirements. This is not supported because matters that 
will be taken into account are already listed in the schedule and the details (for 
example soil water holding capacity) are held by Council.  

95 No criteria were included in Schedule 7 for dairy shed water use. Federated Farmers 
of New Zealand (50-99) and Dairy New Zealand (38 – 18) sought to add detail. It is 
also noted that since the proposed plan was notified, a detailed study

20
 on water use 

on dairy farms in New Zealand has been published. As a result significantly better 
information is available about water use on dairy farms and within dairy sheds (milking 
parlours). Importantly this study quantifies both average and peak water demand.  
This information supports the development of a schedule for dairy shed water use. 

Council staff recommendation 

96 Delete Clause 17 of the municipal water supplies schedule. 

97 No change to clause 3 or 6. 

98 Amend clause 9 to refer to policy WQ P31 rather than 80B. 

99 Revise Clause 9 of the municipal water supplies WMP to delete references to priorities 
in WQ P31 and restrict commercial, industrial and irrigation users to a similar extent to 
which they would be restricted if they were not part of the municipal supply.  

100 Revise clause 14 to support the use of relevant industry standards, or the reasonable 
and efficient use criteria is identified in Schedule 7 to be applied to ensure that the 
water use for non-domestic type customers is efficient.  

101 Add new text to description of the irrigation criteria to incorporate the inclusion of the 
growth requirements of the business and crop requirements throughout the growing 
cycle. 

                                            
20

 Higham, C.D. et al 2017 Water use on nonirrigated pasture-based dairy farms: Combining detailed 
monitoring and modelling to set benchmarks. J. Dairy Sci. 100: 828-840 https://doi/10.3168/jds.2016-
11822 
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Part 9:   Water Management Areas 

1 A number of submissions related to implementing the National Policy Statement for 
Freshwater Management 2014 (NPS-FM) in Water Management Areas (WMAs). Key 
topics submitters raised include:  

 Is the framework WMAs proposed in PPPC9 appropriate for WMAs?  

 Is the timing or the effects of phasing out over-allocation reasonable?  

 Should additional provisions for water storage and water harvesting be 
included?  

 

9.1.1 Council’s approach to National Policy Statement for Freshwater 
Management 2014 implementation 

2 Proposed objective WQ O9 and policies WQ P1 and P2 contain specific provisions for 
WMAs. Objective WQ O9 seeks integrated management within the WMAs. Policy WQ 
P1 provides clear direction about where WMAs are and directs that freshwater values, 
objectives, environmental flows and levels are established in the freshwater 
management units (FMUs) within them. This section will focus on WQ O9 and WQ P1. 
Proposed policy WQ P2 is discussed separately in another section.    

3 Four submitters (53-23, 58-11, 63-24 and 65-24) support keeping objective WQ O9 as 
notified, and 13 sought amendments.  These include both structural and contextual 
amendments.  

4 The suggested structural changes include moving objective WQ O9 to the ‘integrated 
management’ section(31-11), and replacing ‘WMAs’ with ‘FMUs’ –to reflect the level 
the freshwater objectives are to be set. (50-23, 71-18). The suggested contextual 
changes seek inclusion of certain values, interests and/or rights

21
, with one suggestion 

to include ‘tāngata whenua values’ in ‘community value’ given that the community is 
inclusive of tāngata whenua.  

5 Other submitters found the proposed objective WQ O9 unclear, with particular concern 
that including “aspirations” may lead to development at the expense of environmental 
values or other stakeholders’ (10-9, 39-6).  

6 Mixed comments were received on policy WQ P1. Four  (8:13, 10:11, 48:14 and 
65:27) support the policy as proposed, and others seek changes so that the policy:  

 explicitly states that WMA provisions will be introduced by using the Resource 
Management Act 1991 Schedule 1 plan change process (4:6) 

 expects the WMA groups will set a flow and allocation regime (50:26)  

 clarifies that values, objectives and allocation regimes will be set within FMUs 
within Water Management Areas 

 clearly outline the intent (and the expected outcome) of  the policy (13:15, 14-
24) 

 be simplified to focus on the WMA, by removing the elements that are to be 
determined for FMUs (49:23). 
 

7 Four submitters (53-19, 63-20, 76-24 and 80-23) proposed adding a new policy in 
tandem with WQ P1, to require Council to form partnerships with iwi and hapū within 
the WMA. 
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 Submissions which sought to include the following values interests and/or rights:  

 land owner and primary production values and aspirations (from Federated Farmers 50:23) 

 water use for industrial and primary production purposes, (from Balance 4:5) 

 regionally significant infrastructure (from First Gas 16:2) 

 the multiple values of physical resources and freshwater (from Trustpower 49:20) 

 tāngata whenua rights and interest (from iwi interest groups 47:18, 53:17, 63:18, 76:22, 80:21)  
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8 WMAs are included in the regional plan via objective WQ O9 and policy WQ P1. They 
were developed as practical (largely catchment-based) geographic areas for delivering 
the staged implementation of NPS-FM requirements across the region – in order of 
urgency. They are administrative arrangements that sit largely outside the primary 
consent-decision-making purpose of a regional plan. 

9 Proposed objective WQ O9 seeks to ensure local values are reflected in future 
freshwater quantity management. Relocating the objective to the integrated 
management section would cause it to apply more broadly to freshwater quality 
management – which is beyond the scope of PPPC9. In order to provide a policy 
package that clearly directs water quantity management (which is the scope of 
PPPC9), staff recommend that objective WQ O9 remains in its proposed location.   

10 Submissions highlighted the intent of proposed policy WQ P1 was confusing. Some 
could not understand which of the two spatial concepts (WMA or FMU) applied where.  
It is agreed, the two concepts are confusing, but policy WQ P1 clearly provides a 
geographical description of each of WMA, within which FMUs (per NPS-FM) apply. 
The expected FMU outcomes and procedures to do local planning are 
comprehensively outlined in policy WQ P2.  

11 To remove any confusion and further clarify the intent of the policy, it is recommended 
that policy WQ P1 more directly reference the NPS-FM framework where the national 
requirements (and the meaning of various terminologies) are accurately listed. This 
also provides response to submissions received that sought additions to the policy to 
achieve this clarification.  

Council staff recommendation 

12 No changes recommended to WQ O9 as a result of the above assessment,  

13 Amend WQ P1 to more directly reference the NPS-FM.  

9.1.2 WQ P2 – Direction for WMA scale NPS-FM implementation 
processes 

14 Policy WQ P2 lists matters required in each WMA (catchment). 45 submissions were 
received on this policy with eight in support.  

15 The majority
22

 sought multiple amendments. One submitter considered that a clearer 
link to proposed objective WQ O3(a)

23
 was needed(12-10).  

16 A number of submitters wished to extend the list of groups listed within the policy. WQ 
P2 reads “work with co-governance partners, tāngata whenua, city and district 
councils and the community…”  

17 Some submitters sought to be included by adding terms such as ‘land owners’ (50-
27), ‘industry’ (43-7) and ‘water users’ (73-2). Federated Farmers of New Zealand 
requested the term ‘co-governance partners’ be removed because they considered 
that this group was already covered under tāngata whenua (50-27). Five submissions 
requested policy WQ P2 to state that Council and co-governance partners would 
jointly lead the actions listed in policy WQ P2. Inclusion of the term stakeholders may 
address some of these concerns.  

18 It should be noted that co-governance bodies have distinct obligation and functions to 
look after the health and wellbeing of waterbodies and the catchment, as described in 
the relevant claims settlement legislation. Furthermore, policy D1 of the NPS-FM 
places an obligation on local authorities (including district councils) to involve iwi and 
hapū in the management of fresh water. For this reason the removal of special 

                                            
22

 Twenty-seven submissions, including eight Federated Farmers supporting submissions 
23

 Proposed objective WQ O3(a) states that manage the abstraction of surface water at a volume and rate 
that  “safeguards the mauri and life-supporting capacity of the water body”. 
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reference to co-governance groups and incorporation of iwi/hapū into community are 
opposed.  

19 Others requested amendments to provide better clarity (12-13, 50-27, 65-29). Many 
submissions provided comments and suggestions related to specific parts of the policy 
providing wide scope for amendments. 

20 Proposed policy WQ P2 follows requirements of the NPS-FM and the Bay of Plenty 
Regional Policy Statement (RPS) policy WQ 2A.  

Council staff recommendation 

21 Minor readability amendments to policy WQ P2 are recommended, including adding 
the word stakeholders noting changes made elsewhere affect WQ P2 also. 
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Part 10:  Water Permit Transfer 

1 This topic concerns Issue WQ I3, Objective WQ O1, WQ O11, and Policies WQ P2, 
WQ P3, WQ P 13, WQP23, Methods WQ M2 and Rules WQ R7, WQ R8, WQ R9 
which address matters of allocative efficiency (allocating water to enable economic 
efficiency) and dynamic efficiency (adjusting the use of water over time to maintain or 
achieve allocative efficiency). Specific consideration of matters relating to water 
efficiency is provided in Part 8. 

2 The transfer of permits for the take and use of water is provided for under s136(2)(b) 
of the RMA. Under this section a person may transfer the whole or any part of the 
holders interest in the permit to another person on the site for which the permit is 
granted, or to another site if both sites are in the same catchment or aquifer, providing, 
in the latter situation the transfer is expressly allowed by a rule in a plan, or if it has 
been approved by the consent authority that granted the permit.  

3 In Hampton v Canterbury Regional Council
24

 the court stated that water permits are 
only freely transferable to an owner or occupier of the site of which the permit was 
granted. The court viewed that transfer to anyone else was only available in limited 
circumstances, where the regional plan expressly allows it or the consent authority 
has approved it as if it were an application for resource consent.  

4 The NPS-FM (Policy B3) requires regional councils to “state the criteria by which 
applications for the approval of transfers of water take permits are to be decided, 
including to improve and maximise the efficient allocation of water.” The Ministry for 
the Environments Guide to the NPS-FM confirms that the focus of Policy B3 is to 
support greater uptake of consent transfers, to maximise efficient allocation. Stating 
assessment criteria is designed to increase certainty and remove unnecessary 
administrative barriers or inefficiencies. 

5 Council has limited ability to relieve consent holders of unused or inefficiently allocated 
water, unless it is specifically provided for in consent conditions or the RMA. Further, 
many of the older consents have a rate of take that is less than 5 litres per second and 
are not required to meter or report actual water use. Consequently there is little 
information available about these consents.   

6 This scenario is common in the Bay of Plenty. Where the consent or RMA provides for 
review or cancelation of resource consents the Council has an opportunity to use 
regulatory rather than market means to improve efficiency of water allocation. At this 
stage of NPS-FM implementation, given the nature of our data and interim nature of 
limits, widespread review of consents pursuant to RMA s128 is not considered 
appropriate. A review is not the appropriate mechanism to cancel a consent unless 
there were material inaccuracies in the application that influenced the decision. 
Reviews could be undertaken of unused portions prior to limits being set only if the 
consents state this can be done (s128(a)(iii)) or meets the requirements of s128(a)(i) 
or 128(1)(c)

25
.  

7 Review is identified in Policy WQ P3 as a step in phasing out over allocation. 

8 Policies WQ P13, and WQ P23 together with Rules WQ R7, WQ R8, WQ R9 provide a 
framework in which transfer can occur.  

9 As stated information regarding actual use of these resource consents is poor, but 
anecdotally many are under used and are some not used at all. A limited analysis of 
actual use versus consented volume was described in Part 1.  

                                            
24

 Hampton v Canterbury Regional Council (Environment Court Christchurch C102/08) 12 September 
2008, Judge Smith 
25

 S. Brown, Opus International Consultants. Memo: Plan change 9 facilitating water permit transfers. 2 
August 2017 
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10 It is important to note that increased use and improvements in the efficiency of use are 
very different things. Using more water but inefficiently is contrary to the NPS-FM 
purpose. Increased utilisation of current allocation is a risk, because in over allocated 
areas, it could be the difference between a resource that sustains the environment 
and one that does not. Unless limited to used water transfer can lead to further 
utilisation that is unsustainable.  

11 Submitters to transfer provisions fell into two camps, either being opposed to the 
concept in principle, due to concerns about privatising water, impacts on iwi rights and 
interests or that it was inequitable. Supporters identified benefits of market 
mechanisms to move water to higher value uses and to improve efficiency. Supporters 
also identified problems in ascertaining the extent of clawback required under policy 
WQ P23(e),  preventing “water barons” and how allocation status is determined when 
limits are interim thresholds. Many submitters sought to prevent payments for transfer. 
Council has no ability to do this. 

12 Policy WQ P23 required the surrender of a portion of the allocated water to assist in 
the phasing out of over allocation.  Several submitters questioned how this would be 
determined or noted that it was a disincentive for transfer.  

10.1.1 Ability to manage transfer of water and ability to determine the 
extent to which water should be surrendered 

13 Iwi submitters in particular (30-40, 52-23, 55-6, 65-65, 71-44) opposed the transfer of 
water totally, or unless it was subject to approval by tāngata whenua.  

14 CNI Iwi Land Management (65-26, 65-65) and Ngāti Pikiao Environmental Society 
(71-44) opposed the principle of transfer on both philosophical and commercial 
grounds, on the basis that those not using their original allocation should relinquish it 
back to the pool of water available for allocation.  

15 Submitters identified that historically, resource consents to take water were allocated 
with minimal consideration of the volume required for efficient use, potentially resulting 
in excessive quantities being allocated. For example older resource consents for the 
taking of groundwater for irrigation do not specify an irrigation season. The consent 
holder is able to take the daily limit every day. The water accounts applied a correction 
to these consents and reported allocation on the basis of a normal irrigation season. 
However the consent holder retains rights to 365 days of use.  Enabling these pre 
RMA consent holders to embed allocation in over allocated resources by transferring it 
to new comers in an environment of uncertainty as to the limits that will be set under 
the processes identified in policy WQ P2 is a risk. 

16 To avoid embedding over allocation, consideration was given to only enabling the 
transfer of water that the consent holder could show had been used in the last 5 years 
sends a clear message to existing consent holders that unused water is not 
transferrable and they that they should consider relinquishing the water back to the 
common pool. A new clause to WQ P23 specifying that only water that the transferor 
can show has been taken and beneficially used for the purpose for which it was 
granted is recommended. 

17 Other submitters raised concern about surrender requirements. Policy WQ P23(e) 
requires the surrender of an unspecified portion of the water in fully allocated 
resources. Submitters proposed a variety of methods to determine the volume to be 
surrendered, or questioned whether it should occur before or after WMA limits were 
set.  

18 Determining the extent (if any) to which surrender should occur in over allocated 
resources is fraught  because the allocation status is interim, the extent to which an 
efficiency review may resolve the problem is unknown and the orderly approach 
identified in policy WQ P3 is ignored. Restricting transfer to water that has been used 
eliminates the need to identify surrender requirements. 
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19 Many of these problems will become clearer when WMA limits are set and this is 
considered the appropriate place to review policy and develop rules for transfer. In the 
interim it is recommended that rules WQ R8 and WQ R9 that provide for the transfer 
of water are deleted and replaced by a discretionary activity rule, guided by policy WQ 
P23.  It is also recommended that policy WQ P23(e) is deleted because it is not 
practical to provide policy direction across the region as to the extent of clawback.  

20 This approach can be supported by an operational programme to encourage voluntary 
review or surrender of unused water. Except for the permitted activity rule that enables 
water to be shared amongst consent holders in a water user group situation,  it is 
considered that any applications to transfer be dealt with on a case by case basis 
under RMA s136(2)(b)  and rules WQ R8 and WQ R9 can be deleted.  

21 Issues raised by submissions Ngāti Manawa Incorporation (6-26), Te Rūnanga o Ngāti 
Manawa (30-40), Ngāi Tamahaua Hapū (55-6), Te Rūnanga O Ngāti Awa (58-20), 
CNI Iwi Land Management (65-65),Ngāti Pikiao Environmental Society (71-44) are at 
least partially addressed by the recommendation to delete WQ R8 and WQ R9. 

Council staff recommendation 

22 Revise WQ P2(k) to include the transfer of water. 

23 Amend policy WQ 23 to delete reference to surrender of a portion of water in over 
allocated resources and to add a new clause restricted transfer to water the applicant 
can show has been taken and used for the purpose for which it was granted within the 
last 5 years.  

24 Delete rules WQ R8 and WQ R9 as applications and replace with a new rule providing 
for the consideration of applications to transfer water (other than in a water user 
group) as a permitted activity.  
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Part 11:  Recognising existing users 

1 This topic concerns Issue WQ I1, Objective WQ O8, and Policies WQ P10, 12, 15 
which, collectively, address the question of how water is allocated to new users whilst 
appropriately recognising and providing for existing users. 

2 Proposed policy WQ P10 says that new takes in over-allocated resources will 
generally be declined – but it does provide for secondary (i.e. less reliable) surface 
water for water harvesting. This policy protects existing users because it makes it 
difficult for new users to enter an over-allocated resource. 

3 Proposed policy WQ P12 sets out to provide certainty to existing users and explicitly 
gives priority to existing users (clause (b)). Policy WQ P15 includes impacts on 
existing authorised users as a matter decision makers must have regard of when 
considering application for resource consent. 

11.1  Key issues raised by submitters 

4 There are a large number of submissions on this topic. They fall into the following 
grouping: 

5 Support and opposition for allocating water on a first in, first served basis including 
submissions on behalf of a particular industry group seeking that group to be better 
recognised (i.e. horticulture, farming, municipal, irrigation, renewable energy, 
emergency purposes, aggregates etc). 

6 Broader submissions supporting the emphasis on economic matters in objective WQ 
O8.  

7 Assertions favouring waters protection to preserve mauri; and application of mauri 
monitoring protocols. 

8 Broad opposition to policy providing for incremental increases in water takes 
associated with the expansion of existing business including support (and opposition 
to) renewal of an existing authorised take that is at the same or lessor rate and volume 
of take. 

9 Opposition (and support) for “generally” decline consent applications in over allocated 
resources. This includes people seeking to "give consideration" to applications for 
resource consent in over-allocated areas (vs the proposed “generally” decline) 
approach. 

10 Submitters wanting “efficient” water allocation to be the focus; others wanting greater 
clarity about how this is determined. Submitters seeking preference for existing users 
who achieve efficiency gains in their use of water, or who take lesser amounts of 
water than usual (rewarding efficiency with certainty). 

11 Preference for consideration to be given to the role of water in the development of 
Māori land where renewal is sought. 

12 A desire to unbundle domestic and municipal supply so industries who benefit from 
domestic supply are treated on the same footing as others outside who must obtain 
water via resource consent;  

13 A desire to see new entrants to area given opportunities to use water by way of 
specified use limits (i.e. industry based allocations). A desire to base water allocation 
on the extent of a persons’/groups’ landholdings 

14 A desire to prioritise the awa over existing users/uses (te mana o te wai). 
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15 These issues are considered below. 

11.1.1 Should water be allocated on a first in first served, or on some 
other basis? 

16 Proposed objective WQ O8 details considerations for allocating freshwater resources 
including recognising social benefits for drinking, investment behind the takes and the 
potential new takes could have in generating social and economic benefits. Proposed 
policy WQ P8 sets out secondary flow allocation and proposed policy WQ P12 
prioritises the rights of existing users.  

17 Under the Act allocation between competing uses (of the same resource) is 
determined by the first-in first-served process established in the Court of Appeal’s 
decision in Fleetwing Farms Ltd v Marlborough District Council

26
. The Court of Appeal 

found that the consent authority was required to decide each application on its merits 
“without regard” to any competing application. The Court stated that if the sustainable 
management purpose of the Act is satisfied in a particular case then the consent 
should be granted. 

18 A key point was that there is nothing in the Act to warrant refusing an application on 
the ground that another applicant might better meet the Act’s purpose. 

19 This was further explored and confirmed in Central Plains Water Trust v Synlait Ltd 
where the court concluded the point at which an application was lodged (not when it 
was deemed sufficient for notification (or not)) determined priority for processing 
purposes

27
. 

20 Although the Act provides plenty of scope for councils to write rules that allocate water 
on other than a first in first served basis, there is little guidance on how this might 
occur. Section 30(4) of the Act says: 

Section 30(4) 
... A rule to allocate a natural resource established by a regional council in a plan 
under subsection (1)(fa) or (fb) may allocate the resource in any way, subject to the 
following: 
(a) the rule may not, during the term of an existing resource consent, allocate the 
amount of a resource that has already been allocated to the consent; and 
(b) nothing in paragraph (a) affects section 68(7); and 
(c) the rule may allocate the resource in anticipation of the expiry of existing consents; 
and 
(d) in allocating the resource in anticipation of the expiry of existing consents, the rule 
may— 
(i) allocate all of the resource used for an activity to the same type of activity; or 
(ii) allocate some of the resource used for an activity to the same type of activity and 
the rest of the resource to any other type of activity or no type of activity; and 
(e) the rule may allocate the resource among competing types of activities; and 
(f) the rule may allocate water, or heat or energy from water, as long as the allocation 
does not affect the activities authorised by section 14(3)(b)  to (e).] 
 

21 The NPS-FM does little to advance things. In particular, while objective B3 talks of the 
“Efficient allocation and efficient use of water” and policy B2 speaks of changing plans 
to provide for “efficient allocation of freshwater to activities” the NPS-FM contains no 
detail about how councils might make preferential allocation decisions. 

22 Under the RPS water prioritisation is detailed as follows: 

Policy WQ 3B: Allocating water 
Have regard to the following matters when allocating and reallocating freshwater: 

                                            
26
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(a) The demands and availability of water within catchments or areas; 
(b) Ensuring water in a water body is not over allocated; 
(c) Making water available to meet existing and reasonably foreseeable domestic, 
marae or municipal water supply needs with priority for essential drinking and 
sanitation requirements; 
(d) The relative economic benefits of the proposed end use of the water, when 
allocation limits are exceeded, or are close to being exceeded; 
(e) The benefits of maintaining instream flows to protect and enhance the cultural 
values of a waterbody, including its mauri; 
(f) Requiring the volume of water allocated and taken to be reasonable and justifiable 
with regard to its intended use; 
(g) The value of investments that existing consent holders have made which depend 
on the water abstracted; 
(h) The availability of the water for other uses, including cultural uses; 
(i) The benefits to be derived from the use of water for, or directly associated with 
electricity generation from renewable sources; and 
(j) The benefits to be derived from the use of water for rural production activities. 
 

23 As well as covering several matters that should form part of an application’s 
assessment, this policy appears to (c) prioritise municipal water – though at the same 
time emphasising (equally) other considerations. Although proposed policy WQ 3B 
does not prioritise other uses, a reasonable interpretation is that 
municipal/domestic/marae supply is one class of water use that stands above others 
in priority terms. The explanation to this policy states, “drinking water and sanitation 
requirements are to be given priority over other water takes as it is essential to the 
health and welfare of people and communities. However the scope of this priority is 
not unlimited…” 

24 It should be noted that in respect of hydro-electric power generation the NPS 
Renewable Electricity Generation 2011 (NPS REG) provides only that: 

POLICY E2 
Regional policy statements and regional and district plans shall include objectives, 
policies, and methods (including rules within plans) to provide for the development, 
operation, maintenance, and upgrading of new and existing hydro-electricity 
generation activities to the extent applicable to the region or district. 
 

25 And that the preamble to the NPS REG says “This national policy statement does not 
apply to the allocation and prioritisation of freshwater as these are matters for regional 
councils to address in a catchment or regional context and may be subject to the 
development of national guidance in the future.” This serves to confirm that picking 
one activity (save drinking water) over others for preferential allocation may be 
difficult. 

26 At this time, in the absence of a more compelling alternative, it is difficult to argue 
other than the default first in first served. 

Council staff recommendation 

27 Maintain the default first in first served provisions as notified. 

11.1.2 Emphasis on economic matters in WQ O8 (versus “effects”) 

28 The S32 analysis for proposed objective WQ 08 records it’s appropriateness in 
relation to providing for municipal takes. It also notes RPS policy WQ 3B says when 
allocating water one must have regard of (among other things): 

(c) Making water available to meet existing and reasonably foreseeable domestic, 
marae or municipal water supply needs with priority for essential drinking and 
sanitation requirements 
(d) The relative economic benefits of the proposed end use of the water, when 
allocation limits are exceeded, or are close to being exceeded 
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(g) The value of investments that existing consent holders have made which depend 
on the water abstracted; 
(h) The availability of the water for other uses, including cultural uses; 
... 

29 These requirements are largely repeated in proposed objective WQ O8. 

30 The Act’s purpose is to promote sustainable management by managing “effects”. In 
achieving this purpose, Part 2 of the Act contains a hierarchy of important matters 
including maintaining the relationship of tāngata whenua with their resources. Section 
8 of the Act requires taking into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi – 
which include a principle of active protection, partnership and require working in good 
faith. 

31 Section 32 of the Act guides policy to be efficient and effective and encourages not 
acting where doing so has no benefit. If policy does not assist forming good decisions 
that give effect to the Act it should not exist. 

32 It is considered reasonable and consistent with the RPS that the essential, life-
sustaining purpose of water for municipal use be prioritised (including for papakāinga 
purposes). 

33 Furthermore, the relationship of Māori with their water should also be prioritised. 

34 Otherwise, it is considered inappropriate to add further items to Objective WQ O8. 

Council staff recommendation 

35 Amend proposed objective WQ O8 as follows: 

36 Insert “Tāngata whenua values and interests in the water body” at the end of this 
objective. 

11.1.3 Waters protection to preserve mauri; and mauri monitoring 

37 Under the Act the relationship of Māori with their ancestral areas is significant. Mauri 
affects the way Māori relate to water and its loss will affect that relationship. 

38 Decision-makers must consider the effects of proposed activities on the relationship of 
Māori. Effects do not have to be physical and can include historical, traditional and 
spiritual aspects

28
. 

39 Proposed objective WQ O3 seeks to safeguard the mauri and life-supporting capacity 
of the water-body and should ensure decision-makers keep this important requirement 
in mind.  Furthermore, proposed objectives WQ O6, WQ O7 and WQ O9 provide for 
water and (WQ O9) tāngata whenua values. 

40 It is intended that the WMA process (outlined in proposed policy WQ P2) enable limits 
to be set that take into account tāngata whenua values and interests, including 
providing appropriately for the mauri of waterbodies. 

Council staff recommendation 

41  No change identified. 

11.1.4 Opposition to incremental increases in water takes for existing 
business 

42 The Act requires the value of existing investment to be considered when applications 
are made for resource consents to take water (RMA s104 (2A)). It places an emphasis 
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on the Council returning water to users with existing infrastructure when an application 
is made to renew an existing resource consent. 

104 Consideration of applications 
[[(2A) When considering an application affected by section 124 [or 165ZH(1)(c)], the 
consent authority must have regard to the value of the investment of the existing 
consent holder.]] 
 

43 Proposed policy WQ P12 repeats this, requiring decision-makers to “Recognise and 
provide certainty to existing authorized users ..” and gives them priority over new 
applications. This theme is continued with particular reference to hydro-electric 
generation in some policies. 

44 Section 127 of the Act enables the holder of a resource consent to change or cancel 
conditions of a consent and requires council to consider the application as a 
discretionary consent for just the matter being changed. This allows applicants to 
increase take volume but requires the effects of this increase to be assessed. 

45 The combined effect of these is that existing applicants are (relative to new) favoured 
and, provided they are able to avoid, remedy or mitigate their effects, have existing 
investment in the favour. This means, relative to new applicants obtaining use of the 
water, it may be easier for them to incrementally increase their take. 

46 Council is unable to change this situation; therefore no changes are able to be made.  

Council staff recommendation 

47 No changes are recommended. 

11.1.5 Submitters wanting “efficient” focus; others wanting clarity. 
“Rewarding” efficient users. 

48 NPS-FM Policy B2 requires plans to be changed to the extent needed to provide for 
the efficient allocation of freshwater resources.  

49 Council uses a number of tools to determine efficiency including assessing irrigation 
consent applications for efficient use via a tool called SPASMO. Limits, water transfer 
and selecting the appropriate consent activity status all affect efficiency. 

50 Proposed policy WQ P13 seeks to promote efficient use of water by: 

WQ P13 To promote the efficient use of freshwater resources by:  
(a) Requiring the quantity of water granted to be no more than that required for the 
intended use of water and apply the reasonable and efficient use criteria in Schedule 
7.  
(b) Requiring the use of water conservation methods and encourage the use of 
alternative water sources.  
(c) Requiring good management practices for all uses.  
(d) Promoting the shared use and management of water, through water user groups or 
other arrangements where it results in an increased efficient in the allocation and use 
of water.  
(e) Enabling the transfer of water permits.  
(f) Working with, and seeking co-operation from, holders of existing rights granted 
under section 386(1) of the Act to encourage:  
(i) Consent renewal prior to 1 October 2026 to match allocation to use; and  
(ii) Greater water use efficiency. 
 

51 Schedule 7 (referenced above) requires use of a model to determine irrigation 
efficiency, and has detailed procedures for determining municipal take efficiency. 

52 On this basis it is considered that PPPC9 is sufficient to encourage more efficient use 
of water. 
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53 Section 30(4) of the Act allows Council to allocate the resource in any way, [there are 
some limitation] so, technically, Council could allocate to favour most efficient uses. 
This kind of policy would require analysis beyond that given to PPPC9 and maybe 
consider in subsequent WMA plan changes. Policy WQ P2(f)(vii) have regard to 
“whether water is to be allocated to a particular type of use or value.”. 

54 Finally, it should be noted that Council cannot “reward” efficiency by granting consent 
unless it has evidence that this supports the Act’s purpose.  

Council staff recommendation 

55 No changes are recommended. 

11.1.6 Preference for development of Māori land where renewal is sought 

56 Several submitters have noted Māori land can be particularly hard hit by lack of 
access to water. In part this stems from some land being alienated and not benefitting 
from past relatively easy access to water, but it is also to do with the difficult socio-
economic and legal situation in relation to Māori land. 

57 Section 8 of the Act requires Council to take into account the principles of the Treaty 
of Waitangi. These principles include a principle of active protection, acting on good 
faith and genuinely considering matters raised by tāngata whenua. The concept of 
partnership is also included in the commonly-understood principles. 

Council staff recommendation 

58 No changes are recommended 

11.1.7 Allocation on the extent of a person’s landholdings. Access to new 
entrants. 

59 Some submitters sought industry-based water allocation, i.e. Industry X gets Y% of 
the water, Industry A gets B%. Others thought allocation should be based on land 
area owned. 

60 Industry based or land-area based water allocations rely on Council developing a 
scheme to allocate water before it is used (i.e. it requires predetermination). While this 
provides certainty and may be attractive to new entrants, it assumes a certain 
allocation makes best sense. 

61 Area based allocation does not necessarily make best sense. For example, land in 
poorer capability classes may or may not have a greater need for water – so area 
basis alone may be wrong. Activity or use based allocation has similar problems with 
some uses being more water demanding than others and some futures being more 
probable than others – and there being no reliable way of making such allocation 
decisions. 

62 It is therefore difficult to see such pre-determination achieving the NPS-FM’s 
“efficiency” purpose. 

63 In the interim (i.e. until the WMA process completes) water transfer is considered the 
most practical means of new entrants accessing limited water. 

Council staff recommendation 

64 No changes are recommended. 
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11.1.8 A desire to prioritise the freshwater over existing users/uses (te 
mana o te wai). 

65 Te mana o te wai is an important concept and consistent with other legislative 
requirements including section 6(e) of the Act (The relationship of Māori and their 
culture and traditions with their ancestral lands, water, sites, waahi tapu, and other 
taonga). It is discussed further elsewhere in this report. The submission of Ngāti 
Mākino (28-1) highlights that the principle of te mana o te wai should underpin all plan 
reviews and in more localised situations to recognise and respect the national 
significance of freshwater.  

66 The WMA process outlined in proposed policy WQ P2 includes multiple references to 
the need to maintain instream values and identify and reflect tāngata whenua values 
(proposed policies WQ P2(b), WQ P2(e)(ii)). However, it does not mention te mana o 
te wai and the particular importance of each community determining its interpretation 
and application of this. 

Council staff recommendation 

67 Amend proposed  policy WQ P2 by including a new consideration as follows: 

68 (d)(vii) the meaning and application of te mana o te wai within each FMU. 
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Part 12:  Permitted activity provisions 

1 Key themes of submissions on this topic were: 

 Support in principle for the registration of permitted takes from all sectors 
(Māori, farming, Health, industry and environment) 

 Support in principle for the reduction of the permitted activity volume for 
groundwater for small properties 

 Mixed response to enhanced metering requirements, especially aspects that 
are more stringent than the Measurement and reporting of water takes 
regulations 

 Opposition from the farming sector regarding separate metering of water taken 
for stock drinking purposes 

 Opposition to Permitted Activity provisions that prevent the combination of 
surface water and groundwater takes on the same property 

 Recognition and support for improved information availability 

 Seeking clarity regarding how fully allocated is determined or the deletion of  

 Deleting allocation status of the water body from the permitted activity rule (65-
83, 66-12) 

 Qualified support for schedule 7 and definitions 

 Wetlands 

 Opposition to any permitted activity takes without consideration or approval by 
tāngata whenua or to consider cultural values. 

12.1 Key issues raised by submissions 

12.1.1 Provide a permitted activity rule for fire fighter training purposes. 

2 The New Zealand Fire Services Commission sought a new Permitted Activity rule to 
allow for the taking of water for firefighter training. 

3 The RMA s143(e) exempts water taken or used for emergency or training purposes in 
accordance with s48 of the Fire and Emergency New Zealand Act 2017 from the 
requirement to obtain resource consent. 

Recommendation  

4 No change is needed because the Fire and Emergency New Zealand Act 2017 now 
provides for the activity. 

12.1.2 Provide a new permitted activity for well or aquifer testing 

5 When seeking a resource consent to take water from a well or bore, the applicant is 
often required to undertake a pump test to ascertain the potential effects of the 
proposed take on the aquifer and other users. The rate and volume of the test 
generally exceed permitted activity volumes. 

6 Federated Farmers of New Zealand (50 – 87) seek a new permitted activity rule to 
allow for well or aquifer testing. 

7 The taking of water for aquifer of pump testing is normally included in a resource 
consent under rule 40B(g) of the NRRP. However, in limited circumstances, such as 
seeking a resource consent for an existing bore that was drilled prior to rule 40B 
becoming operative in 2010, the testing may not have been undertaken. Also the 
testing may not have been required at the time of drilling if the initial take and use of 
water did not require resource consent. As a further submitter Trustpower (FS 19-90) 
and Ngāti Mākino (FS 28-57) raised concern about the risk a permitted activity rule 
could create to the sustainability of the resource and controls on the undertaking of 
such tests. 
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8 It is agreed with the submitter that it would be inefficient to require a resource consent 
to temporarily take water in order to get a resource consent to more permanently take 
water in these limited circumstances.  

9 Concerns about the potential abuse of any provisions can be managed by conditions 
requiring advising the council and limiting the volume. 

Council staff recommendation 

10 Insert a new rule to provide for the taking of water for well or aquifer testing. 

12.1.3 Opposition to permitted activity without approval of tāngata 
whenua or consideration their values. 

11 Ngāti Pikiao oppose any unapproved taking (not requiring resource consent) of water 
from their water ways while Te Rūnanga o Ngāti Awa seek consideration of cultural 
values and relationships. 

12 RMA s77A gives local authorities the power to categorise activities as a permitted 
activity and s87A(1) states that an activity described in the Act, regulations or a plan 
as a permitted activity does not require a resource consent if it complies with the 
conditions or requirements specified. It is important that Council is confident that 
compliance with the conditions of a permitted activity will adequately manage the 
effects expected.  

13 Permitted activity status enables low risk activities to be managed effectively and 
efficiently. Requiring resource consent or individual approval for very small volumes of 
water would create a large cost and uncertainty for small scale water users. The 
benefits of such a requirement are unclear.  

Council staff recommendation 

14 Retain permitted activity status for small scale water use. 

12.1.4 Registration of Permitted Takes (WQ I7, WQ O10, WQ P26, WQ R1, 
WQ R2, WQ R3) 

15 Submitters noted a range of reasons to support the registration process including 
ability to manage the resource and support for water accounting.  

16 Bay of Plenty Regional Council and Mercury NZ Ltd sought to revise the timing of the 
registration period from the time the plan becomes operative to the time when the rule 
becomes operative and minor wording changes for consistency or clarity.  

17 Registration assists Council improve information on freshwater takes and is consistent 
with the requirements of the NPS-FM Objective CC1. Federated Farmers of New 
Zealand submissions sought that registration be “on request”. An important aspect of 
Permitted Activity status is that any requirements or conditions can be objectively 
assessed. A person relying on the rule should easily be able to determine if they meet 
the requirements.  

Council staff recommendation 

18 No change to the requirement to register permitted activities.  

19 Amend the registration period to within 12 months of the rule becoming operative. 

12.1.5 Separate metering and reporting of permitted and s14(3)(b) takes 
and metering in excess of Regulations (WQ P24, WQP26, WQ R1, 
WQ R2, WQ R3) 
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20 PPPC9 proposes separate metering and reporting of water takes on properties where 
the total volume of water taken exceeds the permitted activity volume but, due to stock 
and domestic drinking water allowance provided under s14(3)(b), does not require 
resource consent.  

21 Submitters from the farming industry (Dairy NZ 38-16, Federated Farmers 50-84) 
opposed requirements to meter that exceed the regulations and that required separate 
metering and reporting of drinking water and other water uses on the basis of ability to 
model some uses and cost. Several submitters supported metering requirements. 

22 The requirements relating to metering is particularly relevant to dairy farming, where 
water is used in the dairy shed for milk cooling and washdown in addition to stock 
drinking water. A larger dairy farm (for example 500 cows) could use 35m

3
/day in the 

dairy shed plus a similar amount or more for stock drinking water without resource 
consent. 

23 The ability to take water under 14(3)(b) is qualified by the requirement to not have an 
adverse effect on the environment.  The risk of adverse effects occurring is related to 
the volume abstracted. Some regional councils have managed this risk by providing 
for water taken under 14(3) to be part of the permitted activity allowance, so that there 
is a fixed amount allowed per property without resource consent.  

24 The permitted activities rules in this Proposed Plan Change do not limit the 
unconsented take in that way, but the requirement to meter where the volume is 
exceeded enables a greater understanding of resource use. In this regard it can be 
seen as enabling, especially for larger dairying properties which could otherwise 
require resource consent if 14(3)(b) takes were included in the permitted activity limit.  

25 Separate metering of water used for different purposes supports the determination of 
compliance and assists in identifying opportunities for efficiency that is not possible 
without metering or with single metering of the combined uses. 

26 The Resource Management (Measurement and Reporting of Water Takes) 
Regulations 2010 do not limit the discretion of regional councils to impose more 
stringent requirements.

29
  

 
Figure 8: Measuring and reporting of water takes Ministry for the Environment 

27 Some properties, especially dairy farms that have amalgamated neighbouring 
properties have multiple water sources on the farm and would require more than 2 
meters. This increases the cost to the water user. 

28 The dairy industry recognises the importance of water use on dairy farms and The 
Sustainable Dairying Water Accord requires 85% of all dairy farms (including all 
significant water users) to install water meters by 2020

30
. The Accord does not provide 

any guidance as to what aspect of water use should be measured nor reporting 
requirements. 

29 In the absence of the dairy industry requirement for water metering providing direction 
regarding what aspect of water use is being measured or what reporting is required, 
Council  starts from a blank slate. Metering of all water used on a property is 
supported by DairyNZ submissions (38-11, 38-16). 

                                            
29

 http://www.mfe.govt.nz/fresh-water/regulations/regulations-measurement-and-reporting-of-water-takes 
30

 Sustainable Dairying 2015 : Water Accord. Dairy Environment Leadership Group. 
https://www.dairynz.co.nz/media/3286407/sustainable-dairying-water-accord-2015.pdf  

https://www.dairynz.co.nz/media/3286407/sustainable-dairying-water-accord-2015.pdf
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30 A balance is needed that is practical, efficient and with a clear purpose to metering 
and reporting. Council experience with consented water users regarding metering is 
that the compliance with requirements for manually read and reported meters is poor 
and data is provided in a format that is difficult to utilise. Telemetry, or the use of data 
loggers and similar systems with automated recording and/or reporting, overcomes 
these difficulties.  

31 The benefits of requiring all water used on a property to be metered include that the 
biggest opportunities for efficiency are usually found in managing the drinking water 
component

31
. On many farms a single meter could capture all water use and, if 

telemetered, reveal issues such as leakages in a timely manner. However a single 
meter would be of little use to confirm compliance with permitted activity or consent 
requirements or to assist with identifying the source of inefficiencies.  

32 Consideration was also given as to whether the allocation status of the water resource 
should determine metering requirements. In permitted activity situations this is not 
considered a viable solution because allocation status changes over time and 
requirements would unclear to users. Council’s information on allocation status is 
interim and will change when subsequent WMA plan changes occur, or when new 
water is allocated, or when better information is available. 

33 A number of submitters identified inconsistencies in the table WQ 1 Summary of 
Activity Status, Metering and reporting requirements and the absence of units in Policy 
WQ P24(c) (d) (e) and (f). It is important that these errors and omissions are 
corrected. (20-3, 20-4, 30-41, 60-15, 65-66) 

Council staff recommendation 

34 Staff recommend that the minimum metering requirement for properties where total 
water use exceeds the permitted activity volume, but does not require resource 
consent due to stock drinking water use, be metering daily recording and monthly 
electronic reporting of all water use on the property. Subsequent WMA plan changes 
should re-evaluate whether additional requirements are needed, especially in water 
short areas.  

35 Revise WQ P24 (c) (d) (e) and (f) to insert rates of takes in litres per second. Revise 
table WQ 1 similarly and for consistency.  

12.1.6 Permitted activity volumes per certificate of title or size of the 
property or type of use. 

36 Some farming submitters sought recognition of the scale of the property or for 
permitted allocation to be based on the certificate of title. The latter would allow for 
properties with multiple certificates of title to have multiple permitted allowances.  

37 A number of iwi submitters sought that the groundwater permitted activity limit be 
limited to 15m

3
/property/day, regardless of property size. 

38 First Gas (16 - 6, 16- 6, 16 -7) sought that additional clauses be added to permitted 
activity rules to specifically provide for the needs of regionally significant infrastructure.  

39 Certificates of title do not change the effects of taking water and providing additional 
volumes per title could encourage sub division for this purpose or multiple take points 
within a property with multiple certificates of title. A permitted activity does not intend 
to provide for every low risk situation and should not be so complicated that it is 
confusing to potential users to understand or for the purpose of determining 
compliance.  

                                            
31

 Higham et al 2017. Water use on nonirrigated pasture-based dairy farms: Combining detailed 
monitoring and modelling to set benchmarks. https://doi/10.3168/jds.2016-11822 
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40 The permitted activity rules do not specify or constrain the use to which water taken as 
a permitted activity is able to be put to. Therefore there is no benefit in listing particular 
activities as being provided for. Also providing a permitted activity for particular 
activities such as regionally significant infrastructure is not effects based.  

41 The requirement regarding registration to state the purpose of use and whether 
drinking water is provided for is not considered ambiguous as the rule clearly states 
the permitted activity rule is “In addition to any take under 14(3)(b)…” 

42 Some recognition is already given to property size and the volume of water available 
as a permitted activity.  Rule WQ R2 restricts the permitted activity groundwater 
volume to 15m

3
/day on properties less than 5ha, whereas large properties are able to 

access 35m
3
/day as a permitted activity.  

43 A number of iwi submitters opposed this recognition, seeking a limit of 15m
3
/day of all 

properties. Groundwater is generally a bigger and less vulnerable resource than 
surface water. Making a more generous volume available to larger properties 
addresses some equity concerns raised by other submitters, encourages the use of 
this resource compared to surface water and is considered to enable effective and 
efficient management of the resource.  

44 At first consideration, a per hectare rate does have some appeal and may appear to 
be fair, but because stock drinking water is already provided for by the RMA, there is 
already an allowance related to land area for livestock properties. Also, a per hectare 
allowance would create a risk that on very large properties very large takes are 
allowed without the oversight of a resource consent. It could also be inefficient where 
land was unsuitable and had no need. The risk of adverse effects and the need for 
accurate accounting information is related to the size of the take.  

45 When compared against other councils, the permitted activity volume for groundwater 
in the BOPRC is amongst the most generous.  

32
 

                                            
32

 Northland Regional Council Section 32 Analysis Report Proposed Regional Plan for Northland 
September 2017. https://www.nrc.govt.nz/contentassets/506f48db06744ab782c65e56acd19dde/section-
32-proposed-regional-plan-september-2017-final---web.pdf 
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Council staff recommendation 

46 Retain the basis of permitted activity rights to a per property basis and not certificate 
of title or size of property other than as already provided for. 

47 No change to the reduction of the permitted activity volume for properties of 5ha or 
greater from 35m

3
/day to 15m

3
/day.  

48 No change is needed to allow water taken under WQ R1, WQ R2, WQ R3 to be used 
for regionally significant infrastructure. 

12.1.7 Reduction of the maximum daily groundwater volume rule (WQ R1, 
R5) for existing users. 

49 New rule (WQ R1) reduces the permitted activity volume for groundwater from 
35m

3
/property per day to 15 m

3
/property per day for properties that are smaller than 5 

ha. Existing water users that would otherwise become unauthorised under this rule are 
provided for by WQ R5 which enables them to obtain resource consent as a controlled 
activity.  
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50 Several submitters sought that the volume reduction applies to all properties, not just 
those under 5 ha. 

51 Most submitters, including the horticultural industry, supported this proposal. Several 
were confused that WQ R5 was provided for unauthorised users. This rule only 
applies to existing permitted activity users and enables them to remain authorised by 
providing a clear path to a resource consent.  

52 Several submitters opposed or sought changes to WQ R5, seeking that it only apply in 
under allocated resources, or that it be subject to greater restrictions. This would be 
inequitable as existing permitted activity users are considered to have equal rights to 
the water as consent holders.  

53 In that regard, the submission by Horticulture New Zealand (27-35) that the Council 
retain control over effects on other users be added as a matter of control is also 
rejected because it does not recognise that any effects on other users were legally 
established. The rule does not enable an increase in the volume of water authorised to 
be taken. Additionally the scale, existing nature of the take and absence of 
requirement to consider effects on other users makes a pump test unnecessary.  

54 Horticulture New Zealand also sought a change to the rule to enable any authorisation 
to discharge, rather than just a resource consent to be provided as evidence of the 
existence of the take. This change is supported because it recognises that a person 
may discharge to a treatment system (sewer) and therefore not require an individual 
resource consent.  

55 Whakatāne District Council sought further justification of the reasons for the reduction 
especially in light of future WMA plan changes. This has been provided in the Section 
32 report. 

56 First Gas (16 – 8) sought that the rule be amended to remove the requirement for the 
take to an existing take and that the rule does not expire after 12 months, to provide 
for takes for regionally significant infrastructure. Such changes would significantly 
change the scope of the rule and would require a different assessment because it 
would enable the establishment of new takes without regard to the allocation status of 
the water resource. There is no information about the need for, or potential application 
of such a rule upon which to base a recommendation.  

Council staff recommendation 

57 No change to WQ R1. 

58 Amend WQ R5 to enable any authorisation rather than specifically a resource consent 
to be evidence of the existence of the take. 

12.1.8 Limitations to the rate of take for surface water and ground water 

59 The maximum rate of take for all permitted activities is limited to not exceeding 2.5 
litres per second. 

60 Federated Farmers submission 50 – 86 sought to delete the rate of take restriction 
that applies to the WQ R3 (surface water takes). 

61 Federated Farmers submission 50-84 sought that for ground water the rate of take 
restriction be included in the opening paragraph. 

62 Control of the rate of take is considered important for the permitted activity rules 
because high rate takes have greater potential to cause adverse effects by either 
reducing the flow in a stream, or by causing greater draw down in an aquifer. The 
restriction also supports compliance with the daily volume limits. A rate of take  of 2.5 
litres per second enables 216m

3
 of water to be taken over 24 hours, which is many 

time the daily limit and is considered to provide sufficient flexibility to a user.  
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63 As stated by the submitter the rate of take restriction is an important qualification and 
similar in nature to other restrictions (temperature, property size and volume) included 
in the opening paragraph. 

Council staff recommendation  

64 Retain the rate of take restrictions and move them to the opening paragraph. 

12.1.9 Ability to take ground and surface water as a permitted activity on 
the same property 

65 The permitted activity rules prevent a user combining the permitted activity volumes 
provided for surface water and groundwater. 

66 Federated Farmers submission 50 – 84 and 50 – 86 seek that this provision be 
removed on the basis that because of the small scale of takes provided for under the 
rules there is unlikely to be any effect of on take on the other. 

67 The operative plan enables a property owner to take up to 50m
3
/day of water as a 

permitted activity by utilising both the ground and surface water provisions. Revised 
permitted activity rules in PPPC9 preclude this. 

68 It is considered that the inconvenience and cost for a property owner to combine 
relatively small takes from different sources for permitted activity uses such as the 
dairy shed will generally discourage this practice. It is understood that stock drinking 
water is sometimes taken from a different source than uses such as in the dairy shed, 
however the stock drinking water is not affected by the permitted activity rules. The 
submitter may like to bring an example of properties currently using both ground and 
surface water permitted activity rules on the same property. 

69 As previously noted the BOPRC has relatively generous permitted activity provisions. 
Enabling the combination of ground and surface water would further extend the 
volume provided for without resource consent and does not assist with the 
management of the resource. 

Council staff recommendation 

70 No change is recommended. 

12.1.10 Effect of allocation status on permitted activity rules  

71 A number of submitters sought clarity about the exclusion of new permitted takes from 
fully allocated resources. Several submitters sought that the allocation status referred 
to in the rules should specifically reference WQ P5 (the interim limit) or to otherwise 
state how allocation status is determined, or to delete reference to the allocation 
status. 

72 It is agreed that clarity is important, especially in a permitted activity rule. It is also 
considered that the interim allocation limits identified in WQ P5 do not provide the 
necessary clarity because the document listing current allocation status (Assessment 
of Water Availability and Estimates of Current Allocation Levels October 2016) is 
outside of the Proposed Plan Change, contains several limitations or qualifications 
noted within that document and will change over time as new water is allocated or 
better data becomes available.  

73 When future Water Management Area plan changes set NPS-FM compliant limits, 
water accounts will be better developed and the limits set will be robust. This will be a 
more appropriate time to put in place controls on new permitted activity water takes. 
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Council staff recommendation  

74 It is recommended that the clauses disqualifying new takes in fully allocated resources 
be deleted. 

12.1.11 Registration of permitted activity takes  - WQ P26(a) and rules WQ 
R1, WQ R2, WQ R3) and consistent terminology in advice notes. 

75 The Proposed Plan Change requires the registration of all permitted takes. 

76 Bay of Plenty Regional Council submitted that WQ R2 the registration period be 
limited to the period within 12 months of the rule (rather than the plan) becoming 
operative. This is consistent with similar provisions within the plan and helps provide 
for the timely implementation of this rule, should other provisions in the plan be 
delayed. 

77 Virtually all submitters supported the principle of accounting for permitted takes, with 
questions about the role of modelling and extent of metering. 

78 Submissions relating to separate metering and reporting of water taken under the 
permitted activity rules and under RMA s14(3)(b) have already been addressed as a 
specific topic and are not further analysed. 

79 Registration of permitted activity water takes is a requirement of permitted activity rule 
WQ R2 and the inclusion of WQ R2 in WQ P 26 ensures consistency.  

80 The Bay of Plenty Regional Council also sought changes to the permitted activity rule 
advice notes and condition. These changes are considered to be minor corrections 
and did not receive any further submissions. 

Council staff recommendation 

81 Require the registration of takes authorised by rules WQ R1, WQ R2 and WQ R3 to 
be limited to the period within 12 months of the rule becoming operative. 

82 Accept minor corrections to advice notes as per submissions by BOPRC.  
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Part 13:  Unauthorised take and use of water (dairy 
farms) 

13.1 Background: 

1 Council is aware that approximately 160 of the regions dairy farmers and 130 
horticultural irrigators are potentially taking water at volumes that exceed the permitted 
activity limits but do not have a resource consent. The contest of these takes is 
explained in Part 1 of this report. 

2 The number of unauthorised dairy farms is revised upwards from that estimated at the 
time of plan notification because a recently published paper

33
 provides new evidence 

that indicates the volume of 55 litres per cow per day that original estimates were 
based on does not reflect industry practice.  The council’s dairy discharge consents 
are based on 55 litres per cow per day and if the take volume is determined to be 70 
litres per cow per day farmers will need to ensure that their discharge consent and the 
capacity of their treatment systems is consistent. 

3 The policy provides a one-off, time-restricted opportunity for non-compliant dairy 
farmers to enter the compliance regime. 

4 This rule has been particularly contentious, with the dairy community supporting the 
principle, while most tāngata whenua, other water users and environmental interests 
seeking greater control. 

5 The matter was subject to a formally mediated session, attended by most parties. The 
mediation did not make significant progress in finding a common way forward. This is 
further described in Part 2 of this report and includes additional information about the 
scale of the unauthorised dairy takes. The mediators report is attached in Appendix 5. 

6 The problem of unauthorised dairy use has arisen at several Councils around the 
country.  

7 Other councils have: 

 Provided a permitted activity rule for all existing dairy shed takes; or 

 Provided a controlled activity for all existing dairy shed takes; or 

 Provided a controlled activity for the majority of dairy shed takes and no special 
rules for the largest takes 
 

8 The unauthorised horticultural irrigation is being addressed by an operational 
approach, with the support of the industry. It is not further considered in this section. 

13.1.1 Characteristics of the unauthorised water use 

9 In determining the appropriate solution, consideration should be given to the 
characteristics of the takes, including:  

 Volume of water provided as a permitted activity on a per hectare basis on a 
dairy farm is very low when compared to a small block.  (5ha can take 35m

3
 = 

7m
3
/ha/day, but 200ha can also only take 35m

3
 = 0.175 m

3
/ha/day). When a 

dairy farm amalgamates with the property next door the amalgamated farm can 
only take 35m

3
 as a permitted activity, rather than the 70m

3
 that was accessible 

as separate units. Conversely the 200 ha dairy farm, if sub divided into 10ha 
blocks could access 350m

3
 of water as a permitted activity. 

                                            
33

 Higham, CD. Etal Water use on nonirrigated-pasture based dairyfarms: Combining detailed monitoring 
and modelling to set benchmarks. https://doi.org/10.3168/jds.2016-11822  
 

https://doi.org/10.3168/jds.2016-11822
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 Takes are existing and no adverse effects have been identified. 

 Limited ability for dairy farmers to game the rule – we know the location and 
have information about the size of all dairy farms in the region. 
 

10 Fonterra has provided information indicating that the dairy industry in the Bay of Plenty 
is relatively static with a slight decrease in stocking rate in the period 2007/8 to 
2015/16 and virtually identical cow numbers. The number of farms has decreased in 
this period. 

11 Most dairy farms use groundwater as this is a reliable source and best meets 
requirements for dairy shed hygiene. In some locations community or municipal 
schemes are utilised.  

13.2 Key issues raised by submitters 

13.2.1 Conflicting positions on the Controlled Activity Rule 

12 The dairy industry and a number of other submitters supported the principle of the 
controlled activity rule, with some submitters seeking to extend the period that is it 
available, to increase the volume provided for, to reduce the metering requirements or 
to require consultation with tāngata whenua. 

13 Other tāngata whenua, other water users and environmental interests were concerned 
about the derogation of the rights of existing users, the inability for affected parties 
(including tāngata whenua) to have their concerns heard, the rewarding of “bad 
behaviour” and equity issues. Solutions identified included deleting the special 
provisions, having a restricted discretionary activity status where the resource was not 
exceeding the interim thresholds or ensuring that existing authorised users retained 
priority if in future clawback was required.  

14 Trustpower and others identified concern about derogation from existing consent 
holders in fully allocated resources (where the thresholds identified in WQ P5 are 
exceeded) or the take is listed in schedule 11 (lawfully existing hydroelectric power 
schemes). The proposed controlled activity rule would increase the authorised 
allocation, irrespective of current allocation status or existing resource consents. 
Above HEP dams this allocation reduces the flow available to the HEP operator. 
Trustpower has applied a strict interpretation of RMA s30(4) and the NPSREG and 
determined that WQ R4 derogates from their resource consents and that a controlled 
activity status is not appropriate.  

15 Trustpower (49-64) drafted a restricted discretionary rule to address their concerns. 
Fonterra Co-operative Group Ltd, CNI Iwi Land Management Iwi Land Management 
and Te Rūnanga o Ngati Awa further submitted in opposition, stating the provisions 
deny the potential for new beneficial use or that he matter should be dealt with via the 
resource consent process. 

16 Information provided by Fonterra at mediation has better identified the scale of the 
unauthorised take above the Matahina dam. Fonterra have identified that above the 
Matahina dam there are likely to be 21 dairy farmers that exceed the permitted activity 
volume and that the amount of water taken is just over 800m

3
/day, or approximately 

0.001% of the median inflow to the dam (based on 70 litres per cow per day). This 
issue of scale is further illustrated in the diagrams in the Part 2 discussion.  

17 It is expected that parties will bring legal representation to the hearing and will fully 
explain the relative positions with regard to derogation. Dairy industry representatives 
may also bring data currently being prepared that improves our knowledge of sources 
of water use on farms. 

18 At mediation several parties identified concern that the controlled activity standards 
were inadequate and did not include basic protection to the environment. While no 
submissions specifically sought to add to the matters of control, the revised controlled 
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activity rule does this by relating the revision those submissions who sought greater 
control of the activity under restricted discretionary activity status. 

19 The horticultural submitters (27-16) supported the rule, but sought that existing users 
retain a priority, so that in the circumstance where future clawback is required the late 
comers would be clawed back first. This concept was supported by a number of other 
users. 

20 It is considered that this approach would only solve the problem for some dairy 
farmers, and for the remainder shift it to another day. The operation of a dairy farm 
requires reliable access to water and secondary allocations of surface water or 
potentially complete clawback of all water does not achieve this. 

21 Metering requirements are discussed in Part 8 and it is noted that Council can’t 
require consultation on a controlled activity. 

22 Staff have considered a number of potential options to address the range of 
submitters concerns regarding WQ R4. These options are: 

Option 1: Continue with the controlled activity status with additional matters of 
control.  
 

Benefits 

 Easy to add criteria regarding minimum flow to protect small streams 

 Metering and consent conditions will improve efficiency, give control 

 Unaware  of any problems caused by current takes – scale/intensity similar to 
PA 

 Ease of administration, allows BOPRC to focus on bigger issues 

 
Problems 

 Lack of consultation with tāngata whenua on individual applications 

 Does not address effects on other users or need for future clawback should that 
be necessary under WQ P3 

 Concerns regarding equity 

 
Option 2: Limit the controlled activity status to 50m3/property/day and provide 
a restricted discretionary activity status for larger takes. (this option was 
contained in the draft plan change) 
 

Benefits 

 Easy to add criteria regarding minimum flow to protect small streams 

 Metering and consent conditions will improve efficiency, give control 

 Somewhat consistent with entitlement under PA in operative plan (combines 
35m

3
 groundwater + 15m

3 
surface water) 

 May meet some derogation concern 

 Pragmatic, ease of administration, allows BOPRC to focus on bigger issues 

 Enables consultation with potentially affected parties on larger takes 

 Only farms with more than 500 cows require RDA  

  
 
Problems 

 Lack of consultation with tāngata whenua on individual applications (except for 
very large farms) 

 Uncertainty for farms with more than 500 cows 

 Remaining derogation concerns (35 – 50 m
3
)  

 
Option 3: Provide CA status for unauthorised dairy takes in resources that 
don’t exceed interim thresholds (limit) and RDA status for other dairy shed 
takes. 
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Benefits 

 Some consultation and all derogation concerns able to be met 

 Key environmental concerns met 
 

 
Problems 

 Expensive and time consuming to process applications for those in resources 
that exceed interim threshold 

 Uncertainty of outcomes for applicants in resources that exceed interim 
threshold 

 Difficult to identify any environmental gains  
 

Option 4: No special rule. Council could provide operational assistance in a 
similar manner to the unauthorised horticultural takes. 
 

Benefits 

 All consultation and derogation concerns able to be met 

 All environmental concerns able to be met 

  
 
Problems 

 Expensive and time consuming to process applications 

 Expensive and uncertain process for applicants 

 Difficult to identify any environmental gains for existing takes 
 

Council staff recommendation 

23 Staff have no recommendation in relation to the preferred position. Four options are 
provided.  

13.2.2 Reference in policy 14 to rule WQ R 5 

24 Policy WQ P14 references rule WQ R5. This is an error as WQ R5 provides for 
existing authorised users affected by the reduction in the permitted activity volume to 
remain authorised.   

25 Several submitters raised concern about the reference in WQ P14 to WQ P1 – 12 and 
WQ P18 to WQ P20. BOPRC submission 11- 9 sought to revise the numbers due to 
an error in translating from a previous format, while others (31 – 28, 50 - 56) sought to 
delete the cross referencing entirely. Oji Fibre Solutions and Norske Skog Tasman (10 
– 22) submitted that it was important to retain the reference to WQ P12, which 
provides certainty for existing authorised users.  

26 Plan users need to take into account all relevant polices in a plan, so reference to 
specific polices is not required and, as occurred here, can be misleading. When 
determining their response to submissions on activity status the Hearing Panel may 
wish to review as to whether it is appropriate to make references either within the rules 
or this policy.  

Council staff recommendation  

27 Delete the reference to WQ R5 in WQ P14 and elsewhere and delete reference to 
other policies 

13.2.3 Schedule 7 Reasonable and efficient use criteria - dairy 

28 DairyNZ (38-18) and Federated Farmers of New Zealand (50-99) sought to add detail 
to schedule 7 with regard to water use in the dairy shed.  
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29 The horticultural submitters (14-35, 27-34) sought that the volume determined as 
efficient should be a performance standard rather than advice note. Dairy submitters 
noted that volumes will vary depending on shed type, milking frequency and milk 
production and sought flexibility based on good practice with regard to the volume.  

30 Since the plan was notified a detailed study into water use on dairy farms in New 
Zealand has been published as part of a PhD thesis

34
. This study found that average 

milking parlour water use was 63 litres per cow per day during the main milking period, 
with seasonal variation. Highest use was associated with highest milk production. 

31 This information supports more detail in schedule 7 and as matter over which Council 
reserves control. 

Council staff recommendation 

32 Provide a definition of how reasonable and efficient use is determined for water use in 
the dairy shed. 

                                            
34

 Higham, CD. Etal Water use on nonirrigated-pasture based dairyfarms: Combining detailed monitoring 
and modelling to set benchmarks. https://doi.org/10.3168/jds.2016-11822  
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Part 14:   Recognise Municipal Water Takes 

1 PPPC9 makes special provision for municipal water supply by providing a controlled 
activity status for the renewal of existing resource consent, subject to a water 
management plan to ensure the take and use is efficient. Generally submitters 
recognised the importance of municipal water, but sought controls to ensure the use is 
efficient, that non domestic type users (for example irrigators or industry) of municipal 
water are not unfairly advantaged in comparison to similar users on independent 
supply.  

14.1.1 Adequacy of policy provision for municipal water supply 

2 Territorial Authorities (8-46, 60-2) and developers considered that the importance of 
municipal water supplies was insufficiently acknowledged by proposed PPPC9 and 
the section 32 report. They seek to further prioritise municipal takes. The developer of 
the Rangiuru business park also seeks priority allocation or re allocation of water to 
large scale industrial developments.  The rural sector submitters were concerned that 
this solution may lead to a blanket priority for municipal water across the region, where 
urban water needs have greater priority than water needs in the rural area.  

3 Proposed issue WQ I2 identifies that urban growth increases demand for water, and is 
increasing demand on some streams, rivers, springs and groundwater. Municipal 
water supplies are an important part of local government services, health (drinking 
water) and urban development. Territorial Authorities and developers ask for this to be 
recognised further by giving municipal water takes priority over other freshwater 
values and uses.  

4 Tauranga City Council (8-7) was highly supportive of objective WQ O3(e) and sought 
an additional objective to provide long term certainty for municipal water supplies. 
Territorial authority submitters have provided Council a preferred clause to be added 
in objective WQ O8 after a post-submission meeting. This relates to Whakatāne 
District Council submission (12-12) and other submissions regarding NPSUDC and 
the ability of local councils to supply the water needs of their communities.  The 
additional clause they wish to include is “(e) The long term certainty and priority 
required for safe and adequate municipal water supplies, recognising the need to 
provide for future growth and urban development capacity”, as a matter to be 
recognised when allocating water and making decisions on freshwater resources.  

5 The NPS-FM 2014, identifies water supply as one of the ‘other national values
35

’ to be 
identified on a case-by-case basis depending on the respective FMU

36
.  

6 Analysis on the section “Recognising Existing users”, provided responses to 
submissions received on proposed Objective WQ O8.  

7 Objective WQ O8 aligns with the operative policy WQ 3B of the RPS, and it would be 
inappropriate to add further items that are not stated in the RPS. Operative Policy WQ 
3B of RPS states in its explanation that “the scope of this [municipal use] priority is not 
unlimited and must be considered in relation to other matters listed in Policy WQ3B, 
especially efficient use and the availability of water for other uses. …Demands on 
domestic or municipal water supply must not be seen as unlimited and should be 
constrained to avoid waste, uncontrolled consumption and associated cost”.  Also 
objective WQ O8(a) already requires decision makers to have regard to municipal 
water supply when allocating water. 

                                            
35

 The NPS-FM 2014 identified only two compulsory national values that shall be applied for all FMU, 
those are: Ecosystem health and Human health for recreation.   
36

 Policy CA2(b) of the NPS-FM 2014 
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8 While it is important to recognise drinking-water and sanitation needs, further 
strengthening the priority of municipal water supply or inclusion of private industrial 
developments is inconsistent with the national and regional policies.  

Council staff recommendation 

9 No additional policy provision is made to further prioritise municipal supplies or include 
similar private supplies within the municipal take provisions of PPPC9. 

14.1.2 Definition of Municipal Water Supply 

10 PPPC9 includes a definition for Municipal Water Supply. PPPC9 defines municipal 
water supply as “a reticulated water supply provided by a territorial authority primarily 
to meet domestic, drinking water and public health requirements. The supply may 
include industrial, commercial and irrigation supplies”.   

11 A submitter seeks the definition to be broadened to include private domestic water 
supply providers. 

12 The proposed definition was supported by most territorial authority submitters with 
suggestion to expand it to include other uses - stock water (12-31) and rural supplies. 
One submitter was concerned that municipal supply should remain narrow and sought 
to remove the list of other uses altogether. 

13 Horticultural submitters (14-44 and 27-43) sought better recognition that the current 
definition for municipal supply supports non-essential activities (i.e. other than 
essential drinking and sanitation needs) and the unbundling of the end use. The 
submitters further sought to revise the “municipal” water supply definition to recognise 
that water is not always an essential or efficient allocation for all municipal users. The 
horticultural submitters (14-21 and 27-20) and questioned the appropriateness of 
giving priority to municipal supply in proposed policy WQ P21, if the majority of 
reticulation is providing water for commercial agricultural purposes. Territorial 
authorities responded that it is difficult to separate different uses.  

14 It is acknowledged that non domestic type use is a significant part of municipal water 
supplies. In the Bay of Plenty municipal supplies frequently have significant irrigation 
and industrial/commercial components. In many cases these uses are a vital part of 
the financial viability of the scheme and enable the supply of affordable high quality 
water to domestic customers. 

15 The Water Management Plan has a role to ensure that non domestic users are not 
unreasonably advantaged both at the time of allocation and when water use 
restrictions are in force.  

Council staff recommendation 

16 No changes are considered to be required to the definition.   

14.1.3 Inclusion of non-municipal drinking water suppliers in Rule WQ 
R6? 

17 Submitters suggested that private drinking water supplies could be included in 
proposed Rule WQ R6 and subject to similar conditions. This idea is further supported 
by some Territorial Authorities (Tauranga City Council and Rotorua Lakes Council).  

18 Drinking and sanitation use of water is prioritised through objective WQ O8 and policy 
WQ P31.Initiatives by local communities, tāngata whenua or sector groups are further 
supported by Proposed Methods WQ M4 community initiatives and WQ M8 as water 
user groups. Many small-scale water takes that support rural homes, marae and 
papakāinga are likely to be within the permitted volume. For example a bore in a 
property bigger than 5 ha could support an estimated 70 households (roughly 180 
people), and a smaller property could draw water from above or below the ground 
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enough to support an estimate of 30 households (roughly 80 people). Any volume take 
exceeding this would require a resource consent. Drinking water supplies are required 
to be listed on Ministry of Health’s Drinking Water Register. However, only the local 
authorities are bound to the legislation requirements specific to local government. 

19 Policy WQ P21 specifically recognises the essential nature of domestic, marae water 
supplies in addition to municipal water supplies and policy WQ P15 requires decision 
makers to have regard to the relative social and economic benefits of the proposed 
use of water. In this regard, other suppliers for domestic type purposes are supported 
by these policies. The Combined Tāngata Whenua Forum (53-28) sought to include 
papakainga in policy WQ P21. This is supported because papakainga water 
requirements are domestic related. 

Council staff recommendation 

20 Revise WQ P21 to include papakainga. 

21 No change to Rule WQ R6.  

14.1.4 Availability of water for development and land use change 

22 Objective WQ O5 and Policy WQ P27 require development to consider water resource 
limitations. These provisions are consistent with Policy WQ 6B of the RPS, that states 
“when applying for designations, plan changes, land use and/or subdivision consents 
the applicant should ensure that there is sufficient water available at the location to 
support the activity”. 

23 The Councils sought positive recognition of the importance of long term planning in 
addressing water limitations, including recognition that planning enables or requires 
limitations to be addressed. 

24 A range of matters were raised by submitters, including to take a more directive role, 
to include water quality and to revise so that the policy does not affect urban growth. 
No submitters opposed the principle of taking into account water resource limitations.  

25 With forward planning, Councils’ have a range of options available that will generally 
enable them to address water requirements for urban development. These provisions 
support that forward planning and do not affect the priority or otherwise of a particular 
water use. The provisions apply to all land use changes, including for example, from 
farming to intensive horticulture, and must retain a broad approach.  

26 As this plan is restricted to water quantity it is not appropriate to broaden scope to 
cover water quality.  

27 The provisions are consistent with the RPS and the NPSUDC. 

Council staff recommendation 

28 Retain Proposed Objective WQ O5 and Policy WQ P27.  

29 Provide no additional policy or rule regarding urban development. 

14.1.5 Controlled activity status in Rule WQ R6 for renewal of municipal 
water supply takes. 

30 Rule WQ R6 establishes a controlled activity rule for the renewal of existing municipal 
takes at the same rate and volume. Under the operative plan there is no special rule 
for municipal takes. 

31 The councils and public health sector were strongly supportive of the controlled 
activity status and sought that it be broaden to cover increases or have less onerous 
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conditions. Other parties, including farming and horticulture generally agreed in 
principle but raised matters regarding the importance of the water management plan, 
control over non domestic type uses. Iwi noted the importance of taking account 
tāngata whenua values. 

32 The majority of the submissions supported the ‘controlled activity’ status for existing 
water take for municipal water supply subject to minor amendments. The concerns 
can be addressed through amending proposed rule WQ R6 and tightening the 
definition of “municipal water supply”.   

33 The proposed rule WQ R6 is restricted to takes that are in existence at the date plan 
notification. This has caused some confusion. The date was included to be consistent 
with the proposed Rule WQ R4 and WQ R5 where they provided a transition period to 
enable existing users to adapt to a more stringent regime. The intent of Rule WQ R6 is 
different. It aims to provide a more relaxed consenting regime for existing municipal 
water supplies renewing resource consent to take water where the volume of water 
currently allocated to them does not change. Reference to the date should be deleted, 
so that the rule is available to the renewal of any resource consent for municipal water 
supply. Tauranga City Council (8-37) sought to include the term “subsequent 
renewals” in (1) and (2) to confirm that the rule applies to renewals.  

34 Tauranga City Council and some iwi submitters also raised concern about 
consultation. As part of the water management plan, the applicant is required to 
provide information on any consultation undertaken with key stakeholders and council 
has retained control over the extent to which the applicant has consulted and taken 
into account Māori values. As the circumstance of each take will differ it is not possible 
to define consultation requirements, but it is assumed that local Councils have existing 
relationships and protocols with tāngata whenua that will assist in determining the 
appropriate level. 

35 In addition consultation requirements under the Local Government Act 2002 will apply. 
Under the Resource Legislation Amendment Act 2017, notification is precluded for 
controlled activities.  

36 Bay of Plenty Regional Council submission (11-21) sought to change the Māori to 
tāngata whenua. This is consistent with other parts of the plan change and used by iwi 
submitters. 

37 There were a number of submissions relating to whether the volume of water allowed 
for under the rule should be able to increase with population increases and whether 
the renewal volume should include the volume previously consented even if it had not 
been fully utilised. It is considered providing for an increase in volume should not be 
provided for under the rule. As submitted by Horticulture New Zealand (37-36) any 
priority for new water needs full community discussion to ensure impacts on all users. 
Also including additional volumes within this rule restricts the ability to give full 
consideration to ecological or cultural matters. 

38 CNI Iwi Land Management Iwi Land Management (65-87) supported the rule but 
sought that the word “outlined” in relation to the water management plan be changed 
to “set”. The submitter also proposed that an additional clause to retain control over 
the extent to which the supply is used for purposes other than municipal.  

39 It is agreed that “set” in more definitive than “outlined” and more appropriately refers to 
the requirement for a water management plan. The additional clause is also supported 
because it more clearly enables the decision maker to take into account the non-
domestic type uses of municipal water. This ensures the priority the rule gives to 
municipal takes is appropriately balanced. 
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Council staff recommendation 

40 Subsequent to changes recommended to policy WQ P30 (actions during times of low 
flows and aquifer levels) it is recommended to replace “cessation” in clause (c) with 
“management”. 

41 Delete reference to the date of plan notification and include reference to the existing 
resource consent.  

42 Replace “outlined” with “set” in clause 3. 

43 Replace “Māori” with “tāngata whenua” 

44 Add an additional clause in the matters over which Council retains control to enable 
control over the extent to which the supply is used for other purposes.  

14.1.6 Exempt smaller municipal water supplies from developing a Water 
Management Plan 

45 Submitter 68 seeks an exemption for small scale suppliers from producing a Water 
Management Plan. 

46 Schedule 7 of the RNRP provides the assessment criteria for reasonable and efficient 
use. The schedule states “… the water management plan shall, to an extent which is 
appropriate for the scale of the activity, provide the following information:” Therefore, 
the submitters concerns are considered to be met.  

Council staff recommendation 

47 No change is recommended.  
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Part 15:   Hydro-electric Power Schemes 

1 A number of submissions commented on the hydro-electric power scheme provisions, 
topics include:  

 Whether the recognition and precedence given to hydro-electric power schemes 
is justified and fair 

 whether geothermal generation should be more explicitly provided for through 
an additional policy and in Objective WQ O2 

 Whether provisions referring to ‘damming and diversion of water’ in Policy WQ 
P4, WQ P18, WQ P19 and WQ P20 are inconsistent with the purpose and 
scope of this plan change 
 

2 This section will focus on objective WQ O2, policies WQ P6(c), P19, P20, although 
objective WQ O8, policies WQ P4, P18, P30(e), P31(c).  

15.1.1 Issue summary 

3 PPPC9 proposes specific provisions for hydroelectric power schemes, including one 
objective, three policies and a rule. For proposed Objective WQ O2, 14 original 
submissions seek various amendments. The relief sought by submitters is polarised - 
either seeking stronger or weaker priority for hydroelectricity power schemes in water 
allocation.  

4 Policies WQ P19 and WQ P20 recognise the importance of maintaining hydroelectric 
generation capacity and rights of other resource consent holders upstream of the 
schemes. These also met with opposition from local iwi and other water users. While 
some submissions stated that the proposed change gave too much priority to 
hydroelectric power schemes (6:31, 30:39, 32:17, 50: 2 / 50:64), Trustpower 
considered the proposed provisions are insufficient (49: 42) in giving effect to objective 
WQ O2. Trustpower (49-44) also seeks to include an additional policy to specifically 
recognise the need to provide for the continued operation at the time of consent 
renewal and when environmental flows and/or levels are being set. This proposal was 
opposed by five further submissions

37
. 

5 CNI Iwi Land Management, Timberlands and Federated Farmers, raised concerns that 
WQ P19 and P20 determine the allocation of water prior to the National Objective 
Framework process is implemented within WMA’s, and noted overlap with/repetition  
of other policies. Proposed policy WQ P19 received seven submissions in opposition, 
including from Ngāti Manawa and two hapū of Ngāti Awa.  Submissions from 
Trustpower (49:44) and Forest and Bird (39:23) sought amendments or clarifications 
on policy WQ P20. No submission supports policy WQ P20 as proposed.  

6 Proposed policy WQ P6(c) also includes a specific provision to protect flows allocated 
to the operator of a hydro-electric power scheme when water harvesting upstream. 
Three submissions were received specifically on policy WQ P6(c) – one sought to 
delete (c), and two others suggested amendment to (c). 

15.1.2 Hydro-electric power schemes  

7 The intention of proposed WQ O2, P6(c), P19 and P20 is to maintain existing 
renewable hydro-electricity generation activities when allocating water, to give 
practical effect to the RPS, the existing provisions in the RNRP and the intent of the 
National Policy Statement for Renewable Electricity Generation 2011 (NPSREG). 

8 While the NPSREG preamble states that it does not apply to the allocation and 
prioritisation of freshwater

38
, it requires decision makers to recognise and provide for 

                                            
37

 Trustpower’s proposal was opposed by further submissions 3–10, 4–19, 9–20, 14–208 and 27–57. 
38

 In the preamble of the National Policy Statement for Renewable Energy Generation, 5
th
 paragraph. 
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the national significance of renewable electricity generation activities with the objective 
that the proportion of electricity generated from renewable energy sources increases 
to a level that meets or exceeds the national target for renewable electricity 
generation.   

15.1.3 Objective WQ O2 

9 The proposed objective WQ O2 states that “Allocation of water resources in the Bay of 
Plenty recognises and maintains the generation capacity of hydroelectric power 
schemes as a renewable energy source” aims to give practical effect to both the RPS 
Policy EI 6B

39
 and to support Policy E2

40
 of NPSREG in the context of the take and 

use of surface water.    

10 Many submitters disagreed that maintaining the hydro generation capacity should be 
an objective when allocating water, and particularly with it being prioritised above 
other values. Eight submissions specifically asked for the word “maintain” to be 
removed from WQ O2. A further submission from Trustpower (19) opposes this 
request given the NPSREG requirements. 

11 While the NPSREG does not direct freshwater allocation and prioritisation, there is a 
clear relationship between the allocation of water to schemes and the ability to meet 
the objective of the NPSREG. The RPS requires decision-makers to provide for the 
on-going renewable energy electricity generation by “having particular regard to 
maintaining the output from existing electricity generation”. 

12 In relation to allocating water, the RPS objective is that the quantity of available water 
provides for a range of uses and values

41
.  The allocating water policy WQ 3B of the 

RPS
42

  directs that “the benefits to be derived from the use of water for […] electricity 
generation from renewable sources” be considered as one of ten matters listed (with 
no order of priority). The RPS directs the RNRP to have regard to maintaining the 
existing electricity generation output when allocating water. 

Council staff recommendation 

13 It is recommended the proposed Objective WQ O2 is amended for consistency with 
the direction of the RPS.  

15.1.4 Policy WQ P19 

14 Policy WQ P19 is designed to achieve proposed objective WQ O2 (which staff 
recommended minor changes to above), and work in tandem with proposed policy 
WQ P20. The purpose is to set the framework by which the taking of water upstream 
of hydroelectricity generation schemes is managed. It acknowledges that existing 
resource consents for hydroelectric schemes have significant implications and these 
need to be taken into account when allocating water. 

15 The proposed policy is consistent with regional plan provisions and current resource 
consents – which in at least one instance are significant consideration in water 
allocation over a large area. It provides helpful information and clear direction that 
water-take is already limited in hydro-electricity catchments.  

                                            
39

 RPS Policy EI 6B “Provide for the on-going generation of electricity from existing power generation 
schemes using renewable energy sources by having particular regard to: 
(a) Maintaining the output from existing electricity generation schemes using renewable energy 
sources; and (b) Enabling the maintenance and upgrading of existing electricity generation schemes using 
renewable energy sources 
40

 NPSREG Policy E2 “Regional policy statements and regional and district plans shall include objectives, 
policies, and methods (including rules within plans) to provide for the development, operation, 
maintenance, and upgrading of new and existing hydro-electricity generation activities to the extent 
applicable to the region or district. 
41

 Objective 30 of the Bay of Plenty Regional Policy Statement 
42

 Policy WQ 3B(i) Allocating water 
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16 Trustpower sought an amendment to clause (b) which relates to a proposed controlled 
activity rule for existing unauthorised dairy farm water takes. This is fully analysed 
elsewhere in this report. 

17 The proposed policy WQ P19 received opposition, particularly from parties who have 
a strong interest in the upper Rangitāiki catchment, including Ngāti Manawa, CNI Iwi 
Land Management Ltd and Timberland. The submitters raised issues of fairness and 
that matters are more appropriately addressed when implementing the NPS-FM in 
WMA’s. 

18 The national and regional policy contexts have changed since PPPC9 was notified. 
New policy directions have been included in the NPS-FM

43
 and subsequently the RPS 

-Proposed Change 3 (Rangitaiki River).  Both documents include an objective to 
enable the economic well-being of the community within limits. The NPS-FM identified 
this as relating to ‘sustainably managing freshwater quantity’, and the proposed 
change 3 linked it to the social and cultural well-being.  

19 These new policies and objectives and the relative merits of different water uses will 
be an important part of future WMA plan change considerations. 

20 Proposed policy WQ 19 provides an additional barrier for new upstream water-take 
applicants and confirms the existence of the identified hydro-electric power schemes. 
This is consistent with rule WQ R20 (Rule 47C, listed in Appendix 3) of the operative  
RNRP, where the renewal of consents for Schedule 11 hydro schemes, including their 
water take and use, are given the controlled activity status.  

Council staff recommendation 

21 It is recommended that policy WQ P19 is retained because it confirms the status of 
water allocation in catchments with hydro-electric power schemes. 

15.1.5 Policy WQ P20 

22 No submitters fully supported policy WQ P20, which enables the taking of water 
upstream of the existing hydroelectric power schemes (derived from operative policy 
69

44
), subject to conditions.  Maps WQ 2 and WQ 3 highlight the catchment area 

above hydro-electric power schemes that this policy is applicable to. Policy WQ P20 
indicates water may be available for reallocation upon resource consent review, 
renewal, expiry, and transfer processes.  

23 Submissions from Federated Farmers, CNI Iwi Land Management Ltd and 
Timberlands (50-65, 65-62, 66-10) sought to delete proposed policy WQ P20. They 
raise similar concerns regarding priority are concerned that hydro-electricity 
generation is given priority over other water takes, particularly prior to discussion and 
agreement prior the Freshwater Management Unit limit setting process. Similar 
concern had also been raised for WQ P19, and addressed earlier in this section.  

24 Proposed advice note 2 in policy WQ P20 makes specific reference to the catchment 
above the Matahina dam, however applies to dairy-shed water take on a region-wide 
basis, rather than a specific catchment. Staff recommend this advice note be deleted 
as it is unnecessary and does not assist in interpretation of the rule  

25 Submissions from Trustpower sought amendments or clarifications. Trustpower seek 
to:  

 remove the reference that allocated water could be reduced through a review 
based on ‘reasonable and efficient use requirements’ or ‘technical efficiency’  

                                            
43

 National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management Amendment Order 2017 
44

 Policy 69 of the Operative Regional Natural Resources Plan, or previously known as the Operative Bay 
of Plenty Regional Water and Land Plan. 
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 add the word ‘diversion’ in all places where water ‘take’ is mentioned in this 
policy 

 require the reallocated water consents to require conditions in accordance with 
matters set out WQ P16 

 remove the reference to WQ R4 resource consent. 
 

26 In response to Trustpower’s requested changes, staff consider that unless provided 
for in the resource consent, a review is not able to take water from one user to give to 
another. However policy WQ P16(g) requires decision makers to include a condition to 
review the resource consent to determine if efficiency gains can be made. Water freed 
up by efficiency gains is then able to be allocated to another user. No change to policy 
WQ P20(b) is needed. 

27 The submission point (49-4) pointed out the proposed policies have touched on the 
diversion of water in places, which may cause confusion as the damming and 
diversion of water is addressed in a separate section in the regional plan, and not 
included in this plan change. To prevent further confusion, for the term ‘diversion’ is 
not recommended to be included in policy WQ P20, and any reference to “diversion” is 
removed as recommended elsewhere in this report. 

28 Proposed policy WQ P16 already gives decision-makers the discretion to select 
applicable resource consent conditions by assessing site specific circumstances. The 
suggested change to policy WQ P20(b)(iii) will result in more conditions than 
necessary, and will cause inconsistency with policy WQ P16. For these reasons, staff 
recommend no change area made in response to these requests.   

29 Reference to rule WQ R4 is dealt with elsewhere in this report. 

30 The Forest and Bird submission requests clarification on the intent of advice note 3 of 
proposed Policy WQ P20.  

31 This note refers the matter of water released from dams to Policy WQ P32 (Policy 81) 
and Table WQ 1 of the operative RNRP. Policy WQ P32 (Policy 81) manages new 
and variations to damming and diversion activities against environmental standards 
including water quality classification standards.   

32 Proposed Policy WQ P20 of PPPC9 manages the water take above recognised hydro-
electric power schemes, these being those schemes with existing resource consents 
listed under Schedule 11 of the operative RNRP, rather than a power scheme 
applying for a new resource consent. It is noted that this advice note caused confusion 
with submitters therefore staff recommend that this advice note is deleted.  

Council staff recommendation 

33 Amend Policy WQ P20 by deleting advice note 2 and 3 as notified. 

15.1.6 Recognition of geothermal generation as a renewable electricity 
source 

34 Submitter 31 Mercury NZ Limited sought that geothermal electricity generation be 
more explicitly provided for by  proposed PPPC9, particularly in Objective WQ O2 and 
through the inclusion of an additional policy (31:32) covering the take and use of 
freshwater for geothermal resource development (this was supported by FS2–5, 
opposed by FS14–56 and FS27–55). 

35 Mercury NZ Ltd (31-6) submitted that freshwater is also needed for geothermal 
generation activities and that recognising this requirement would be consistent with 
the RPS and the NPSREG. Geothermal has a relatively small but important need for 
water. 
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36 Geothermal is an important renewable electricity generation resource in the Bay of 
Plenty region, particularly in Kawerau. Its operation requires the take and use of fresh 
water. A number of operative and proposed policies already recognise the benefit of 
renewable electricity generation. This includes RPS Policies GR 7B, GR 10B, EI 1B, 
EI 3B, EI 4B, EI 5B and EI 7B.  

37 Objective WQ O2 relates to the NPSREG and consistent with the NPSREG it is 
appropriate that it refers to renewable energy activities rather than just hydroelectric 
power schemes.  

38 There is no specific policy support in PPPC9 for allocating water to renewable 
electricity generation other than existing schedule 11 hydroelectric schemes. Any 
future application to take new water for renewable electricity would need to be 
considered against the relevant objectives and policies. This is important to ensure 
sustainability of the resource. When water allocation limits are set in WMA processes 
under policy WQ P2(f)(vii) full consideration can be given as to whether additional 
provisions are needed to support renewable electricity generation. 

Council staff recommendation 

39 Amend WQ O2 to delete “hydroelectric power schemes” so the allocation of water is 
neutral regarding they type of renewable electricity it refers to. 

40 Note: No additional policies are considered to be required specifically for geothermal 
electricity generation within Proposed PPPC9. 

15.1.7 The damming and diversion of water 

41 Trustpower (49: 4) considered that the proposed PPPC9 adopts an inconsistent 
approach to the management of water diversion, given diversions are currently within 
the operative RNRP Water Quantity and Allocation section. However proposed 
policies WQ P4, WQ P18, WQ 19 and WQ 20 also apply to managing water diversion. 
Trustpower seek the provisions in the proposed PPPC9 to be amended to include and 
provide for the diversion of water, so it can provide better certainty for existing water 
diversion permits upon their renewal. 

42 The introduction to Plan change 9 references Part II Water Quantity and states a 
range of topics covered by Part II. It is agreed this is confusing and unclear to readers 
as to where the topics are covered. It is noted that the original layout of Part II in the 
RWLP includes the topics of Integrated management of land and water, Discharges to 
land and water, Water quantity and allocation, Beds of rivers, streams, lakes and 
wetlands, Geothermal resources  and Wetlands.  

43 Proposed PPPC9 aims to provide a regional framework that is consistent with the 
NPS-FM 2014 with a focus on managing water allocation (the take and use of surface 
water and groundwater).  

44 The proposed policy WQ P4 of PPPC9 includes ‘damming or diverting freshwater’ 
which is consistent with the NPS-FM 2014. Proposed policy WQ P4 is consistent with 
the overall NPS-FM policy framework which directs that fresh water damming or 
diversion shall be managed in accordance with set environmental flows and/or levels, 
and their subsequent limits. 

45 PPPC9 does not change the provisions of the operative RNRP where these relate to 
the damming and diversion of water. Therefore, it is inappropriate to include more 
detailed additional provisions for water diversion and damming, given it is already 
addressed within the operative RNRP and there being no conflict between policy 
frameworks. The references to matters other than allocation, taking and use of water 
under Part II in the introduction are confusing and should be deleted. 

46 Proposed policies WQ P19 and WQ P20 aim to limit water take above a recognised 
hydro-electric power scheme for the purpose of maintaining electricity generation 
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capacity. As the pointed out by submitters, including the word diversion - which is 
considered to be the non-consumptive use of water, in policies WQ P19 and WQ P20, 
is inconsistent with term “take and use of water” already used elsewhere within the 
RNRP. Therefore, for the purpose of consistency, it is recommended that the word 
“diversion” to be removed from proposed policies of PPPC9 NPS-FM. 

Council staff recommendation 

47 In the introduction under Part II delete references matters other than the allocation, 
taking and use of water.  

48 Retain policy WQ P4 and policy WQ P18 as they are consistent with the NPS-FM 
2014 and align with the intent of PPPC9 to provide an interim policy framework whilst 
the WMA processes are being completed.  

 


